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Abstract 
In the UK’s domestic sector, heat is conventionally generated on-site by gas boilers and 
electricity is generated off-site by large centralised power plants and distributed to 
homes through the electrical grid. There are, however, considerable energy losses 
associated with this arrangement, in particular thermal losses due to electricity 
generation and distribution. Switching households to distributed generation, such as 
small-scale Combined Heat and Power (CHP) generators has the potential to avoid these 
losses. CHP uses a single fuel to cogenerate electricity and heat. Due to the efficient use of 
fuel, these generators are commonly regarded as an efficient use of fuel, which can 
ultimately reduce CO2 emissions. 
Given their high capital costs, small-scale CHPs are suitable for applications with 
continuous demand for heat. Considering this, CHPs are typically coupled with communal 
heat networks. These networks connect multiple dwellings or buildings via hot water 
carrier pipes. Such infrastructure provides the basis to transport cogenerated heat to the 
point of consumption. Apartment blocks are among the common applications of 
communal heat networks in the UK. Due to variation in energy consumption patterns in 
dwellings, the overall heat and electricity demands of the apartment blocks tend to 
diversity over time. This provides the suitable basis for CHP’s operation.  
This study evaluates the economic feasibility and CO2 savings of CHPs for new-built 
apartment blocks. Initially, the energy demand profiles of various sizes of apartment 
blocks are modelled. Additionally, outputs of the cogeneration systems are simulated, 
where attention is paid to model the operational losses of the CHP units. The CO2 savings 
of the generation systems with CHPs are calculated based on the CO2 intensity of the 
displaced electricity. 
The results showed that the economic feasibilities of the cogeneration systems depend 
on the operating periods of the CHP units. Furthermore, the impact of temporal 
diversification of heat load on the operating period of the CHP units reveal that less 
insulated apartment blocks which contains larger dwellings tend to provide better 
economic returns.  
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This study mainly indicated results based on CHP’s operating annual operating hours. 
The analysis indicated that none of the cases in which the CHP unit operates below 2000 
hours/year, achieved economic feasibility. The outcome from the simulations suggested 
that the payback periods range between 5.6 to 15 years. The tolerable capital cost 
analysis showed that the economic contribution of the increasing operating period, 
decreases after operating for 5000 hours/year.  
Additionally, this study separately evaluated the short-run (first year of operation) and 
long-run (lifetime savings) CO2 savings of each case. The short-run CO2 savings suggested 
that the cogeneration systems displace an average of 0.52kgCO2/kWh. It was highlighted 
that the short-run CO2 intensities are significantly higher than values which would 
neutralise the savings of gas-powered cogeneration systems. Considering the expected 
decarbonisation of the grid, the long-run CO2 savings of the cogeneration system were 
assessed for two scenarios. It was found that the decarbonisation of the electricity 
delivered by the grid is not quick enough to significantly impact the long-run CO2 savings 
of the cogeneration systems.   
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1. Introduction 
The energy demand in the domestic sector accounts for nearly a quarter of the final 
energy consumption in the United Kingdom (UK) [1]. Given the international concerns 
with regards to the global warming, the UK parliament passed the climate change act in 
2008 [2]. This act has set a legally binding requirement to reduce 80% of the net CO2 
emissions by 2050, compared to its level back in 1990. Considering the ambitious CO2 
reduction targets, it is essential to ensure the efficiency in terms of domestic energy 
demand and supply.  
By and large, the electricity demand in the UK’s dwellings is imported from the grid which 
is generated by off-site, fossil-fuel based, power plants. These power plants lose 50 to 70% 
of their energetic input due to conversion, transmission and distribution losses [3]. The 
conversion losses occur because these plants dissipate the resulting heat from the 
electricity generation process into the atmosphere. In addition to this, the distribution 
and transmissions losses occur during the process of delivering electricity from the point 
of generation to the point of consumption. Unlike electricity, the provision of heat in the 
UK’s dwellings is dominated by on-site, gas-powered boilers. By the end of 2014, nearly 
85% of the dwellings were heated by gas-based system where a vast majority of these 
systems are boilers [4]. 
An alternative to the stated, conventional generation system is the concept of Combined 
Heat & Power (CHP) [5]. The term CHP generation refers to the process of generating 
electricity and recovering useful heat from a single fuel– typically gas. The electricity 
generation efficiencies of CHPs are comparatively lower than their electricity-only 
counterparts. Due to the utilisation of heat, however, the overall efficiencies of CHPs have 
the potential to surpass the combined efficiencies of on-site boilers and off-site power 
plants.  
Besides industrial applications1, CHPs are used in applications with continuous heat and 
electricity loads [5, 6]. CHPs reduce the cost of meeting a buildings energy demands by 
                                                        
1 Large-scale CHPs (>1 MWe) are used in industrial applications where high grade, cogenerated heat is 
utilised to generate process steam. 
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importing gas instead of electricity.  Considering relatively higher prices of electricity and 
low export revenues [5], CHPs tend to achieve high economic returns for buildings with 
continuous electricity demand. However, the generators need to operate for significant 
durations (e.g. 1000s hours/year), to be able to achieve economic feasibility. CHPs can 
achieve long operating periods for buildings with continuous heat demand. Some 
examples of these buildings are hotels, hospitals, leisure centres, caring homes, prisons, 
etc. [5]. The continuity of heat demand in these building types mainly associates with the 
extended occupancy durations.  
In addition to these buildings, CHPs are used in conjunction with heat networks [6]. The 
term heat network refers to an infrastructure which distributes heat with water carrier 
pipes to multiple heat sinks. In this way, heat demand from buildings with different 
occupancy profiles can be aggregated. This would translate into longer operating periods 
for CHPs. 
In broad terms, heat networks can be categorized to district heating and communal 
heating schemes [7]. The term district heating refers to large heat networks which consist 
of multiple buildings. Two applications of district heating are mixed commercial & 
residential sites and university campuses. In terms of scale, the district heating 
applications are typically in the scales of megawatts [8]. Communal heating schemes refer 
to smaller applications where heat is distributed at one site or one building [7]. The sizes 
of such applications are in the scales of tens up to hundreds of kilowatts. Apartment 
blocks are the most common examples of communal heating schemes.  
One of the main issues faced by heat networks is the high distribution losses [8]. 
Historically, heat networks, in the UK, have been inefficient where the heat losses could 
reach up to 66% of the total heat supply [9]. The CP1 document – the guide designated to 
heat network practices in the UK – argues that the excessive losses of the existing heat 
networks are due to incorrect design and maintenance [6]. Additionally, CP1 highlights 
the potential of new developments as it is possible to adopt design, operation and 
maintenance measures which would lead to efficient networks.  Regardless of their size, 
the spatial density of  heat load is crucial for the operation of heat networks [6, 7, 10]. The 
losses from distributing heat over significant distances increases the capital cost of 
trenches and the distribution losses. The inability to transport heat over long distances 
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suggest dense built environments – such as apartment blocks – as high potential 
applications for communal heating schemes. According to a survey of heat networks in 
the UK, nearly 90% of the dwellings connected to heat networks are purpose-built flats 
[9, 11]. The heat load in apartment blocks aggregates and diversify over time due to the 
differences in the energy consumption preferences of occupants living in individual flats. 
Due to this diversification, the operating period of CHPs can be extended. This would 
ultimately contribute to the economic cases of CHPs[5].  
The majority of the apartment blocks in the UK comprise of less than 100 flats [12]. In 
terms of rating, this would correspond to small-scale CHPs. The AM12 document – a guide 
designated to building applications of CHPs – uses the term small-scale to refer to CHPs 
with electrical rating below 50 kWe[5]. This document states that small-scale CHPs are 
typically pre-engineered, complete packages where the prime mover is integrated with 
other components (e.g. generator, heat recovery system). This study uses the term CHP 
unit to refer to these generation packages.  
There are different types of small-scale CHP technologies, namely, internal combustion, 
micro gas turbine, Stirling engine, and micro Rankine cycle [13]. Among these types, the 
internal combustion-based CHP is the most mature and commercially viable technology. 
The states of the rest of the CHP technologies vary from research phase to early 
commercialisation phase.  
The internal combustion engines are originally developed by car manufacturers – such as 
Toyota, Fiat and MAN. Then, they are integrated into electricity and heat generation units 
by CHP manufacturers. These engines are typically powered by natural gas or liquefied 
pressured gas. The theoretical electricity efficiency of internal combustion-based, small-
scale CHPs vary between 20% and 30% and the theoretical total efficiencies vary 
between 75% and 90%[13, 14]. 
Despite their modular and dispatchable features, the operation of  small-scale CHP units 
often result in heat and electricity imbalances between the cogenerated quantities and 
sites’ loads. This issue is addressed by coupling the CHP unit with thermal energy storage, 
peak boilers and connection to electricity grid[5]. In this way, energetic surpluses and 
deficits which results from the operation of CHP units are balanced by other components 
of the energy generation system. This study uses the term cogeneration system to refer 
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to the stated mix of storage and generation units. Figure 1.1 shows the flow of energy 
supply in cogeneration and conventional systems. 
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Figure 1.1 Energy generation systems 
This study uses the terms CO2 savings or cost savings to refer to the CO2 and cost 
differences between the cogeneration and conventional systems [5].  
Despite the potential of apartment applications for  cogeneration systems, the domestic 
energy loads, in particular space heating demand, is relatively low for new-built 
apartment blocks [4, 15]. This is due to two main reasons. Firstly, the purpose-built flats, 
contained in apartment blocks, have relatively small floor area and volume. This results 
in overall reductions in dwellings’ space heating demands. Secondly, the UK’s building 
regulation requires the newly-constructed dwellings to comply with certain energy 
efficiency standards which results in increasing the dwellings’ insulation level [15]. This, 
as well, contributes to the reduction of overall space heating demand. Despite the benefits 
of high insulation levels on their own, the significant reductions of heat demands will 
impact the viability of cogeneration systems [16]. 
The CO2 savings of the cogeneration system, shown in Figure 1.1, is driven by the CHP 
units. Combustion-based Gas-powered CHP units emit CO2, regardless of how efficiently 
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they operate. Based on this, the cogeneration systems would reduce CO2 emissions, only 
when the conventional provision of heat and electricity is comparatively more CO2 
intensive. This is of particular interest, in case of the cogeneration systems because the 
electricity grids are expected to undergo significant decarbonisation in the future [17]. 
This suggests that the cogeneration system will displace electricity with lower CO2 
intensities in the future; thereby, increasing the overall CO2 emissions relative to future 
system.  
1.1. Aim & objectives 
The aim of this work is to assess the cost and CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems for 
new-built apartment applications. In terms of economic impact, the focus is to assess 
whether or not newly-constructed apartment applications provide the necessary 
operational basis for the CHP units to achieve economic feasibility. In terms of 
environmental impact, this study measures the extents to which the CHP units can reduce 
CO2 emissions. Based on the stated aim, this study addresses the following questions: 
1. Given the decreasing heat demand in the newly-constructed buildings, can 
cogeneration systems achieve economic feasibility for new-built apartment blocks? 
2. Considering the potential decarbonisation of electricity grid in future, what are the CO2 
savings of the CHP units? 
This study set three main tasks to achieve the stated aim: (a) to simulate the heat and 
electrical profiles of newly built apartment blocks, (b) to realistically model the outputs 
of small-scale CHP units and their auxiliary units, (c) to estimate the CO2 emissions of the 
electricity displaced by the CHP units.  
1.2. Chapter summaries 
Chapter 2 explains the details of the models used to simulate new-built apartment blocks. 
Firstly, the key characteristics of the domestic energy demand are described. Different 
modelling approaches and methods are reviewed. Based on the conducted review, the 
outputs of the newly-constructed apartment blocks are simulated by using two demand 
models: CREST and SAP models. The CREST demand model is used to stochastically 
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generate high-resolution domestic demand profiles. The SAP model is used to adjust the 
outputs of CREST demand model over large number of runs. A wide range of apartment 
blocks are simulated based on the  this demand simulation procedure.  
In Chapter 3, a novel CHP model is developed where attention is paid to realistically 
model the outputs of the CHP units. The findings from empirical studies are used to model 
the impacts of start-up events and transient losses on the efficiency of the CHP units. Four 
sizes of internal combustion-based CHP units were selected for further modelling. Two 
common operating strategies were integrated in the developed cogeneration model.  
In Chapter 4, the CO2 emissions factors of the electricity delivered by the Great Britain’s 
(GB’s) grid are calculated. The concept of the grid’s marginal generation is reviewed. The 
empirical approach is used to estimate the historic and marginal emissions factors of the 
grid between 2009 and 2016. This calculation is based on the metered, half-hourly 
dispatch data of the generation types which input electricity into the GB grid. 
In Chapter 5, the outcomes of the previous three chapters are assembled to evaluate the 
cost and CO2 savings of CHPs for new-built apartment applications. Initially, the heat 
loads of the simulated apartment blocks are correlated with the operating periods of the 
CHP units. After this, the economic potential of the cogeneration systems are evaluated 
based on the number of years in which they pay themselves back and the capital cost that 
they can tolerate. Additionally, the long-run (lifetime of cogeneration systems) impacts 
of export rates and the operating strategies, on systems’ savings are evaluated. In terms 
of CO2 savings, the short- and long-run timeframes are evaluated separately. The historic 
and long-run CO2 intensities of the displaced electricity by the cogeneration systems are 
reported. Furthermore, the values of the CO2 intensities of the electricity delivered by the 
grid which would neutralise the CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems are calculated. 
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2. Simulating the Energy Demands of the 
Apartments Blocks 
2.1. Overview 
The objective of this chapter is to develop a simulation procedure which appropriately 
outputs the heat and electrical demand profiles of newly-constructed apartment blocks. 
This study fulfils this objective by referring to two energy demand models: CREST and 
SAP models. The CREST demand model is used to generate high-resolution domestic 
demand profiles. The outputs of CREST demand model is then adjusted by the SAP model. 
Considering that the fabric compliances of newly-constructed dwellings in the UK are 
evaluated by the SAP model, the outputs this model is used to adjust the outputs of CREST 
demand model, over large number of simulations.  
The first section introduces key features of the domestic demand which determine the 
appropriateness of the demand models. The next section provides an extensive review of 
the CREST demand model. After this, the methodology section demonstrates the 
structure of the developed simulation procedure. The following part of the methodology 
section discusses the selection of key input parameters shared between the CREST and 
the SAP models. In the results section, the heat and electrical demand profiles of the 
simulated apartment blocks are summarised. The discussions section explains the 
shortcomings of the developed simulation procedure. The final section explains the 
contribution of this chapter to the stated aim. 
2.2. Background 
The economic feasibility of a CHP unit can be achieved when its lifetime cost savings 
surpasses its initial capital cost [5]. Considering their relatively high capital costs, the CHP 
units are often sized to operate for long durations. The long operation time is possible, if 
the CHP units are implemented for applications with continuous and non-interrupted 
heat demands – such as hotels, swimming pools, and university campuses [5]. This aspect 
of energy demand is highlighted, in the latest CHP-designated manual published by the 
Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) [5]. This study frequently 
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refers to this document by using its code: AM12. According to AM12, however, there are 
many applications for which the heat demand is interrupted or reduced, due to occupancy 
patterns and/or seasonal variations of the outdoor temperature. The commercial and 
residential buildings are examples of such applications. It is possible to aggregate the 
demands of the multiple end-users with a network of pipes where the centrally-
generated heat can be distributed [6]. These energy distribution infrastructures are 
commonly known as the heat networks [18]. 
In 2013, CIBSE and the Association for Decentralised Energy (ADE) published a guide 
designated to the heat networks in the UK[6]. This document, commonly known as the 
CP1 guide, underlines the key aspects of designing, operating, and maintaining the heat 
networks efficiently. The CP1 guide states that poorly designed and operated heat 
networks tend to experience excessive heat losses. This guide highlights the potential of 
new applications of the heat networks as it is possible to adopt a wider range of design 
and operation measures, to reduce distribution losses and operation costs.  
Accordingly, in terms of building type, the apartment blocks can be considered as 
common applications of communal heating networks in the UK [6][9]. Based on a recent 
heat network consumer survey [11], 92% of the dwellings connected to the communal 
heating networks are  apartment flats. Similarly, Building Research Establishment (BRE) 
estimates that 88% of dwellings connected to the heat networks in the UK are purpose-
built flats [9]. The term purpose-built flat refers to the constructed structures in a 
purpose-built apartment block; rather than being converted from larger buildings 
(converted flats). These statistics signify the potential of apartment blocks for heat 
network applications.  
The apartment blocks are suitable the heat network applications because these buildings 
tend to have higher linear heat densities[6]. This value is a parameter commonly used to 
assess the spatial heat density of a site. The spatial density of the heat load is important 
as it sets out the length of network’s pipe and distribution losses. The linear heat density 
is calculated by dividing the annual heat load of a heat network over its total pipe length. 
The distribution losses of heat networks increase for applications with low linear heat 
densities[8]. Due to its vertical built form, the apartment blocks require shorter trenches 
of heating pipes in comparison to other applications of heat networks (e.g. vertical risers). 
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In the absence of the metered data, the feasibility assessment of CHP units, for new-built 
sites, rely on the demand modelling. The domestic energy demand modelling is an 
extensive topic in the literature [19]. Depending on the application of  a model, the 
appropriate approaches and methods differ from one to another. While a specific aspect 
of the energy demand is important for  one application, it might be insignificant for 
another one. In the following section, the characteristics of a model fit for purpose of this 
study are summarised. This is followed by a review on different modelling approaches 
and methods.  
2.3. Choosing Appropriate Energy Demand 
Models 
Given the aim of this study, it is important to accurately represent some aspects of the 
domestic energy demand. These aspects are summarised in the following paragraphs. 
- Resolution 
The resolution of the model’s output needs to be high enough to represent the transient 
nature of domestic energy demand [20]. The low-resolution outputs average the ratings 
of the energy consuming units over the time-step of the analysis. This is likely to 
overestimate the cost and CO2 savings of the CHP units [21, 22]. This is because the 
operations of CHP units benefit from continuous and uninterrupted demand. Hawkes et 
al. [21] evaluate the performances of CHP units, for various temporal precision levels. 
They assessed the savings of a Stirling engine and solid oxide fuel cell CHP units for single 
dwelling applications. They reported up to 40% misestimates, in terms ofCO2 savings. 
Additionally, Ferguson et al. [22] developed, calibrated and validated a simulation setup 
for a Stirling and a 6 kWe internal combustion CHP unit. They suggest one minute interval 
as the resolution which is high enough to capture the interactions between the energy 
supply and demand in a given building. 
- Daily and seasonal variation 
The domestic energy demand is time-inhomogeneous [23], which means it changes over 
time. A fit for purpose energy demand model is one which suitably represents the daily 
and the seasonal variations of the energy demand. On daily basis, different occupant 
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activities trigger events which result in  different energy consumption. Due to the nature 
of these activities and occupancy patterns, the occurrence likelihood of a given activity 
varies over time. Additionally, the domestic energy demand varies on seasonal basis, due 
to factors such as outdoor temperature and the irradiance[20, 24].  
- Compliant with Part L1A building regulations 
This study only evaluates the savings of the CHP units for new-built applications. In the 
UK, the newly-constructed dwelling must comply with the fabric and emissions standards 
set by building regulations [25]. These regulations are in place to reduce the CO2 
emissions and the energy consumption of built environment. Considering the scope of 
this study, an appropriate energy demand model requires to check whether or not the 
simulated apartment blocks are compliant with building regulations or not. 
A demand model can capture the stated demand characteristics by using appropriate 
modelling approaches [19] and modelling methods [26]. The following sections describe 
these aspects of energy demand models.  
2.3.1. Modelling Approaches 
There are two broad approaches to model domestic demand: top-down and bottom-up 
[19]. To understand the naming convention of the modelling approaches, let us consider 
the spectrum of the energy demand as a vertical line, where the lowest point is the energy 
demand of a single appliance and the highest point is the energy demand of the entire 
housing stock. The top-down and the bottom-up approaches estimate the energy demand 
of a given entity on this line with parameters from above and below the position of that 
entity, respectively [19]. The calculated entity can be as large as the national energy 
demand or as small as the energy consumption in a single dwelling.  
In different words, top-down models calculate the energy demand of a group of dwellings 
by using the characteristics of a larger group of dwellings which contains the former 
group. An example of top-down model is to calculate the average, regional energy 
demand of a dwelling based on macroeconomic metrics such as household income and 
fuel prices [27]. Typically, top-down approaches use regression analyses to forecast 
trends of energy demand, based on historic, empirical data [19]. The key advantage of 
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top-down models is that their outputs account for the impacts of all drivers. This is 
because the outputs of these models are typically driven from the historic data. The 
dependence of top-down models on historic data is also their shortcoming as these 
models do not have the ability to individually model specific end-uses[19].   
On the contrary, the output of the bottom-up models are constructed by the individual 
end-uses; hence, it is possible to disaggregate the energy demand of a larger entity to its 
sub-components [26]. One example of the bottom-up model is the space heating 
calculation procedure which is integrated in the Building Research Establishment’s 
Domestic Energy Model (BREDEM) [28]. This model uses an extensive set of input 
parameters to calculate the space heating demand of a dwelling. This aspect of bottom-
up models enable the user to assess the impact of individual input parameters over the 
model’s output. The disadvantage of the bottom-up approach is its substantial data 
requirement.  
The BREDEM is a building simulation tool which calculates the monthly energy demands 
of various domestic energy consuming services. The first version of this model was 
developed in early 1980s. Based on this model, the Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) 
was developed in 1993 [28]. Following this, the SAP model was implemented in the 
subsequent building regulations in the UK. These regulations check whether or not 
newly-constructed dwellings comply with the minimum fabric and emissions 
standards[29]. The latest versions of the BREDEM and SAP models were developed in 
2012 and they differ slightly from each other[25][30].  
The SAP model uses various input parameters to model the domestic energy demand: 
floor area,  overall geometry, climate data, and occupancy data. The main fraction of these 
input parameters relates to the calculation of the space heating demand. In this way, the 
SAP model accounts for the impact of various heat loss parameters. Unlike its space 
heating sub-model, the SAP model uses a limited range of parameters to characterise 
other energy demand services, namely, appliance, lighting, cooking, and hot water. These 
sub-models are typically  driven from on-site experience of the field engineers and energy 
auditors. A common feature of these services is that they are mainly or entirely driven by 
active occupancy [24]. The detailed modelling of the occupancy is particularly important 
in the case of newly-constructed apartment flats because the space heating demand, of 
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such dwellings, constitute smaller fractions of the overall energy demand. This is due to 
higher insulation levels and their relatively small internal volume. Due to the variations 
in the occupants’ preferences and their consumption behaviours, the energy consumed 
by services which require active occupancy become random [23].  
A model can address this randomness with appropriate representation of factors such as 
the timing and durations of energy demand; rating and the ownership of the energy 
consuming appliances [20]. By reducing the occupancy-related details of a dwelling, the 
SAP model inherently fails to capture the fine details of occupant-driven energy demand 
services. There are, however, other models where the occupancy profiles of the dwellings 
are characterised to further details [23, 31]. A key difference between these models and 
the SAP model is the difference in the integrated modelling method. 
2.3.2. Modelling Methods 
There are two distinct methods to model domestic energy demand: deterministic and 
stochastic [26]. This separation is based on whether or not a model can account for 
randomness. In physics and mathematics, the term deterministic is used to express a 
system in which there is no randomness involved. This means that, for a given set of 
inputs and conditions, deterministic models always yield the same outputs.  
The stochastic methods, on the contrary, calculate the outcome by allowing for certain 
variations over models’ inputs [20]. These variations are based on input probability 
distributions; rather than fixed parameters. The variation over the input parameters 
affects the output of a model based on the stochastic method. Based on this, stochastic 
models  suitable in terms of accounting for the random domestic energy consumption 
which is driven by the occupancy preferences [20]. 
The energy demand can be stochastically modelled with either one of the modelling 
approaches explained in the previous section. The combination of bottom-up approach 
and stochastic method is of particular interest as this combination reduces the 
substantial input requirements of a detailed bottom-up model, by using probability 
distributions [20]. These distributions, effectively, summarise and characterise a larger 
body of input data [26].  
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In light of this, a series of stochastic, bottom-up models have been developed in the Centre 
of Renewable Energy Systems Technology (CREST), in the Loughborough University [20, 
23, 24, 31, 32]. These models are at the centre of the demand simulation procedure 
developed in this study. Therefore, the following sections provide a detailed overview of 
the methodologies and the underlying assumptions of the CREST’s demand model. 
2.4. CREST Demand Model 
The CREST demand model is a demand model which consists of multiple sub-models: 
occupancy [23], appliance [32], lighting [24], and hot water & space heating [20]. The 
latest version of this model can be freely accessed from here [33]. Figure 2.1 shows a 
summary of key inputs and the sub-models of the CREST demand model.  
Input CREST demand model
Space 
heating
Dwelling & 
appliance
input
Time use 
survey 
(TUS) 2000
Timer & 
thermostat 
settings
Hot water
Appliance
Lighting
Occupancy
Heating 
controls
Global 
climate
Historic 
climate 
data
 
Figure 2.1 Overall structure of the CREST demand model [20] 
In specific terms, the CREST’s demand model has the following feature: high-resolution, 
stochastic, integrated, and thermal-electrical [20]. It is a high-resolution model because 
it outputs on minutely basis. Such resolution, as discussed earlier, is high enough to 
represent the temporal characteristics of domestic energy demand. The CREST demand 
model is a stochastic model as it uses stochastic methods to derive its outputs. The 
stochastic methods used by the CREST demand model are the inverse transform sampling 
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and first-order Markov chain. The details of these methods are further explained in the 
following sections.  
The CREST demand model is an integrated model as its outputs are appropriately 
correlated [20]. The occupancy and climate sub-models correlate the outputs of the 
CREST demand model within a single dwelling and across multiple dwellings, 
respectively. The occupancy sub-model feeds the state of occupants to the subsequent 
sub-models, where the probabilities of switch-on events are evaluated, and the energy 
demand calculations take place.  
CREST demand model correlates the output of multiple dwellings by deriving the 
individual energy demand services, of each dwelling, from a global climate model. The 
global climate model uses historic data to stochastically generate minutely outdoor 
irradiance and temperature values for subsequent uses by the lighting and space heating 
models, respectively.  In this way, a change over the shared climate variables reflects on 
the energy demand of all dwellings. Finally, the CREST model is a thermal electrical 
demand model as it outputs five domestic energy services; namely appliance, lighting, 
electric cooking, hot water, and space heating. The following sections of this chapter 
provide further details about the sub-models of the CREST demand model.   
2.4.1. Occupancy 
The earlier version of CREST’s occupancy sub-model is a two-state model, where the 
states of the occupants can be either active or not-active [31]. The active state refers to 
those occupants who are awake and at home and not-active vice versa. McKenna et al. 
further developed this model into a four-state model [23], where the occupancy states 
are determined on two levels: at home or not at home, and awake or not-awake. Both of 
these models generate their outputs based on the information derived from the UK’s Time 
Use Survey (TUS)[34]. This survey contains daily logs of 20991 individuals, from 6414 
houses across the UK. Like other TUS studies, the participants were asked to describe 
their daily activities every ten minutes for a weekday and a weekend.  
The CREST demand model uses the TUS 2000 data to make two decisions. The first 
decision is to determine whether there are any active occupants present at the dwelling 
or not. The second decision is to determine whether or not an energy consuming 
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appliance, lightbulb, or water fitting is currently being used by the active occupants. The 
latter decision is explained in the following section. 
The occupancy sub-model uses a stochastic method called Markov-chain method, to 
determine active occupancy [31]. For a given time-step, this method determines the state 
of an occupant based on its transition probabilities from the previous state. These 
probabilities are derived from the TUS 2000 data and they are held in the Transition 
Probability Matrices (TPMs). An important feature of these TPMs is that they are time 
inhomogeneous. This means that the transition probabilities, from one state to another, 
vary for different times of the day. The CREST occupancy sub-models refer to different 
TPMs based on the dwelling’s number of occupants and type of the day 
(weekday/weekend) [23, 31]. Providing that there is at least one active occupant, for a 
given time step, the second decision made by the CREST’s demand sub-models is to 
determine whether the active occupants are involved with a specific energy consuming 
activity or not.   
2.4.2. Active-Occupant Driven Services 
This study uses the term active-occupant driven services to refer to four domestic energy 
services: Lighting, Appliance, Cooking and Hot water (LACH). These services are entirely 
driven by active occupancy – with the exception of the electricity consumed by cold 
appliances (e.g. refrigerator and likes). Besides active occupancy, the occupant of a 
dwelling uses LACH services when they are engaged in specific energy consuming 
activities. This study uses the term switch-on to refer to the beginning of such activities. 
Figure 2.2 shows the general procedure followed by the CREST demand sub-models to 
determine whether switch-on events take place or not.  
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Figure 2.2 Determining the state of an energy consuming unit for a given minute 
This study uses the term device to generically refer to the following: electrical appliances 
(including electrical cooker and oven), light bulbs and hot water fittings. The LACH sub-
models require a set of input parameters to characterise the energy consumption on 
device basis. Some of these parameters are the devices’ average ratings (watts), 
frequency of the usage (e.g. cycles/year), and average unit usage duration (minutes). 
The CREST demand sub-models use Inverse Transform Sampling (ITS) to stochastically 
assign devices across the dwellings. This method generates a random number – between 
zero and one based on a uniform distribution [35]. Then, it compares the randomly-
generated number with the cumulative function of the input probability distribution. In 
this case, the input probability distribution is the device ownership statistics. Then, the 
ITS method allocates the largest value from the discrete domain of the input distribution 
which is smaller than the randomly generated number.  
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After populating all of the dwellings with devices, the LACH sub-models assess whether 
each device is running or not. This assessment is done on minutely basis. While LACH 
sub-models require active occupancy for a switch-on event, the presence of an occupant 
in the dwelling does not necessarily mean that an energy consuming activity occurs. In 
addition to the active occupancy, therefore, these sub-models require a set of input to 
quantify the likelihoods of the occurrences of energy consuming activities. Considering 
its descriptive feature, it is possible to derive such activity probabilities from the TUS 
2000 [31]. 
Similar to the occupancy TPMs, the CREST demand model imports activity profiles in the 
form of probability distributions. The activity probabilities differ based on type of activity 
(e.g. watching TV, cooking food), time of the day, type of the day, and the number of active 
occupants. LACH sub-models, then, use the activity profiles to determine whether the 
active occupant is engaged with this specific activity or not. This time the sub-models use 
the ITS method to decide whether the switch-on event occurs or not.   
An important feature of the LACH sub-models is their capability to be calibrated based on 
input target values. This is done by adjusting the frequencies of switch-on events with 
calibration scalars such that the outputs of the relevant sub-models match target values 
on large number of runs [20]. This study uses this feature of CREST demand model to 
calibrate its long-run outputs based on the input target values. The SAP model is used to 
calculate these target values. The calculation of the target values are explained in 2.5.7.   
2.4.3.  Space Heating 
The CREST space heating sub-model characterises the high-order thermal behaviour in a 
dwelling with calibrated low-order scalars [20]. The main differences between the high- 
and low-order models are the computational cost and level of accuracy. In order to 
accurately represent dwelling’s thermal dynamics, it is necessary to solve a large number 
of heat and mass transfer equations [20]. This can be achieved, by the use of various high-
order building simulation packages such as TRNSYS, EnergyPlus, and ESP-r [36]. The 
common characteristics of such models are highly accurate outputs and high 
computational costs. Harish and Kumar refer to such software packages as ‘high-fidelity’ 
tools [36] as the computational burden of such energy models increase when the 
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calculation iterations increase due to factors such as temporal resolution and/or number 
of dwellings.  
The CREST space heating sub-model uses low-order thermal modelling to reduce the 
computation cost of simulating space heating demand. The low-order modelling uses 
calibrated scalars to simplify the thermal behaviour of the modelled entity. This 
simplification is justified as the calibrated scalars are characterised based on the output 
of higher-order model. The CREST space heating sub-model characterises the thermal 
behaviour of a given dwelling with capacitance scalars, which represents the dwelling’s 
thermal masses, heat transfer scalars, which represents the rate of the thermal 
transmittance between different masses of the dwelling. The values of these scalars are 
calibrated, based on the output of a high-order model – in this case ESP-r. The calibration 
is done for three dwelling types: detached, semi-detached, and terraced; each with two 
levels of insulation: regular and insulated. In order to simulate the space heating demand 
of the newly-constructed apartment blocks, this study adjusts the output of CREST model 
to those calculated by the SAP model. This procedure will be further explained in sections 
2.5. 
2.4.4. Heating Controls 
The heating controls sub-model determines the temperature and the duration of the heat 
demand, by using typical thermostat and timer arrangements, respectively. In reality, 
occupants use these devices to set the thermal comfort in a dwelling. Therefore, the 
duration and temperature of heating services change based on the occupants [37]. Figure 
2.3a shows the input probability distributions used to set the thermostat temperature for 
the internal air (red bars) and hot water (blue bars).  
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(a)Air (red) & hot water(blue) thermostat set-temperature 
 
(b) Volume of hot water per use 
Figure 2.3 Probability distributions of in-dwelling thermal comforts [20] 
Initially, the heating control sub-model uses ITS method to assign the thermostat 
temperatures which are used later to calculate the space heating and hot water demand. 
For example, the output of the ITS method for internal air set temperature is 15 C, 
providing that the generated random number equals 0.05.  
The heating control sub-model follows the same method to assign hot water timer 
settings. The first step is to determine the volume of the hot water which is drawn-off. 
This value is stochastically assigned based on the occurrence probabilities shown in 
Figure 2.3b. The heating control sub-model refers to different distributions based on the 
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type of the water fitting which are tap, shower, and bath. The duration of the hot water 
consumption is then determined, by dividing the stochastically assigned volume of hot 
water over fixed flow rates.  
The timer settings for the space heating demand are driven based on the first-order 
Markov Chain method. This method assigns sequences of space heating timer setting, by 
deriving the half-hourly timer TPMs. Furthermore, this method uses a fixed ‘parameter 
of mobility’ to specify the ratio of the state-change probability, of a timer, over its no state-
change probability [35]. 
2.5. Methodology 
The objective of this chapter is to develop a simulation procedure which outputs heat and 
electrical profiles of multiple dwellings. The aggregation of the demand profiles of these 
dwellings constitutes the demand profile of the apartment block. Figure 2.4 shows the 
overall demand simulation procedure developed in this study. Main parts of the 
simulation procedure are numbered (from P1 to P8) and they are explained in the 
following paragraphs.  
As stated earlier, the demand simulation procedure uses two models: CREST and SAP 
models. This study uses CREST demand model (P1) to generate high-resolution, 
stochastically-driven domestic demand profiles. Additionally,  the SAP model is used to 
adjust the outputs of the CREST demand model (P2).  
The SAP’s methodology is particularly relevant to this study as it determines the fabric 
and emissions compliances of newly-constructed dwelling with building regulations in 
the UK[29]. The fabric compliance of a dwelling is checked by comparing target and 
design fabric parameters. The SAP model uses the target parameters, which are set in the 
building regulations, to model the space heating demand of the target dwelling.  
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Figure 2.4 Overall structure of simulating apartment energy demand 
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Conversely, the SAP model uses the design parameters to model the space heating 
demand of the design dwelling. This is the dwelling which is intended to be constructed. 
According to the fabric compliance set for the newly-constructed dwellings [15], the 
space heating demand of the design dwelling needs to be less than 1.15 times of its target 
counterpart. This study does not use SAP’s emissions compliance as the details of the CO2 
emissions analysis of this study goes beyond the one described in the SAP model. The CO2 
savings of the cogeneration systems are calculated in Chapter 3 and reported in Chapter 
5. 
Besides the blocks which represent demand models, Figure 2.4 shows an input block (P3). 
This figure indicates that some input parameters (P4) are fed both stated models. In this 
way, it is possible to align the outputs of CREST and SAP models. The common input 
parameters consist of the apartment-level and the dwelling-level parameters. The 
apartment-level parameters are the number of dwellings  (𝑁𝑑𝑤) , dwelling floor 
area (𝐴𝑑𝑤), and insulation level.  
This study selects the ranges of dwelling floor areas and the number of dwellings in 
apartments block based on the British housing and apartment stock. The selection 
processes of these parameters are further discussed in sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.5. 
Additionally, the simulation procedure assigns common input parameters on dwelling 
level. These are the number of occupants  (𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐) , and internal air thermostat set 
temperatures (𝑇𝑠ℎ). The demand simulation procedure uses the ITS method to assign the 
number of occupants as a function of the dwelling floor area. A thorough search of the 
relevant literature yielded no related article where ITS is used to stochastically assign the 
number of occupants across multiple dwellings. This is discussed in section 2.5.4.  
Additionally, Figure 2.4 indicates that each model has its own set of input parameters 
(P5), which are not used by the other model. This is because these models are developed 
for different applications [20, 25]; hence, their inputs intakes are different from each 
other. Except the target values, the CREST-only input parameters are modified on few 
occasions. These modifications are discussed in section 2.5.1. The SAP-only parameters 
are mainly those which are required for the fabric compliance. These values are explained 
in the part L1A approved document [15]. Both of these models require a range of climate 
parameters. This study uses the default location of the CREST demand model which is the 
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East midlands, UK. Similarly, this study uses the monthly climate parameters of the SAP 
model which correspond to East midlands region. The monthly SAP climate parameters 
can be accessed from here[25]. 
This study uses the SAP-calculated target values to adjust the outputs of CREST demand 
model (P6). Depending on the type of energy service, the target values calculated by the 
SAP model adjust either the inputs or the outputs of CREST demand sub-models. The SAP-
calculated target values calibrate the outputs of CREST’s appliance, lighting, and hot 
water sub-models. The calibration is done such that the output of each sub-model of the 
CREST model equals the calculated target value, on a large number of simulations.  
Besides the calibration process, this study uses the SAP-calculated, monthly space heating 
demand values to scale up or down (P7) the monthly aggregate of their CREST 
counterparts. This study initially calculates the monthly ratio of SAP-calculated space 
heating demand over the aggregate CREST-calculated space heating demand. Then, this 
ratio is used to scale CREST’s minutely outputs. If this ratio is larger than one, the 
minutely space heating profile will be scaled-up, if not it will be scaled-down.  
Figure 2.4 shows that the SAP model calculates monthly space heating requirement by 
estimating dwellings heat loss rates, heat gain rates, and average internal temperature. 
The following sections in this chapter discuss the calculation processes of these values.  
The electrical demand of an apartment is summed over the electrical services (appliance 
and lighting) of all dwellings in that apartment block (P8). Similarly, the heat demand of 
the apartment block is calculated by aggregating the heat services (hot water and space 
heating) of all dwellings. 
2.5.1. Modifying the CREST Demand Model 
This study modifies the input parameters of the CREST demand sub-models on multiple 
occasions: 
- Ownership probabilities 
This study modified the ownership probabilities of the electrical cooker and electrical 
heating appliances. In the absence of a gas connection to individual dwellings, this study 
assumes that the energy required for cooking is provided by the electrical cookers. 
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Therefore, the cooking demand is considered as a fraction of the appliance demand. 
Based on this, the ownership of electrical cookers is set to one. Furthermore, the 
ownership probabilities of the electrical appliances which are used for space or water 
heating are set to zero. This is because heating services is provided from the communal 
heating network.  
Additionally, this study modifies the ownership of hot water fittings where the ownership 
probabilities of all water fittings are set to one. There are four types of water fittings, 
namely kitchen sink, bathroom basin, shower, and bath. The study assumes that each 
dwelling has one fitting per stated type. In addition to this, the water flowrates for bath 
and shower fittings are assumed 9 litre/minute; 4 litre/minute for tap and sink fittings. 
- Thermal rating of heat emitters 
There is a CREST sub-model called heating system which is not described in this study. 
This sub-model calculates the output of heat sources which are assumed to be located in 
the dwellings. The outputs of these heat sources are determined based on their thermal 
rating and dwelling’s heat demand. The heating system sub-model evaluates whether the 
received heat demand is larger than the thermal rating of the heat source or not. For every 
minute, this sub-model limits the released heat to the thermal rating of the heat source.  
This study does not use the heating system sub-model, because heat is centrally 
generated (plant room), rather than in each dwelling. However, it is still required to set a 
minutely cap over the heat demand. This study assumes no limits over hot water services. 
In terms of space heating services, the thermal rating of the heat emitters, in a dwelling, 
needs to be high enough to meet the maximum heat loss rate. Therefore, the thermal 
ratings of heat emitters depend on the insulation level and floor area of the dwelling. This 
study calculates the heat loss of the dwellings with three distinct sets of heat loss 
parameters. The details of these parameters are stated in section 2.5.7.3. The values of 
thermal energy ratings are calculated separately based on apartment’s insulation level 
and dwelling’s floor areas in section 2.5.7.3.3.   
The rest of the CREST-only input parameters are the same as those reported in the 
original papers [20, 23, 24, 31, 32]. The following sections discuss the selection processes 
of common input parameters. It is important to select these parameters such that they 
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represent those found in practice. For this reason, this study frequently refers to 
Cambridge housing model.  
2.5.2. Cambridge Housing Model 
The CHM is a housing stock energy model which estimates the monthly domestic energy 
demand services of various dwelling types,  across the Britain [38]. While this model’s 
calculations are based on the SAP 2009 model, it contains a detailed housing dataset. The 
CHM categorises the British housing stock based on 117 distinct dwelling characteristics. 
These characteristics range from generic specifications such as dwelling age, to specific 
details such as dwelling’s windows area. As a result, the CHM breaks down the British 
housing stock to 14951 unique dwelling types. In order to access the model see [39] and 
for further information refer to [38]. 
2.5.3. Dwelling Floor Area 
The CHM categorises dwellings to six types: detached, semi-detached, mid-terrace, end-
terrace, converted flat, and purpose-built flat. Figure 2.5 shows the weighted distribution 
of British housing stock as the functions of dwelling types and their floor areas. On the 
horizontal axis, the dwellings in the British housing stock are binned based on their floor 
areas. The vertical axis shows the number of dwellings in millions. Figure 2.5 suggests 
that the population of purpose-built flats tend to have smaller floor area compared to 
other dwelling types. In addition to this, a recent survey states that nearly 60% of 
dwellings connected to the heat networks in the UK have either zero or one bedrooms 
[11]. This value is only 12% for the British housing stock. Based on these values and 
Figure 2.5, this study selects five fixed floor areas for further simulation purposes. These 
values range from 35 m2 to 75 m2; with the fixed increment of 10 m2.  
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Figure 2.5 Distribution of British housing stock as function of dwelling type and dwelling 
floor area 
2.5.4. Number of Occupants 
The SAP model deterministically calculates the number of occupants of a dwelling based 
on its floor area. This implies that the SAP model will output the same number of 
occupants for two dwellings with equal floor areas. This is in contrast with reality where 
it is quite possible that two equally sized dwellings are occupied by different numbers of 
occupants. 
Another issue with deterministic aspect of SAP’s methodology is that it may calculate the  
number of occupants, for a given dwelling floor area, which are not whole numbers. For 
instance, the SAP’s methodology (version 2012) calculates 1.28 persons as the number of 
occupants living in a 35 m2 dwelling. This is not realistic as number of occupants 
increment in whole numbers; rather than decimals.   
Considering these shortcomings of SAP’s methodology, this study  adopts a novel 
approach to calculate the number of occupants, This approach uses the ITS method to 
stochastically assign the number of occupants for each dwelling. As stated earlier, a model 
based on the ITS method assigns its output based on input probability distributions. The 
result of this approach serves the purpose of this study better than to the  SAP’s method 
as it results in whole numbers and it varies for the same input. 
This study used the CHM’s occupancy data, to collate five sets of occupancy probability 
distributions. Each set represents the probabilities of dwellings’ number of occupants, for 
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the selected floor areas. Figure 2.6 plots the occupancy probability distributions as a 
function of dwelling floor area. These values are listed in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1 Probabilities of a dwelling’s number of occupants 
Number of  
occupants 
Dwelling floor area (m2) 
35 45 55 65 75 
1 0.76 0.64 0.45 0.33 0.28 
2 0.19 0.29 0.37 0.37 0.36 
3 0.03 0.04 0.11 0.15 0.18 
4 0 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.11 
5 0 0 0.01 0.03 0.05 
 
Figure 2.6 the occupancy probability distributions as a function of floor area 
2.5.5. Number of Dwellings 
In 2014, Siemens, EDF Energy, and Scottish Power conducted a joint survey across the 
apartment blocks in the UK [12]. The purpose of this survey was to identify the potential 
issues and challenges of installing smart meters in the existing apartment stock. In 
relevance to this study, the stated survey reports the number of dwellings and the 
number of floors of nearly 3000 apartments. The composition of the surveyed apartment 
population consists of low-rise, high-rise and converted, where they constitute 71%, 10%, 
and 19% of the total population, respectively. Figure 2.7a and Figure 2.7b show the 
distributions of surveyed apartments based on the number of the floors and number of 
the dwellings, respectively. 
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Figure 2.7a and Figure 2.7b  show three categories of apartment blocks: low-rise, high-
rise with less than nine floors and high-rise with nine or more floors. Each bar represents 
the ratio of indicated bin over the population of the stated type of the apartment block. 
According to English Housing Survey, the low-rise apartment blocks are those buildings 
with less than six floors. [40]. Based on this survey, more than 90% of the surveyed, 
purpose-built apartments blocks contain less than 100 dwellings, where the majority of 
these dwellings are in low-rise apartments. This study uses 100 dwellings as the upper 
cap of the number of dwellings contained in an apartment block.  
  
(a) Number of dwellings (b)Number of floors 
Figure 2.7 Probability distributions of the apartments stock in the UK [12] 
This study calculates the number of dwellings in an apartment block based on the product 
of number of floors ( 𝑁𝑓𝑙)  and number of flats per floor (𝑁𝑓𝑓). The value of number of 
floors is altered between two and twelve. The values of number of flats per floor are 
altered between one and eight. Based on these ranges, the number of dwellings in an 
apartment block varies between 2 and 96. 
Based on the explained calculation method, there are some combinations of 
 𝑁𝑓𝑙 and  𝑁𝑓𝑓 which results in the same number of dwellings. Despite equal number of 
dwellings, the space heating demand of different combinations of number of floor and 
number of flats per floor differ as they are modelled based on different apartment 
configurations. 
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2.5.6. Apartment Configuration 
The SAP model requires three sets of input parameters, namely, heat loss areas, number 
of exposed sides, and windows orientation; to calculate heat losses from dwelling’s fabric 
(section 2.5.7.3.1), ventilation losses (section 2.5.7.3.2) and solar heat gains (section 
2.5.7.3.4), respectively [25]. This study determines the stated input parameters based on 
the apartment configuration of the block. Figure 2.8 shows the possible apartment 
configurations considered in this study.  
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Figure 2.8 Apartment configurations 
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The apartment configuration varies based on the number of flats per floor. For simplicity, 
the apartment and dwelling geometries have been considered as symmetrical as possible. 
The dwellings in an apartment block are configured such that the exposed wall area of 
one configuration would be different from the other ones. The value of exposed wall area 
is important because it represents the largest heat loss area for the majority of the 
simulated dwellings. This is because the floor and roof areas of the dwellings are mostly 
adjacent to heated spaces, particularly in the case of the apartment blocks with high 
number of dwellings.  
Due to the incorporated symmetry, it is possible to group the dwellings of each floor of 
an apartment configuration. Figure 2.8 shows dwelling groups in white circles. 
Depending on the apartment configuration, the number of dwelling groups varies 
between one and four. This study groups dwellings based on two metrics: same exposed 
wall area and same windows orientation. This study uses the term 𝑅𝐷𝐺(𝑘) to refer to the 
ratio of kth dwelling group. This ratio is calculated by dividing the number of dwellings in 
the kth group over the block’s number of flats per floor. Furthermore, this study uses the 
term 𝑁𝐸𝑆(𝑘) to refer to the number of exposed sides of the kth dwelling group. Table 2-2 
lists the dwelling group ratios and number of exposed sides for all apartment block 
configurations.  
Table 2-2 Dwelling groups ratios & number of exposed sides for all configurations 
 Dwelling group ratio(𝑅𝐷𝐺(𝑘)) Number of exposed sides (𝑁𝐸𝑆(𝑘)) 
𝑁𝑓𝑓  𝑅𝐷𝐺(1) 𝑅𝐷𝐺(2) 𝑅𝐷𝐺(3) 𝑅𝐷𝐺(4) 𝑁𝐸𝑆(1) 𝑁𝐸𝑆(2) 𝑁𝐸𝑆(3) 𝑁𝐸𝑆(4) 𝑁𝐸𝑆 
1 1 0 0 0 3 -- -- -- 3 
2 1 0 0 0 3 -- -- -- 3 
3 0.67 0.33 0 0 3 2 -- -- 2.67 
4 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 3 2 2 3 2.5 
5 0.40 0.40 0.20 0 3 2 2 -- 2.4 
6 0.33 0.33 0.33 0 3 2 2 -- 2.31 
7 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.14 3 2 2 2 2.31 
8 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 2 2 2 2 2 
Figure 2.8 shows that all the dwellings are rectangular. This means that every dwelling 
has four sides. Each side of a dwelling can have either exposed walls or party walls. The 
exposed walls and party walls are adjacent to unheated and heated spaces, respectively. 
While, the adjacent areas to staircases are considered party walls, the adjacent areas to 
corridors are considered exposed walls. The formula to calculate the exposed wall areas 
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of a dwelling varies based on apartment configuration and dwelling group that it belongs 
to. Table 2-3 lists the formulas which are used to calculate the exposed wall areas of all 
dwelling groups and apartment configurations. Additionally, Table 2-2 shows that the 
average number of the exposed walls for the apartment blocks reduce for the 
configurations with high number of dwellings. The impact of the reducing exposed areas 
over the block’s heat demand is further discussed in the results section. 
Based on the formulas shown in Table 2-3, this study uses three parameters to calculate 
the exposed wall area of a dwelling. These parameters are dwelling’s length (LL), width 
(LW), and height (LH). All of these values refer to the internal dimensions of the dwellings. 
Based on the CHM data, this study assumes that height of all dwellings equal 2.5 m. 
Table 2-3 Exposed wall area of dwelling groups 
 Exposed wall area of a dwelling (𝐴𝐸𝑊(𝑘)) 
𝑁𝑓𝑓  𝐴𝐸𝑊(1) 𝐴𝐸𝑊(2) 𝐴𝐸𝑊(3) 𝐴𝐸𝑊(4) 
1 𝐿𝐻(2𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) -- -- -- 
2 𝐿𝐻(2𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) -- -- -- 
3 𝐿𝐻(2𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 𝐿𝐻(𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 𝐿𝐻(2𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) -- 
4 𝐿𝐻(2𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 2𝐿𝐻𝐿𝐿 𝐿𝐻(𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 𝐿𝐻(2𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 
5 𝐿𝐻(2𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 𝐿𝐻(𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 2𝐿𝐻𝐿𝐿 -- 
6 𝐿𝐻(2𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 2𝐿𝐻𝐿𝑤 𝐿𝐻(𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) -- 
7 𝐿𝐻(2𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 2𝐿𝐻𝐿𝑤 𝐿𝐻(𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 2𝐿𝐻𝐿𝑤 
8 𝐿𝐻(𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 2𝐿𝐻𝐿𝑤 𝐿𝐻(𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝑤) 2𝐿𝐻𝐿𝑤 
For simplicity, it is assumed that a dwelling’s length is 1.25 of its width. According to this 
assumption, it is possible to calculate the floor area of a dwelling (𝐴𝑑𝑤) as follows: 
 𝐴𝑑𝑤 = 1.25𝐿𝐿
2  m2 2.1 
Based on equation 2.1, Table 2-4 lists the calculated values of LL and LW for the selected 
floor areas. Additionally, Table 2-4 lists other dwelling characteristics. These are door 
area (𝐴𝐷), roof area (𝐴𝑅), floor area (𝐴𝐹), and windows area (𝐴𝑤). For a given dwelling, 
the roof and floor areas equal to its floor area. Furthermore, this study considers the roof 
and floor area of a dwelling as party wall, if there are dwellings above and below of that 
dwelling, respectively. The windows and door areas are imported from the CHM’s dataset. 
Based on this dataset, the value of the door area has been selected 1.85  m2 for all 
dwellings. The windows area of a dwelling is allocated based on its floor area. 
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Table 2-4 Dwelling characteristics 
Parameter Unit Dwelling’s floor area (m2) 
 m 35 45 55 65 75 
 𝐿𝑊  m 5.29 6 6.63 7.21 7.74 
 𝐿𝐿  m2 6.61 7.5 8.29 9.01 9.68 
𝐴𝑅 m2 𝐴𝑑𝑤  
𝐴𝐹 m2 𝐴𝑑𝑤  
𝐴𝑤 m2 6.2 7.1 8.3 9.8 11.6 
For this, the windows areas stated in the CHM dataset were filtered based on the floor 
area of the dwellings within the range of ±5 m2, relative to the previously chosen floor 
areas (section 2.5.3). Then the median of each filtered sub-set has been selected as the 
total window area.  
For a dwelling, this study divides the assumed windows area to two equal areas. Each 
window area is located on an exposed side of the dwelling. The term 𝑂(𝑙, 𝑘) is used to 
refer to windows orientation of the kth dwelling group’s, lth window group. Table 2-5 lists 
the windows orientation of all the dwelling groups and the apartment configurations. In 
this table the terms ‘S’, ‘N’, and ‘E/W’ stand for south, north, and east/west orientations, 
respectively. 
Table 2-5 Windows orientation 
 O(kth dwelling group, lth windows group) 
𝑁𝑓𝑓  𝑂(1,1) 𝑂(1,2) 𝑂(2,1) 𝑂(2,2) 𝑂(3,1) 𝑂(3,2) 𝑂(4,1) 𝑂(4,1) 
1 S N -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2 S N -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3 S N S N -- -- -- -- 
4 S N S N N E/W E/W E/W 
5 E/W E/W E/W N S N -- -- 
6 E/W E/W E/W N S N -- -- 
7 E/W E/W E/W E/W E/W N S N 
8 S E/W E/W E/W E/W N S N 
2.5.7. Calculating the Target Values 
As stated earlier, this study uses SAP-calculated target values to adjust the outputs of 
CREST sub-model. The SAP model estimates the LACH services (active-occupant driven 
services) based on the equations which are driven from the field trial findings or on-site 
experiences [41]. The SAP model estimates the annual appliance and lighting demands 
based on a dwelling’s number of occupants and its floor area [25, 30]. This study uses the 
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terms 𝐸𝑎(𝑖) and 𝐸𝑙(𝑖) to refer to the energy consumption of the electrical appliances, and 
the light bulbs of the ith dwelling, respectively. These values are calculated as follows:  
𝐸𝑎(𝑖) = 207.8(1 − 𝑓𝐸𝐷𝑅)(𝐴𝑑𝑤𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐(𝑖))
0.4714 kWh/year 2.2 
𝐸𝑙(𝑖) =  59.73(𝑅𝐿𝐸𝐿 × 𝑓𝐷𝐴(𝑖))(𝐴𝑑𝑤𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐(𝑖))
0.4714 kWh/year 2.3 
Here, the terms  𝐴𝑑𝑤 (𝑖) and  𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐 (𝑖) refer to ith dwelling’s floor area and number of 
occupants. In equation 2.2, the term 𝑓𝐸𝐷𝑅 represents the reduction in the domestic 
electricity usage. This reduction occurs due to the increasing efficiency of the domestic 
appliances [1]. The value of this factor is calculated in section 2.5.7.1. The efficiency 
improvement of the lighting demand is calculated separately; therefore,  𝑓𝐸𝐷𝑅 is not 
factored in the lighting demand. In equation 2.3, the SAP model corrects the annual 
lighting demand based on the ratio of low energy consuming lightbulb (𝑅𝐿𝐸𝐿) and 
daylight factor (𝑓𝐷𝐴). These values are calculated in section2.5.7.2.  
The most recent version of the SAP model does not have any equations to calculate the 
electric cooking demand [25]. The BREDEM 2012 model, on the other hand, calculates 
the electric cooking demand as follows [30]: 
𝐸𝑐(𝑖) = {
275 + (1 − 𝑓𝐸𝐷𝑅)(55 × 𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐(𝑖)),                𝐴𝑑𝑤 ≤ 55 𝑚
2
361 + (1 − 𝑓𝐸𝐷𝑅)(78 × 𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐(𝑖)),               𝐴𝑑𝑤 ≥ 65 𝑚
2  kWh/year 2.4 
Where,  𝐸𝑐(𝑖) stands for the annual electricity required for cooking,  𝑓𝐸𝐷𝑅  stands for 
electricity demand reduction factor, and 𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐(𝑖) stands for the number of occupants 
living in the ith dwelling. The BREDEM model calculates the electrical cooking demand 
with either small (four hobs) or large (six hobs) cookers. As shown in the equation 2.4, 
this study assigns the small and large electrical cookers based on the dwelling’s floor area. 
The equation 2.5 calculates the total electricity demand of the ith dwelling as follows:  
𝐸𝑇(𝑖) = 𝐸𝑎(𝑖) + 𝐸𝑙(𝑖) + 𝐸𝑐(𝑖) + 86 kWh/year 2.5 
The final term on the right side of the above equation represents the sum of electricity 
consumption of the pumps and fans. These values are imported from the BREDEM model 
[30], where the energy consumption for a low energy consuming pump and an 
intermittent fan are stated to be equal to 30 and 28 kWh/year, respectively. Given that all 
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of the simulated dwellings in this study have two intermittent fans (further explained in 
section 2.5.7.3.2), the total electrical energy requirement of pumps and fans results in 
86 kWh/year.  
To calculate the internal heat gains, it is required to derive the monthly values of 
appliance and lighting demand services. The calculation procedure of internal heat gains 
are explained in section 2.5.7.3.4. The SAP methodology refers to the equation 2.6 and 
equation 2.7 to calculate the monthly appliance and lighting demand services, 
respectively.  
𝐸𝑎𝑝𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝐸𝑎(𝑖) (1 + 0.157𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
2𝜋(𝑗 − 1.78)
12
))(
𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑦(𝑗)
365
) kWh/month 2.6 
𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝐸𝑙(𝑖) (1 + 0.5𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
2𝜋(𝑗 − 0.2)
12
))(
𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑦(𝑗)
365
) kWh/month 2.7 
Similar to electricity services, the simulation procedure developed in this study requires 
SAP-calculated target values to calibrate hot water services. The required target value is 
the average, daily volume of hot water demand (?̅?𝑑𝑎𝑦(𝑖)). The SAP model calculates this 
value as follows: 
?̅?𝑑𝑎𝑦(𝑖) = 25𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐(𝑖) + 36 Litres/day 2.8 
This study uses the value calculated by the above equation to calibrate the output of the 
CREST demand model, over large number of simulations. The hot water demand based 
on the minutely output of the CREST’s hot water demand sub-model. The term 𝑄𝐻𝑊(𝑖, 𝑡)is 
used to represent the hot water demand of the ith dwelling for the tth minute. This value 
is calculated as follows: 
𝑄ℎ𝑤(𝑖, 𝑡) = (
1
60
)
𝑤
𝐶𝑝𝑤?̇?ℎ𝑤(𝑖, 𝑡)(𝑇ℎ𝑤 − 𝑇𝑐𝑤)𝑓𝐻𝐿 kWh 2.9 
Here, the term 
𝑤
stands for the density of water (1 kg liter⁄ ), 𝐶𝑝𝑤 stands for the specific 
heat capacity of water (4.18 𝑘𝐽 𝑘𝑔𝐾⁄ ), ?̇?ℎ𝑤(𝑖, 𝑡) represents the minutely volume of hot 
water in litres,  𝑇ℎ𝑤  stands for the average thermostat temperature of hot water, 
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and 𝑇𝑐𝑤  stands for the temperature of cold water coming from the mains, and 𝑓𝐻𝐿  stands 
for distribution losses from the heat network. In equation 2.9, only the value ?̇?𝐻𝑊(𝑖, 𝑡) is 
variable. The CREST hot water sub-model stochastically allocates this value based on pre-
determined probability distributions (shown in Figure 2.3b) and the assumed fitting 
flowrates (discussed in section 2.5.1). The value of  𝑇ℎ𝑤  equals 49.2 C which is the 
weighted average of the hot water thermostat distribution shown in Figure 2.3a. The 
value of  𝑇𝑐𝑤 is assumed 10C. The value of  𝑓𝐻𝐿 is assumed 1.1, based on [6]. This 
document – CP1 guide – suggests that heat losses from an appropriately designed and 
operated heat network should not exceed 10%. 
2.5.7.1. Electrical Demand Reduction 
As stated ealier, this study uses the term 𝑓𝐸𝐷𝑅 , to account for the increased efficiencies of 
the domestic appliances. This value is temperature-corrected, average consumption 
values imported from table 3.03 of the annual Energy Consumption in UK (ECUK) 
report[4]. Figure 2.9 shows these values.  from 2012 to 2015. This figure starts from 2012 
because the SAP model used to calculate the annual electrical demands was developed in 
2012.  
 
 
Figure 2.9 Trend of the annual average electrical demand in the UK 
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Between these years, the domestic electrical demand reduces from 4.3 to 3.9 MWh/year 
which equates to 7.0% reduction. This study extrapolates this figure to 2016, the 
reference year of this study; which would add another 3% to the total reduction. Based 
on this, the electricity demand reduction factor is assumed 0.1. 
2.5.7.2. Lighting Correction Factors 
Earlier in this chapter, it was stated that the SAP model corrects the annual lighting 
demand based on the low energy consuming lightbulb ratio and daylight availability 
factor. This model calculates the low energy consuming lightbulb ratio as follows:  
𝑅𝐿𝐸𝐿 = 1 − (0.5 × (
𝑁𝐿𝐸𝐿
𝑁𝐿
)) 2.10 
Here, 𝑁𝐿𝐸𝐿 represents the number of low energy consuming lightbulbs and𝑁𝐿represents 
the total number of lightbulbs in a dwelling. The annual report of ‘Energy Consumption 
in the UK’ categorises the lightbulbs to five types: incandescent, halogen, fluorescent, 
energy saving, and light emitting diodes [4]. The proportion of each type has been 
calculated by dividing the total number of domestically owned lightbulbs over the 
number of the dwellings in the UK. Figure 2.10 shows the proportion of each light type in 
an average UK dwelling.  
 
Figure 2.10 Average proportion owned domestic light bulbs in 2015 [1] 
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Considering the low luminous efficacy (lumen watt⁄ ) of incandescent and halogen light 
bulbs [42], this study considers fluorescent, energy saving and light emitting diodes as 
low energy lightbulbs. Therefore,  𝑁𝐿𝐸𝐿 𝑁𝐿⁄  equals to the sum of these three categories 
(0.572). Based on this value, the low energy consuming lightbulb ratio equals 0.713. 
The SAP model calculates the value of the daylight factor based on the rate of available 
daylight. This value is represented with the term 𝐺𝐷𝐴 and it is calculated in equation 2.11 
based on dwelling’s windows area  (𝐴𝑊) , light transmission factor  (𝑓𝐿𝑇𝑟) , frame 
factor (𝑓𝑓), light access factor (𝑓𝐿𝐴𝑐𝑐), and dwelling floor area (𝐴𝑑𝑤): 
𝐺𝐷𝐴 = (
0.9𝐴𝑤 × 𝑓𝐿𝑇𝑟 × 𝑓𝑓 × 𝑓𝐿𝐴𝑐𝑐
𝐴𝑑𝑤
) 2.11 
𝑓𝐷𝐴 = {
52.2𝐺𝐷𝐿
2 − 9.94𝐺𝐷𝐿 + 1.433, 𝐺𝐷𝐴 ≥ 0.095  
             0.96,                             𝐺𝐷𝐴 < 0.095
 2.12 
The value of 𝑓𝐿𝑇𝑟 vary based on the window’s glazing type. This study assumes that the 
simulated dwellings have either double or triple glazed windows (section 2.5.7.3). The 
values of 𝑓𝐿𝑇𝑟 for double and triple glazed windows are 0.8 and 0.7, respectively [25]. 
Additionally, this study assumes that all of the windows are manufactured with uPVC 
material. The value of  𝑓𝑓  for this material is 0.7 [25]. The light access factor  (𝑓𝐿𝐴𝑐𝑐) 
accounts for the sky’s overshading rate. The SAP model separates the overshading values 
to four categories: heavy (0.5); more than average (0.67); average or unknown (0.83); 
and very little (1). The average or unknown category has been assigned to all of the 
simulated dwellings.  
2.5.7.3. Space Heating 
Table 2-6 lists three sets of heat loss parameters. The demand simulation procedure 
attributes one of these sets to all of the dwellings in a given apartment block. The 
insulation levels are labelled as A1, A2, and A3; where A1 values represent the lowest 
insulation level and it correspond to the minimum compliance heat loss parameters [15]. 
The heat loss parameters for A2 and A3 represent higher levels of insulation. 
Table 2-6 Heat loss parameters 
Parameter Unit A1 A2 A3 
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Floor 
 
𝑊
𝑚2𝐾
 
0.13 0.12 0.10 
External wall 0.18 0.17 0.15 
Window 1.4 1.2 0.8 
Door 1.2 1.0 0.8 
Roof 0.13 0.11 0.10 
Party wall 0 0 0 
Y-value 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Windows  
glazing 
-- 
Double Double Triple 
Air permeability 
Value (Q50) 
𝑚3
𝑚2ℎ
 
5 3 2 
The first six rows in the Table 2-6 specify the U-values for various heat loss elements of 
dwelling’s fabric. These elements are floor, exposed wall, window, exposed door, exposed 
roof, and party wall. The rate of heat loss from thermal bridges is expressed with the Y-
value. This value and the party-wall’s U-value are fixed across all insulation levels. Finally, 
the air tightness level of the dwelling is expressed with the air permeability value. The 
SAP 2012 methodology calculates the space heating demand of dwelling i, for the jth 
month as follows: 
𝑄𝑠ℎ
𝑠𝑎𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗) = 0.024𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑦(𝑗) ((𝐻𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗)(𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑗)))
− 𝑓𝐺𝑈(𝑖, 𝑗)𝐻𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)) 𝑓𝐻𝐿 
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
 2.13 
Where, 𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑦(𝑗) stands for the number of days in the jth month. The terms 𝐻𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) and 
𝐻𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)  stand for the rates of dwelling’s heat loss and heat gain, respectively. 
Furthermore, 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑖, 𝑗) stands for the average internal temperature (section 2.5.7.3.5), 
𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑗) stands for the monthly external temperature; 𝑓𝐺𝑈(𝑖, 𝑗) is the gain utilisation factor 
(section 2.5.7.3.4), and 𝑓
𝐻𝐿
stands for the network’s heat losses. 
The value of 𝐻𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) is calculated in equation 2.14. This equation calculates the total heat 
loss rate of a dwelling by summing its fabric heat losses (𝐻𝐹(𝑖)) and ventilation heat 
losses  (𝐻𝑉(𝑖, 𝑗)) . Additionally, the value of 𝑃𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)  is calculated in equation 2.15. This 
value is calculated by aggregating dwelling’s internal gains (𝑃𝐼𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)) with its solar 
gains(𝑃𝑆𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)).  
𝐻𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝐻𝐹(𝑖) + 𝐻𝑉(𝑖, 𝑗) 𝑊 𝐾⁄  2.14 
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𝐻𝑃𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑃𝐼𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗) + 𝑃𝑆𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗) Watts 2.15 
As explained earlier, the monthly, SAP-calculated space heating demand are used to scale the 
outputs of the CREST space heating sub-model. In order to do this, it is first required to calculate 
the monthly ratio between the outputs of these models. This value is calculated as follows: 
𝑅𝑠ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗) =
𝑄𝑠ℎ
𝑆𝐴𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)
∑ 𝑄𝑠ℎ
𝐶𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑇(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑦(𝑗)×60×24
𝑡=1
 2.16 
Here, the term 𝑅𝑠ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗)represents the ratio of the SAP-calculated over CREST-calculated 
space heating demand of the ith dwelling for the jth month. In order to calculate this ratio, 
the minutely output of the CREST model is converted to the monthly resolution by 
aggregating the space heating demand for every minute of the day and every day of the 
month. The term 𝑄𝑠ℎ(𝑖, 𝑡) stands for the final space heating demand during the tth minute. 
This value is calculated as follows: 
𝑄𝑠ℎ(𝑖, 𝑡) = 𝑄𝑠ℎ
𝐶𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑇(𝑖, 𝑡) × 𝑅𝑠ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗) kWh 2.17 
2.5.7.3.1. Fabric Heat Losses 
The SAP 2012 methodology calculates the fabric heat losses of a dwelling as follows:  
𝐻𝐹(𝑖) = (∑ 𝐴ℎ𝑙(𝑚) × 𝑈(𝑚)
𝑁𝐻𝐿𝐸
𝑚
) + (𝐶𝑇𝐵 × ∑ 𝐴ℎ𝑙(𝑚)
𝑁𝐻𝐿𝐸
𝑚
) 𝑊 𝐾⁄  2.18 
Here, m is the subscript for a specific heat loss element (e.g. windows, door, etc.); 
𝑁𝐻𝐿𝐸  stands for the total number of heat loss elements; 𝐴ℎ𝑙(𝑚) stands for the area of heat 
loss element (Table 2-4);𝑈(𝑚) stands for the U-value of the mth heat loss element (Table 
2-6); and 𝐶𝑇𝐵 represents the y-value for thermal bridges (Table 2-6).  
2.5.7.3.2. Ventilation Heat Losses 
The ventilation heat losses occur due to the infiltration of air into a dwelling. The SAP 
methodology calculates the ventilation heat losses as follows:  
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𝐻𝑉(𝑖, 𝑗) = 0.28𝐶𝑝,𝑎𝑖𝑟𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟?̇?𝑛𝑣(𝑖, 𝑗)𝑉𝑑𝑤(𝑖) 𝑊 𝐾⁄  2.19 
Here, 𝐶𝑝,𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the specific heat capcity of the air (1.005 kJ kgK⁄ ); 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the the density of 
the air (1.2 kg m3⁄ ) ; ?̇?𝑛𝑣(𝑖, 𝑗)  is the total infiltration in natural ventilation systems; 
and  𝑉𝑑𝑤 is the internal volume of the dwelling. In this study all of the dwellings are 
assumed to be naturally ventilated. The SAP methodology calculates the value of 
?̇?𝑛𝑣(𝑖, 𝑗), in units of Air Change per Hour (ACH) as follows: 
?̇?𝑛𝑣(𝑖, 𝑗) = {
1 ?̇?𝑖𝑛𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) ≥ 1
0.5 + (0.5 × ?̇?𝑖𝑛𝑓
2 (𝑖, 𝑗)) ?̇?𝑖𝑛𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) < 1
 ACH 2.20 
The term ?̇?𝑖𝑛𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗)  stands for the total infilitration of the dwelling, and it is calculated as 
follows:  
?̇?𝑖𝑛𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) = (
𝑄50
20
+
𝑁𝐼𝐹(𝑖)?̇?𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑉𝑑𝑤
)𝑓𝐴𝐸(𝑖)𝑓𝐷𝐸(𝑖,𝑚) (
𝑣𝑤(𝑗)
4
) ACH 2.21 
Where, 𝑄50 stands for the air-permeability value (Table 2-6),  𝑁𝐼𝐹 (𝑖)  stands for the 
number of intermittent fans; ?̇?𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡  stands for the ventilation rate due to 
openings; 𝑉𝑑𝑤 stands for the internal volume of the ith dwelling; 𝑓𝐴𝐸(𝑖) represents the 
apartment exposure factor; 𝑓𝐷𝐸(𝑖,𝑚) stands for the dwelling exposure factor; and 𝑣𝑤(𝑗) 
stands for the monthly wind rate.  
The approved document F requires all bathrooms and kitchens to have an either 
intermittent or continous fan [43]. Based on this, each dwelling is assumed to have two 
intermittent fans: one for kitchen and one for bathroom. Based on the SAP’s guide 
document, the value of ?̇?𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 for the intermittent fans is assumed to be equal to 10 
m3 hour⁄ [25]. The value of apartment’s exposure factor (𝑓𝐴𝐸(𝑖)) depends on the number 
of floor on which the ith dwelling is located. Table 2-7 lists the possible values of 
apartment’s exposure factors. The value of  𝑓𝐷𝐸 (𝑖,𝑚)  depends on the number of the 
exposed sides of ith dwelling in mth dwelling group (Figure 2.8). In this study, the number 
of dwelling’s exposed sides is either two or three (Table 2-2); where the corresponding 
values of fDE (𝑖) are 0.925 and 0.85, respectively.  
Table 2-7 Input values for the apartment exposure factor 
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Number of floor on 
which the dwelling 
is located 
𝑁𝑓 ≤ 3 𝑁𝑓 = 4, 5 6 ≤ 𝑁𝑓 ≤ 9 10 ≤ 𝑁𝑓 
Apartment exposure 
factor 
0.95 1 1.05 1.1 
2.5.7.3.3. Thermal Ratings of Heat Emitters 
The thermal rating of heat emitters depend on the rate of total heat losses and the 
temperature difference between the internal and external air. Additionally, heat emitters 
of a dwelling are required to be large enough to provide the thermal comfort, set by the 
occupants under all conditions. In this case, the thermal comfort is the thermostat 
temperature set for internal air. Combining these two points, the thermal rating of the 
heat emitters is calculated as follows: 
𝑄𝐻𝐸 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐻𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗)(𝑇𝑠ℎ(𝑖) − 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑗))) Watts 2.22 
Where,  𝑄𝐻𝐸  stands for the thermal rating of the heat emitter; 𝐻𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) stands for the total 
rate of heat losses; 𝑇𝑠ℎ(𝑖) stands for the internal air thermostat temperature set for the ith 
dwelling (Figure 2.3); and 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑗) stands for the external temperature for the jth month. 
The simulation procedure calculates separate values of 𝑄𝐻𝐸  based on the insulation level 
and floor areas. These values are listed in Table 2-8. 
Table 2-8 Thermal rating of heat emitters  
Insulation 
level 
Thermal rating of heat emitters (W) 
35 𝑚2 45 𝑚2 55 𝑚2 65 𝑚2 75 𝑚2 
A1 1629.4 1863.8 2225.1 2485.1 2862.2 
A2 1442.2 1653.6 1973.2 2208.3 2540 
A3 1286.4 1480.4 1768.7 1979.6 2274 
2.5.7.3.4. Heat Gains 
In order to estimate the space heating demand of a dwelling, it is required to estimate its 
rates of internal and solar heat gains. The SAP methodology calculates the rate of internal 
heat gains as follows: 
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𝑃𝐼𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗) = (10𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐(𝑖) + 3) + 𝑃𝐸𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗) Watts 2.23 
The first term on the right hand side of the equation is the summation of heat gains, from 
human metabolic activity, evaporation losses, and the circulation pump. The 
term 𝑃𝐸𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗) represents the heat gains, from all electricity consuming appliances. The 
SAP methodology calculates this value as follows: 
𝑃𝐸𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗) =
0.85((𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑖, 𝑗) + 𝐸𝑎𝑝𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗)) + (
𝐸𝑐(𝑖)
12 )𝑓𝐶𝐺)
0.024𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑦(𝑗)
+ 𝑓𝑉𝐶  
Watts 2.24 
Here, the terms 𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑖, 𝑗) and 𝐸𝑎𝑝𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗) stand for the monthly lighting and appliance 
demands, respectively. These values were calculated in section 2.5.7. The term  𝐸𝑐(𝑖) 
stands for annual cooking demand;  𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑦(𝑗) stands for the number of days for each month; 
 𝑓𝐶𝐺 stands for the electrical cooking gain factor; and the term 𝑓𝑉𝐶  represents the gain 
from the electrical ventilation components (intermittent fans). The SAP methodology 
assume 𝑓𝐶𝐺 and 𝑓𝑉𝐶 to be equal to 0.9 and 3, respectively[25]. This study does not account 
for the heat gains from hot water services. This is because the heat content of hot water 
is generated off-dwelling. Besides the internal gains, the SAP model calculates the solar 
gain for the ith dwelling, during the jth month, as follows: 
𝑃𝑆𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗) = 0.9 × 𝑆𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗) × 𝐴𝑤 × 𝑓𝑆𝐴𝑐𝑐 × 𝑓𝑓 × 𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇  Watt 2.25 
Here, 𝑆𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗) represents the transmitted solar flux; 𝐴𝑤  stands for a dwelling’s windows 
area (Table 2-4); 𝑓𝑆𝐴𝑐𝑐  stands for the solar access factor; 𝑓𝑓 stands for the windows frame 
factor; and 𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇  stands for the solar gain transmission factor. For all simulated dwellings, 
the values of 𝑓𝑆𝐴𝑐𝑐 and 𝑓𝑓 equal to 0.77 and 0.7, respectively. Similar to light transmission 
factor, the value of 𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇  depends on the windows glazing type. The values of 𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇  for the 
double and the triple glazed windows are 0.76 and 0.68, respectively [25]. The SAP model 
calculates the transmitted solar flux as follows:  
𝑆𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑆𝐻𝑆𝐹(𝑗)𝑅𝐻𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) 𝑊 𝑚
2⁄  2.26 
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Here,  𝑆𝐻𝑆𝐹(𝑗) stands for the monthly horizontal solar flux and term 𝑅𝐻𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) represents 
the ratio used to convert the horizontal solar flux to vertical solar flux. The value of 
𝑅𝐻𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) depends on the windows orientation parameters and solar height 
factor (𝑓𝜑𝛿(𝑗)).  
𝑅𝐻𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) =  ∑(𝐶𝑂𝐴(𝑚)𝑓𝜑𝛿
2 (𝑗)) + (𝐶𝑂𝐵(𝑚)𝑓𝜑𝛿(𝑗)) + 𝐶𝑂𝐶(𝑚)
2
𝑚=1
 2.27 
To calculate  𝑓𝜑𝛿(𝑗),  the SAP model requires site’s latitude  (ф) and monthly solar 
declination (𝛿(𝑗)) as inputs parameters: 
𝑓𝜑𝛿(𝑗) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
п
180
× (ф − 𝛿(𝑗))) 2.28 
Returning to equation 2.27, the windows orientation parameters depend on the windows 
pitch factor(𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ), and windows orientation constants (𝑘1, 𝑘2, … , 𝑘9). These values are 
calculated for each window group and then they are aggregated. The values of the 
orientation constants vary based on the windows orientation and they are imported from 
SAP’s guide document [25]. The stated windows orientation parameters are calculated in 
equation 2.29. Additionally, the SAP model calculates the value of  𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ based on pitch 
angle of the windows (𝜃𝑝). This study assumes that all of the windows are vertical; hence, 
the pitch angle equals 90.  
{
𝐶𝑂𝐴(𝑚) = (𝑘1 × 𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
3 ) + (𝑘2 × 𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
2 ) + (𝑘3 × 𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ)
𝐶𝑂𝐵(𝑚) = (𝑘4 × 𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
3 ) + (𝑘5 × 𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
2 ) + (𝑘6 × 𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ)
𝐶𝑂𝐶(𝑚) = (𝑘7 × 𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
3 ) + (𝑘8 × 𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
2 ) + (𝑘9 × 𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ)
 2.29 
𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ = 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
п
180
×
𝜃𝑝
2
) 2.30 
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2.5.7.3.5. Average Internal Temperature 
As stated earlier, the SAP model calculates the final space heating demand based on 
average internal temperature. This value is calculated by subtracting the temperature 
reduction from the occupant-set thermostat temperature. The temperature reduction 
occurs due to the dwelling’s heat losses during heating-off periods. This study uses the 
term heating-off to refer to periods with no space heating demand. To calculate the 
impact of heating-off periods, it is first required to understand how British houses are 
heated.  
The SAP methodology assumes heating periods of 9 and 16 hours, for weekday and 
weekends, respectively. The higher heating period of weekend days is justified with 
possible longer durations of active occupancy. However, the evidence from multiple 
sources suggests little difference between days of week. Kane et al. conducted a city-wide, 
socio-technical survey across 249 dwellings in Leicester [41]. The aim of this study was 
to investigate the heating patterns across the UK dwelling. They reported 51%, 33%, and 
16% of dwellings are heated for double, single and multiple daily periods, respectively. 
Furthermore, they reported the average heating duration of 12.6 hours/day. Additionally, 
Huebner et al. conducted a similar survey across 427 homes where they report an 
average heating period of 10 hours/day [44].  
Both studies conclude no discernible differences in heating-on periods between weekend 
and weekdays. Based on  this, a fixed double-heating period of 10 hours/day is assumed 
for all days of the week: three hours of heating in morning (between 06:00 – 09:00) and 
seven hours in the evening (from 17:00 to 00:00). These heating-on periods result in two 
heating-off periods: six hours (from 00:00 to 06:00); eight hours (from 09:00 to 17:00). 
Based on these values, the SAP methodology calculates the average internal temperature 
as follows: 
?̅?𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑇𝑆𝐻(𝑖) − ∑ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑛, 𝑗)
𝑁𝐻𝑃
𝑛
 °𝐶 2.31 
Here, the term ?̅?𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑖, 𝑗)stands for the average internal temperature; 𝑇𝑠ℎ(𝑖)represents the 
thermostat temperature set by the occupants (Figure 2.3); the subscript n stands for a 
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specific heating period;  NHP  stands for the number of heating periods; and 
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑛, 𝑗) stands for the temperature reduction which occurs during nth heating-off 
period. This study assumes that all dwellings consists of a single heating zone. 
The SAP methodology calculates the value of  𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑛, 𝑗) as a function of: heating-off 
duration 𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓(𝑛), cool-down period (𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝑖, 𝑗)), the background temperature (𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘(𝑗)). 
Based on these parameters, the value of Tred(n, j) is calculated as follows:  
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑛, 𝑗)
=
{
 
 
 
 0.5𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓
2 (𝑛)(𝑇𝑠ℎ(𝑖) − 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘(𝑖, 𝑗))
24 × 𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓(𝑛) ≤ 𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓(𝑛) − 0.5𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝑖, 𝑗) × (𝑇𝑠ℎ(𝑖) − 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘(𝑖, 𝑗))
24
𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓(𝑛) > 𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝑖, 𝑗)
 
°𝐶 2.32 
The value of 𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝑖, 𝑗), is calculated based on the thermal mass parameter (𝐶𝑇𝑀𝑃); heat 
loss parameter (𝐶𝐻𝐿𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)); and dwelling floor area (𝐴𝑑𝑤).The value of 𝐶𝑇𝑀𝑃 is assumed 
250 kJ m2K,⁄  for all simulations. This value corresponds to the medium dwelling mass 
which is stated [25].  
𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝑖, 𝑗) =
𝐶𝑇𝑀𝑃
(14.4 × 𝐶𝐻𝐿𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗))
 Hours 2.33 
The value of 𝐶𝐻𝐿𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) sets the required heating rate per unit area of a dwelling. This value 
is calculated as follows:  
𝐶𝐻𝐿𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) = (
𝐻𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝐴𝑑𝑤
) 
𝑊
𝑚2𝐾
 2.34 
The value of  𝐶𝐻𝐿𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) relates only to heat loss parameters of the dwelling. The SAP 
methodology accounts for the impact of heat gains when it calculates the background 
temperature. This value is calculated in the following equation: 
𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘(𝑖, 𝑗) = ( 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑗) + (
𝑓𝐺𝑈(𝑖, 𝑗)𝑃𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝐻𝑇(𝑖, 𝑗)
)) °𝐶 2.35 
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Besides accounting for heat gains, the SAP model calculates a gain utilisation 
factor (𝑓𝐺𝑈(𝑖, 𝑗)) . This value depends on the ratio of the heat gains over heat 
losses (𝑅𝐺𝐻(𝑖, 𝑗)) which is calculated in equation 2.37. If 𝑅𝐺𝐻(𝑖, 𝑗) is greater than zero, the 
SAP methodology incorporates another parameter, called utilisation factor 
exponent 𝑎(𝑖, 𝑗). This value is calculated in equation 2.38. 
𝑓𝐺𝑈(𝑖, 𝑗) =
{
 
 
 
 
1 𝑅𝐺𝐻(𝑖, 𝑗) ≤ 0
(
𝑎(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑎(𝑖, 𝑗) + 1
) 𝑅𝐺𝐻(𝑖, 𝑗) = 1
(
1 − 𝑅𝐺𝐻
𝑎(𝑖,𝑗)(𝑖, 𝑗)
1 − 𝑅𝐺𝐻
𝑎(𝑖,𝑗)+1(𝑖, 𝑗)
) 𝑅𝐺𝐻(𝑖, 𝑗) > 1
 2.36 
𝑅𝐺𝐻(𝑖, 𝑗) = (
𝐻𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝐻𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) × (𝑇𝑆𝐻(𝑖) − 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑗))
) 2.37 
𝑎(𝑖, 𝑗) = 1 + (
𝐶𝑇𝑀𝑃
54𝐶𝐻𝐿𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)
) 2.38 
2.6. Results 
The results of this chapter is domestic demand profiles for a wide range of apartment 
blocks. The work in this chapter is mainly about simulating the minutely, year-round, 
electrical and head demand profiles of 1320 distinct apartment blocks. The distinction 
between apartment blocks were made by altering 88 apartment configurations, 5 
dwelling floor areas and 3 insulation levels(88 × 5 × 3 = 1320) . The range of these 
parameters had been selected such that the result would correspond to existing 
apartment blocks in the UK. The rationale on choice of demand models and simulation 
procedure were detailed in previous sections of this chapter. The results section shows a 
broad overview of these profiles. 
Figure 2.11a plots the average, annual electrical demand of the dwellings of apartment 
blocks.  Similarly, Figure 2.11b to Figure 2.11d plot the average heat demands of 
dwellings. Each plot consists of five sets of curves where each curve indicates a specific 
dwelling floor area.  
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(a) Electricity demand (b) Heat demand (A1) 
  
(c) Heat demand (A2) Heat demand (A3) 
Figure 2.11 Annual dwelling demands 
The above figures suggest that the apartment blocks which consist of larger dwellings 
have higher electricity and heat demands. This is because the floor areas of the dwellings 
affect all domestic services either directly (space heating, lighting, appliance) or 
indirectly (hot water and cooking). This study calculates the hot water and cooking 
demand based on the number of occupants which is stochastically assigned based on the 
floor area of the dwellings.  
Figure 2.11a suggests that the variation in the number of dwellings in apartment blocks 
have small impacts on the electricity demand. This is because this study calculates the 
electricity demand of the apartment blocks by summing the electricity requirement of the 
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dwellings it contains. Additionally, the electricity requirement of a dwelling is the 
summation of its electricity demand for the lighting, appliances, and ancillary services. 
None of these services are affected by the number of dwellings in the apartment blocks; 
therefore, the average electricity demand of the dwellings is unaffected by the number of 
the dwellings in the apartment blocks.  
Besides this, Figure 2.11a shows small inconsistencies in the horizontal trends of the 
shown curves. For instance, the sub-set which represents the 45 m2 dwellings indicates 
an increasing trend, between 12 to 18 dwellings which is in contrast with the other curves 
shown in this curve. This is because the numbers of the occupants in the dwellings with 
different floor areas are stochastically assigned from different sets of probability 
distributions. Based on the stochastic process, there are 14 people living in the 12 x 45 
m2 apartment block, and 15 people living in the 12 x 35 m2. This is in contrast with the 
probability distributions of the number of occupants discussed earlier. Figure 2.11a 
indicates that the stated inconsistencies disappears for the apartment blocks with more 
apartment dwellings. This is because the number of samples assigned from the 
probability distributions of the number of occupants increase for larger apartment blocks. 
This results in increasing the number of occupants living in the larger dwellings in 
comparison to the smaller ones. 
Unlike the electricity demand, the heat demand of the apartment blocks were varied for 
three levels of insulations (Figure 2.11b to Figure 2.11d). Based on the SAP’s 
methodology, the relationship between an apartment block with different levels of 
insulation is linear where higher levels of insulation lead to lower space heating demand. 
The apartment blocks with A1 (lowest insulation level) insulation level have 11.7±1.04% 
higher space heating demands in comparison to the A2 level, and 20.1±1.53% in 
comparison to A3 insulation level.  
Additionally, Figure 2.11b to Figure 2.11d show that the heat demands of the dwellings 
are affected by the number of dwellings in the relatively smaller blocks. This is due to the 
indirect correlation between the exposed areas of the apartment blocks and the number 
of dwellings. This study calculates the number of the dwellings (𝑁𝑑𝑤) in the apartment 
blocks by multiplying the number of flats per floor (𝑁𝑓𝑓) with the number of floors(𝑁𝑓𝑙). 
It was shown that the apartment configurations with high numbers of 𝑁𝑓𝑓 have relatively 
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smaller exposed wall area as the number of party walls increase for higher values of 
the 𝑁𝑓𝑓. Additionally, this study assumes that the floor/roof areas of the dwellings which 
are located above/below other dwellings as party walls as well. According to the fabric 
compliance of the UK’s building regulations, the rate of heat losses from the party walls 
equals zero. This results in significantly reducing the heat demand of the apartment 
blocks with small exposed areas. After nearly 36 dwellings, Figure 2.11b to Figure 2.11d 
commonly indicate that average heat demand stays relatively constant. This is because 
the apartment blocks which have more than 36 dwellings are in apartment configurations 
which they have similar numbers of exposed areas (Figure 2.8).  
One of the key issues about the SAP’s outputs is that they are in low-resolutions. The 
highest resolution of this methodology is on monthly basis. Besides the AM12 and CP1 
design guides, there are studies, in literature, which highlight the impact of temporal 
precision on the accuracy of assessing the savings of CHP units. This study addressed this 
issue by using the CREST demand model. Figure 2.12a and Figure 2.12b plot the 
electricity and heat demand profiles for two apartment blocks, respectively.  These 
figures plot the demand profile of the 2x55 m2 and 12x55m2 dwellings with A1 insulation 
level, for the first day of January, respectively.  
These plots show that the electrical demand for appliances and heat demand for hot 
water services are spiky. This is because these services relate to energy consuming 
appliances/fittings for which the energy consumption may be spiky. A good example of 
such spiky electricity demand is the electric kettle. Similarly, it is unlikely that the hot 
water demand of a dwelling would last for many hours. The CREST demand model can 
account for such domestic services as the resolution of its output is one minute. 
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(a) Electrical demand 
 
(b) Heat demand 
Figure 2.12 Typical winter day simulation for two apartment blocks 
Furthermore, Figure 2.12a and Figure 2.12b show that that the electrical and heat 
demands of the dwellings aggregate over time. Due to difference in the active occupancy, 
the aggregate demand profiles diversify over time. This leads to the formation of baseload 
which is beneficial for the CHP units’ operation. The existence of some sort of heat 
baseload is crucial for CHP’s operation. Additionally, the existence of electrical baseload 
contributes to the cost savings of the CHP unit as it enable higher levels of on-site 
utilisation. This is because the CHP units typically receive 30-50% of the electricity 
import rate, for the electricity they export. Therefore, the cogenerated electricity utilised 
on-site has higher economic value, when compared with the one which is exported. 
The economic feasibility of a CHP unit depends on its lifetime cost savings. As explained 
earlier, the CHP units are relatively expensive. To achieve economic feasibility, the high 
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capital costs of the CHP units require these units to operate for thousands of hours on 
annual basis. On this basis, it is important to implement the CHP units for sites which have 
sufficient heat and electricity demands. As shown earlier, the electrical and heat demands 
of simulated apartment blocks vary based on various parameters. This variation will 
essentially determine the operating periods of the CHP units.  
The approximate operating period of CHP units are often assessed with load duration 
curves. These curves plot the electrical or heat demand based on the number of hours 
that they occur. In light of this, Figure 2.13a and Figure 2.13b show the electricity and 
heat load duration curves of sample apartment blocks, respectively. Each figure plot the 
load duration curves of six apartment blocks. The apartment blocks vary in terms of 
number of dwellings and dwelling floor areas.  
  
(a) Electricity (b)Heat 
Figure 2.13 Load duration curves of the apartment blocks 
Figure 2.13a and Figure 2.13b show different sizes of areas under the load duration 
curves of the selected apartment blocks. The sizes of these areas increase for apartment 
blocks with more and larger dwellings. In terms of CHP operation, the rectangular load 
duration curves are desirable. Despite their load modulation capabilities, the CHP units 
tend to achieve high operating performances when they operate at maximum outputs.  
2.7. Discussions 
The objective of this chapter was to develop a simulation framework which appropriately 
outputs electrical and heat demand profiles of new-built apartment blocks. This objective 
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was set to provide the necessary basis to evaluate the cost and CO2 savings of CHP units. 
This study intends to do this evaluation over a wide range of apartment blocks. Therefore, 
the demand simulation setup was developed to be computationally efficient. To do so 
some aspects of the domestic demand have been simplified. It is possible to categorise 
these aspects to three parts. These parts are explained in the following paragraphs. 
The first simplification used in this chapter relates to the procedure used for calculating 
the space heating demand. The issue with CREST’s space heating sub-model is that it was 
developed to output demand profiles for existing dwellings, rather than new-built ones. 
Furthermore, the space heating sub-model is calibrated based on dwellings which are 
different in type (detached, semi-detached, and terraced), in comparison to this study’s 
application (apartment blocks).  
Besides this, the author found out that the heat loss parameters which were originally 
used to calibrate the outputs of CREST’s space heating sub-model are significantly higher 
than the highest accepted heat loss parameters, by the latest UK building regulations [15]. 
This difference effectively results in scaling-down the outputs of the CREST’s space 
heating sub-model, particularly for cases with high insulation levels. The low values of 
space heating ratios2 would potentially result in altering the initially calculated CREST’s 
output to levels which might be considered as inaccurate.  
There are two ideal solutions for the stated shortcomings of the methodology used to 
calculate the space heating of newly-constructed apartment blocks. The first solution is 
to use a high-order, whole-building simulation software to calculate calibration scalars; 
then, use these scalars to generate calibrated space heating profiles for new-built flats. 
The second solution is to have access to up-to-date, detailed space heating dataset for this 
type of blocks. By the time of writing this document, there were no such datasets which 
were publicly accessible.  
The purpose of modelling in this study was to simulate demand profiles fit for this study 
(described in section 2.3). Given further information and evidence about high-insulated 
                                                        
2 Low values of space heating ratio means that CREST-calculated space heating values are higher than the 
SAP-calculated values. 
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apartment blocks are available, further work can be done to improve or modify the 
accuracy of the space heating methodology. 
Besides the CREST model, the SAP model is also criticised for various shortcomings in 
terms of calculating domestic space heating demand [37].  The shortcomings of can be 
categorised to the following three groups (a) use of fixed internal air thermostat 
temperature, (b) unrealistic assumptions about weekend heating-on periods, and (c) 
inherent misrepresentation of a dwelling’s thermal physics. This study successfully 
handled the first issue by using CREST demand model which stochastically assigns 
empirically measured thermostat temperatures across the simulated dwellings. 
Furthermore, this study addressed the second issue by using heating-on periods which 
are in agreement with empirical data. In order to address the third issue, it is required to 
change the calculation procedure of internal temperature. The value of the internal 
temperature of a dwelling is the result of the interactions between the heating system, 
built geometry and dwelling’s fabric. The SAP methodology accounts for this interaction 
during heating-off period (equation 2.33). However, it fails to account for these 
interactions during the heating-on periods. Assessing this interaction falls outside of this 
study’s scope.  
Besides calculating the space heating demand, this study simplified the operation of heat 
networks. The losses of heat networks vary based on its linear heat density. Therefore, 
apartment blocks with different configurations result in different levels of heat losses 
[8][10]. The simplification of the heat network operation can be justified as this study 
intends to measure the savings of the CHP units which replace boiler units. Since, the 
losses of heat networks exist for both cases, the amount of heat losses will not incur any 
changes over the savings of CHP units.  
The final shortcoming of the developed simulation procedure associates with the CREST’s 
electrical and occupancy sub-models. The output of the CREST’s appliance sub-model is 
generated from a range of relatively old appliances. The lighting sub-model refers to 
distributions of lightbulbs (incandescent lightbulbs), which have lower market shares 
according to the reference year of this study (see Figure 2.10). This aspect of these sub-
models may have negative impact over the accuracy of the simulated profiles. This study 
partially addressed this issue by accounting for appliance efficiency improvements and 
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ratio of low energy consuming lightbulbs. These values were factored in SAP-calculated 
target values.    
There are studies which have improved and updated the outputs of CREST sub-models 
by using more recent field trials such as household electricity survey, where it is possible 
to access wider and newer ranges of appliances and lightbulbs [45]. Similarly, it is 
possible to update the outputs of the CREST’s occupancy sub-model with the latest UK’s 
TUS which was conducted between 2014 and 2015. This study neglects these aspects of 
demand modelling as developing an updated, bottom-up demand models falls outside of 
the scope of this study.     
2.8. Chapter Conclusion 
The operation of heat networks and the CHP units can both benefit from new-built 
apartment applications. This is because both of these technologies perform better when 
heat load is continuous and uninterrupted. Due to different occupancy patterns and their 
preferences, the heat demand of an apartment block diversifies over time. This, 
effectively, increases the operating periods of CHP units and reduce the operational costs 
of heat networks. Additionally, designers and operators can incorporate a wider range of 
solutions for new-built heat networks and cogeneration systems, which might be 
restricted or unavailable for existing apartment blocks. 
The performances of CHP units are highly interlinked with sites’ heat and electrical 
demands. CHP units consume natural gas and cogenerate heat and electricity. These units 
can be considered efficient when both of their outputs are utilised. The cogenerated heat 
can be utilised either by directly meeting site’s heat demand or by being stored for later 
use. The latter utilisation form is limited, and it increases system’s losses. The 
cogenerated electricity can be utilised either on-site (self-consume) or off-site (exported). 
Similarly, there are cost and CO2 implications of exported cogenerated electricity. Given 
these aspects of CHP units, it is important to assess how cogenerated quantities interact 
with heat and electrical demands of apartment blocks.  
Considering this interaction, the objective of this chapter was set to develop a simulation 
procedure which appropriately outputs electrical and heat demand profiles of newly-
constructed apartment blocks. Given the specific application of this study, the demand 
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simulation procedure was intended to achieve two key features (a) high-resolution, (b) 
compliant with building regulations.  
It is important to generate demand profiles in high-resolution as coarse resolution 
averages domestic demand. This would potentially lead to misestimating the cost and CO2 
savings of CHP units. Additionally, it is known that the space heating demand of newly-
constructed dwellings have reduced significantly due to stringent building regulations. 
Considering this, it was important to adjust the outputs of the developed simulation 
procedure based on those values required by the building regulations. This study 
combined two domestic energy demand models to achieve the described features. The 
CREST demand model was used to stochastically generate high-resolution, domestic 
electrical and heat demand profiles. Furthermore, the developed simulation procedure 
used SAP model to calculate target values which were used to adjust the minutely outputs 
of the CREST model. In the following chapter, the details of the simulating the outputs of 
small-scale CHP units and its auxiliary units are discussed.  
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3. Simulating the Outputs of the Cogeneration 
Systems 
3.1. Overview 
This chapter explains the methodologies and assumptions used, to develop a 
cogeneration simulation model. Two distinct features of this model are high-resolution 
and computational efficiency. Due to its highly resolved feature, it is possible to accurately 
assess the energetic imbalances between energy supply and energy demand. Additionally, 
the high-resolution of the cogeneration model can realistically account for the transient 
state operation of the CHP units. This study develops a broad approach to simulate the 
outputs of cogeneration systems, rather than specific characterisation of each component 
it contains. Due to this approach, the developed simulation procedure is computationally 
efficient.  
Considering its stated features, the developed cogeneration model is capable of 
systematic evaluation of cost and CO2 savings of the CHP units across a wide range of 
apartment applications. Besides the CHP units, the developed simulation framework 
calculates the outputs of their auxiliary components. These are the thermal energy 
storage unit, peak boilers, and grid exchanges. 
The first section of this chapter provides background information about the components 
of small-scale CHP units and their integrations in larger electrical and heat energy 
systems. Following this, a review of the current literature is summarised. Attention is 
paid to studies which are based on empirical data. This is followed by the methodology 
section where the details of the developed simulation procedure are discussed. In the 
results section, the simulation results reported and discussed. In the conclusion section, 
the contribution of this chapter to the overall aim of this study is explained. 
3.2. Components of CHP Unit 
Figure 3.1 shows a small-scale CHP package manufactured by EC-Power [46]. According 
to AM12 [5] – the manual published in the UK for the CHP applications – these CHP units 
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are typically pre-engineered, complete packages and they can be readily integrated in 
larger energy system. Here, the term larger energy system is the heat network and the 
electricity grid. The key components of the package shown in Figure 3.1 are the prime 
mover, fuel system, generator, heat recovery system, ventilation system, and enclosure. 
This study uses the term CHP unit to refer to the described energy generation package. 
The prime mover of the CHP unit is an internal combustion engine. These engines were 
originally developed by car manufacturers – such as Toyota, Fiat and MAN – and were 
then integrated into electricity and heat generation units by CHP manufacturers. The 
electrical generator incorporated into small-scale CHP unit is typically asynchronous 
generators. This is due to simple, robust, and compact nature of this generator type, when 
it is compared with the synchronous alternative [47]. The asynchronous generator starts 
producing electricity when its rotor is rotating above the speed of the rotating magnetic 
field. This is known as the synchronous speed.  
 
Figure 3.1EC POWER’s 20 kWe internal combustion CHP unit [46] 
These generators are mains-excited [5], which means they draw reactive power from the 
electricity grid. This power is supplied to operate the magnetic field. Due to the reactive 
power requirement, the power factor of an asynchronous generator is less than unity. 
The grid operator may charge the CHP operator for the reactive power drawn from the 
grid. These charges can be minimised by appropriate selection of power factor 
compensation equipment [48]. 
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The thermal recovery system of the CHP unit circulates glycol-water mixture to collect 
useful heat from the engine’s jacket and its exhaust gas [49]. The thermal energy from the 
glycol-water mixture is then transferred to the coolant water coming from the primary 
circuit [50]. The ventilation system provides fresh air required for combustion and 
carries the convected, radiated heat losses out of the engine. The enclosure physically 
covers the unit and reduces operation noise.  
The operation and protection of the CHP’s parts are accomplished by its control system 
[5, 48]. This system typically consists of an electricity meter to measure the cogenerated 
electrical energy, an on/off switch for the grid connection, microprocessor components, 
modem, and electrical protection equipment. The microprocessor component monitors 
various parts of the CHP unit and processes the externally sourced signals. Based on the 
collected input, the microprocessor controls the operation of the CHP unit. The term 
operating strategy is commonly used to refer to the procedure which controls the CHP 
unit. The details of the CHPs’ operating strategies are further discussed in section 3.4.4. 
Load following strategy is an operational feature of small-scale CHP units [51]. This 
strategy modulates CHP’s outputs based on site’s electrical load. The use of load following 
applications can be particularly beneficial in applications in which site’s load undergoes 
frequent changes. Despite its modular characteristics, it is unlikely that a CHP unit can 
meet the site’s demands single-handedly. Therefore, CHP units are typically used in 
conjunction with auxiliary generation and storage units.  
3.3. Small-Scale Cogeneration System 
Figure 3.2 demonstrates the energetic imbalances between the site’s demands and the 
CHP’s outputs. The plot indicates the electrical and heat imbalances on left and right hand 
sides, respectively.  
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Figure 3.2 Demonstrating the electrical and thermal modulation ranges of a 6 kWe CHP 
unit 
The electrical and heat demands are indicated with blue and red lines. These profiles 
represent heat and electrical profiles of a site with 16 dwellings, each 45 m2,, for a typical 
winter day. Furthermore, Figure 3.2 shows the electrical and heat modulation ranges of 
the CHP unit with blue and red bars, respectively. The patterned bars, under the CHP’s 
modulation ranges, shows the intervals in which the electrical outputs of the CHP units 
are highly inefficient. It is well-known that the electrical efficiencies of small-scale 
internal combustion CHP units reduce when they are operated with low load factors [5]. 
This study uses the term load factor to refer to the ratio of the CHP’s output over its 
maximum output. Given this inverse relationship, the manufacturer or the developer of 
the CHP unit faces two options: either to modulate its output to inefficient load 
factors[52][53] or to limit the CHP’s modulation range to minimum load factors3. 
Figure 3.2 shows that it is quite possible to encounter situations in which CHP’s outputs 
are greater or lower than the site’s loads. During the first quarter of the day, the outputs 
of CHP unit surpass site’s demands. In this case, the operation of CHP unit cogenerates 
                                                        
3 This information was obtained from a CHP manufacturing company in Denmark and a CHP distributor 
company in the UK. 
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surplus heat and electricity. This situation reverses during the morning peak hours where 
the maximum outputs of the CHP unit are not enough to meet site’s load.  
The mismatch between the CHP’s outputs and site’s heat demand decrease its potential 
in terms of cost and CO2 savings[5]. The energy system designers address this issue by 
coupling the CHP units with auxiliary heat and electrical components. The auxiliary heat 
components are the heat distributor, Thermal Energy Storage (TES), and peak boilers 
[54]. The electrical imbalances between the cogenerated electrical energy and demand 
can be evened out by electricity exchange with the grid. These units constitute an energy 
generation system. As stated earlier, this study uses the term cogeneration system to 
refer to the stated combination of energy generation and storage units. Figure 3.3 shows 
the hydraulic setup of a small-scale cogeneration system [5, 54]. This diagram is a typical 
and simplified diagram and it might be different due to different design criteria. The 
stated auxiliary heat components are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 3.3 Block diagram of the hydraulic setup of small-scale cogeneration system[5, 
48, 55] 
Heat distributor 
The heat distributor unit hydraulically separates the CHP unit from the rest of the 
primary circuit. The objective of this unit is to provide consistent, high temperature flow, 
to either directly supply the site or store it in the TES unit [55]. According to the 
manufacturer’s product guide [48], the main components of heat distributors are as 
follows: plate heat exchanger for the indirect thermal energy transfer, three circulation 
pumps designated for the CHP, TES, and the rest of the primary circuit; two motorised 
valves to mix flow and return streams; and an expansion vessel for pressure control.  
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Due to its internal design, a heat distributor separates the TES and primary circuits. 
Figure 3.3 shows this with two flow streams outgoing from the heat distributor unit. Due 
to this design, only surplus cogenerated heat flows into the TES unit. The AM12 guide 
states that designs which enable storing the surplus heat lead to higher efficiencies, when 
compared to designs in which the entire heat output of CHP units flow into TES units[5].   
Thermal energy storage (TES) 
The TES units are typically cylindrical vessels filled with water, installed between the 
flow and return streams of the primary circuit (Figure 3.3). During the charging phase, a 
volume of hot water enters from the top of the TES and same volume of cold water leaves 
from its bottom. During the discharge phase, the opposite process happens. The 
temperature of the hot water is the flow temperature of the primary circuit. This 
temperature is regulated by the heat distributor and it is typically 80 C for the CHP 
applications [5, 6]. The temperature of the cold water, conversely, is the temperature of 
water returning from the secondary circuit. This value varies based on the design of the 
secondary circuit. For new-built heat networks, the CP1 document – the designated heat 
network guide in the UK – suggests that the targeted temperature difference between 
flow and return to be at least 30 C [6]. The term secondary circuit is used to refer to the 
pipes of the heat network from the plant room up to individual flats. Additionally, this 
study uses the term primary circuit to refer to the group of pipes which connect the CHP 
unit and auxiliary heat components in the plant room. 
The addition of the TES improves the performance of a CHP unit from multiple aspects [5, 
6, 56]. Firstly, it provides operation flexibility for the CHP unit by storing the surplus 
cogenerated heat.  The stored heat is used later when heat demand is present. Secondly, 
the TES unit acts as a buffer vessel which reduces the number of CHP’s start-up events. In 
this way, reasonable operating durations can be achieved for every start-up event. Later 
in this chapter, the impact of start-up events over the CHP’s operation will be discussed 
(section 3.4.5). Additionally, TES units can meet the heat demand lower and higher than 
the CHP’s minimum and maximum outputs, respectively. 
Besides improving the operation of the cogeneration system, the state of charge of the 
TES unit is an important input in terms of controlling the CHP unit. The CHP’s controller 
system activates and deactivates this unit based on TES’s state of charge [56]. The state 
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of charge of this unit is measured by the vertically installed temperature sensors across 
the unit’s height (Figure 3.3). An integrated part of the simulation developed in this study 
is the TES unit’s state of charge. This is further explained section in 3.5.1 
Peak boilers 
In Chapter 2, it was explained that the CHP units are typically sized to operate for long 
periods. An implication of such sizing approach is to encounter situations in which the 
CHP and TES units cannot meet the heat demand. These cases may happen during the 
CHP’s start-up, when unit’s efficiency has not fully recovered yet [49]. Similarly, they can 
also occur when the TES unit is depleted or during peak heat demand periods [5]. In such 
cases, peak boilers meet the remaining fraction of the heat demand. 
3.4. Literature review 
A significant part of this chapter’s literature review is based on work done with Annex 42 
model [16, 49, 50, 56–61]. The following section provides a short summary of this model.  
3.4.1. Annex 42 Model 
The Annex 42 model is based on the internal combustion CHP model which was 
developed during an International Energy Agency’s (IEA) programme [60]. A distinction 
of Annex 42 model is that it had been characterised and calibrated based on empirical 
performance data. These data were measured during numerous laboratory experiments. 
The Annex 42 model is integrated into whole building simulation packages as a 
generation block. In this way it is possible to precisely account for the interaction 
between the energy supply and energy demand in the simulated building. Given these 
features, the Annex 42 model is one of the most accurate CHP models available in 
literature.  
The disadvantage of the Annex 42 model is that its accuracy is limited to the 
experimented CHP unit. To achieve the precision of this model, it is required to carry out 
the characterisation and calibration procedures for any CHP unit other than the 
experimented one. Furthermore, the fact that it is integrated into whole building 
simulation package makes it computationally expensive to run large numbers of 
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simulations. This study intends to assess the correlation between the cogeneration 
systems and energy demands of apartment blocks. This requires a simulation procedure 
which is computationally efficient. This is in contrast with the device-specific and 
computationally intensive features of Annex 42 model. Nevertheless, this study 
frequently refers to findings from studies which are based on Annex 42 model. This is 
because these studies are mostly based on empirical data and they can be considered as 
reliable sources of information, to realistically model the outputs of the CHP units.  
In terms of the CHP’s environmental impact, this study only considers the CO2 emissions 
savings. Besides CO2, fossil-fuel powered, engine-based CHP units emit other pollutants, 
such as Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)[5]. Due to the low quantities 
of these pollutants, their global impact is insignificant in comparison to the CO2 emissions. 
However, the impacts of CO and NOx emissions are particularly relevant when considered 
within a local context [62]. The following section briefly explains this aspect of the CHP 
units.  
3.4.2. Local Emissions from CHP units 
The excess emissions of CO and NOx pollutants have detrimental effect on the quality of 
the local air[57]. This aspect of the CHP unit is important as the electricity covered by the 
conventional system is often delivered by power plants located far from populated areas. 
This is not the case for the cogeneration systems investigated in this study. For a given 
combustion engine, the CO formation occurs due to the improper combustion process [5]. 
The NOx formation, on the other hand, occurs due to high temperature and pressure 
operating condition during the combustion process.  
The levels of CO and NOx emissions vary based on factors such as the quality of the fuel; 
mixture ratios of fuel and air; and the efficiency of the combustion process [5]. While, the 
combustion efficiency increases with the maximum shaft power, the CO and NOx 
emissions levels, per fuel intake, decreases and increases, respectively [57]. Additionally, 
the age and the maintenance level of the engine affect the quantities of the emitted 
pollutants [57].  
It is possible to eliminate the local emissions sourced from the CHP units, by using 
dispersion stacks [5]. Another way to reduce the local emissions of CHP engines is to use 
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selective catalytic reduction systems, in case of NOx emissions and to use oxidation 
catalysts, to reduce the CO emissions. The AM12 guide states, the addition of these 
catalysts can reduce the CO and NOx emissions up to 95% and 90% reductions, 
respectively [5]. Considering the complexities of these solutions, this study excluded the 
analysing the impact of the CHP units over the quality of the local air. 
3.4.3. Cogeneration systems in the Apartment 
Applications 
In Chapter 2, the benefits of load diversification provided by heat networks over the 
CHP’s operation were discussed. In addition to this, it was stated that the vast majority of 
the UK’s communal heating schemes supply heat to purpose-built apartment blocks. 
Considering these aspects, it is important to assess the CO2 and cost savings of 
cogeneration systems for apartment applications.  
Angrisani et al. [58] assessed the savings of a small-scale cogeneration system for a well-
insulated site. The evaluated site consists of an office (200 m2) and an apartment block 
with 6× 100 m2 flats. They investigated the impact of the climatic conditions, by 
simulating the demand profiles for the described site for two different cities located in 
the North and South of Italy. They reported that the combination of office and apartment 
block compliments the savings of cogeneration system by increasing its operating hours. 
While, they found positive CO2 savings for all cases, their results suggested long payback 
periods. The reason for this can be explained by relatively low operating periods of 3200 
and 2150 hours/year, for the sites located at the North and the South of the country, 
respectively. Additionally, they found that the economics of the cogeneration system 
improves with the ratio of self-consumed electricity. This study uses the term self-
consumption to refer to the cogenerated electricity which is utilised on-site.  
While having all CHP features, the Combined Cooling, Heating and Power (CCHP) units 
have an additional component to meet cooling demand. This component is typically an 
absorption chiller unit. The chiller unit is a refrigerator which uses a heat source to supply 
the required energy for cooling purposes[63]. The energy generation systems which 
contain the CCHP units are commonly known as Trigeneration systems. Due to the mild 
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climate during summer months in the UK, this study has not considered such units. 
However, this is not be the case for other locations.  
Borg and Kelly evaluated the performance of a CCHP unit for Maltese apartment 
blocks[16]. The apartment applications in their study consisted of two configurations: 
one with three and one with six dwellings. They assumed that all the flats were 120 
m2.Borg and Kelly evaluated the impact of apartment’s insulation level [16]. The 
described apartment blocks are featured with levels of insulation: low and high. They 
found that the CCHP operates for the longest periods during the summer months.  This is 
due to mild winters and high cooling demand. Regardless of the insulation level, they 
found that apartment blocks with more flats achieved higher savings. This is likely due to 
higher rates of demand diversification over time. They found that the savings from the 
evaluated generation system reduces for high insulation scenarios.  
In the above two studies, the range of apartments evaluated are very limited. Hence, it is 
not possible to correlate savings of the cogeneration systems to apartments’ loads. Kim 
et al. [53] addressed this issue by simulating the performance of CHP unit across a much 
wider range of apartment stock. They calculated series of correlations between various 
sizes of the CHP units, number of CHP units and the number of dwellings in South Korea. 
They found that 1×33 kWe and 9×50 kWe CHP combinations achieved the highest annual 
savings in the case of apartment blocks which consisted of 100 and 1500 flats, 
respectively. Their analyses, however, were based on hourly resolution. The negative 
impact of coarse resolution over the precision of the analyses are reported on multiple 
occasions [21, 60]. 
A common conclusion of the above studies is that apartment blocks provide suitable basis 
for cogeneration or trigeneration system. The optimum savings of such systems can be 
achieved when the CHP units are appropriately sized. In case of undersizing the CHP unit, 
favourable economic returns can be achieved with longer operating periods. This is due 
to the presence of relatively large and continuous heat load. Furthermore, the amount of 
cogenerated electrical energy utilised on-site increases with larger electrical loads. This 
translates into economic revenue as exports rates for the CHP units are lower than the 
import rates.  
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In case of undersizing a CHP unit, a smaller fraction of the site’s demands is cogenerated. 
This is due to the relatively small generation capacity of CHP unit compared to site’s total 
loads. In case of oversizing a CHP unit, the operating period of such units may reduce due 
to their operational constraints such as minimum load factor. Additionally, an oversized 
CHP unit tends to export large quantities of cogenerated electrical energy. This results in 
poor economic returns.  
The untimely operation of CHP unit may result in high residence periods inside the TES 
unit and/or excessive electricity exports [5, 58]. Under such cases, the amounts of energy 
losses increase which results in inefficient cogeneration; hence, lower savings. The 
performance of the CHP units can be improved by adopting appropriate operating 
strategies.  
3.4.4. Operating Strategy 
The operating strategy uses a series of priorities and constraints which are used to 
activate, modulate, or deactivate the CHP unit. In real life applications, the role of the 
operating strategy is fulfilled by the microprocessor integrated in the control system. The 
operation of the CHP unit is controlled as the result of signals received from various parts 
of the network.  
The operating strategy of a CHP unit can be either heat-controlled or meter-controlled 
[48, 56]. The heat-controlled strategy operates the CHP unit based on the temperature 
signals it receives from the TES unit. If this value is below the set-point temperature, the 
CHP unit activates and operates at maximum output. Conversely, if the temperature of 
the TES unit is above a certain value, then deactivation process takes place.  
In case of the meter-controlled strategy, the controller modulates the output of the CHP 
unit based on near real time, metered electrical demand. This results in changing the 
electricity and heat outputs of the CHP unit. In academic literature, heat-controlled and 
meter-controlled strategies are known as follows Thermal Load (FTL) and Following 
Electrical Load (FEL), respectively.  
Fumo et al. analysed the impact of operating strategies over the savings of the CCHP units 
for no electricity export applications [64]. They found that FTL strategy achieves higher 
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savings compared to FEL one. Mago et al. developed a hybrid operating strategy which 
switched between FTL and FEL over time [65]. The switching between strategies was 
based on minimising the excess quantities generated by the CCHP unit. They found that 
the developed operating strategy achieves higher savings compared to the common FEL 
and FTL operations. Rosato et al. simulated the performance of cogeneration systems for 
different operating strategies, TES sizes and climatic conditions[56]. The FTL strategy 
outperformed the FEL one in most of the simulations. They stated that FEL strategy 
forced the CHP unit to operate under part-load which leads to low electricity generation 
efficiencies.  
The FEL strategy increases the operation period of the CHP unit by modulating its outputs. 
The modulation of the CHP unit reduces the surplus heat which is cogenerated during the 
periods with low electricity demand. Therefore, it might be beneficial to adopt this 
strategy for applications with low export rates and varying electrical loads. Before 
adopting this strategy, the part load efficiency values of the CHP unit need careful 
considerations.  
On the contrary, the FTL strategy controls the CHP unit with maximum load factor. Under 
FTL operation, the electrical efficiency of the unit approximates to its maximum value. 
However, the FTL unit fills the TES unit relatively quicker. This is because the surplus 
cogenerated heat of the CHP units which are operating at the unity load factor are higher 
than CHP units which modulate their outputs. Additionally, the likelihood of exporting 
significant quantities of cogenerated electrical energy increases under FTL strategy. 
Considering this, the FTL strategy tends to be suitable for CHP units which are intended 
for baseload applications.   
Regardless of their strategies, the CHP units may end-up operating inefficiently due to 
frequent start-up events[5][49]. Every time that a CHP unit is switched-on, it enters an 
operation cycle. In this cycle, the CHP unit changes operating states. A certain amount of 
energy is wasted for each operation cycle of a CHP unit. To realistically simulate the 
operation of the CHP units, therefore, it is necessary to account for the impact of start-
ups over the performances of the CHP units. 
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3.4.5. CHP’s Operation Cycle 
Beausoleil-Morrison et al. [60] broke down the operation cycles of the CHP units to four 
states: stand-by, warm-up, normal, and cool-down. Figure 3.4 shows the diagram of the 
states which the CHP unit follows for each operation cycle.  
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Figure 3.4 Simplified diagram of the operation cycle of the CHP unit [60] 
The operation cycle starts and ends at the stand-by state. The CHP unit is idle at this state 
and it does neither consumes fuel nor cogenerates. When the activation signal is received, 
the CHP unit enters the warm-up state. This unit stays in the warm-up state until its 
internal temperature reaches an operational value [61]. Following this, the CHP unit 
enters the normal state where it cogenerates and consumes fuel. The final state of the 
CHP’s operation cycle is the cool-down state. This state is initiated when the control 
system receives the deactivation signal. In this case, the fuel supply and electrical output 
of the CHP unit stop immediately. The heat output, on the contrary, stays positive for 
certain duration, due to the heated engine jacket. Regardless of the operation state, the 
CHP’s controller unit consumes electrical energy which is a small amount when 
compared to its electrical output.   
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In broader terms, the warm-up and cool-down states are transient states and the stand-
by and normal states are stationary states. The principle difference between stationary 
and transient states is the criteria which is required for the change of state [60]. The 
criteria required for a transient to stationary state change depends on whether sufficient 
duration has been spent in the transient state or not [60]. In other words, switching from 
the transient to stationary state is simply a matter of time. Figure 3.4 shows that the 
duration into the transient states are determined by warm-up and cool-down counters: 
if the duration equals to the pre-determined transient durations, change state (blue 
arrows); if not retain state (red arrows). 
There are two cases where the stationary to transient state-change occur. The state-
change from the stand-by to warm-up occurs when the activation criteria are met. On the 
contrary, the state-change from normal to cool-down state happens when the 
deactivation criteria are met. These criteria vary depending on the operating strategy of 
the CHP unit. The simplest version of the activation and the deactivation criteria are 
based on the state of charge of the TES unit. The controller unit activates the CHP unit 
when the TES unit is sufficiently empty. In this way, the available capacity of the TES unit 
guarantees certain operating periods for each start-up event of the CHP unit. This reduces 
the overall number of the start-up events; hence, improve the overall efficiency. The 
deactivation of CHP unit occurs when the TES unit is filled. In other words, the TES unit 
cannot accommodate the surplus cogenerated heat anymore; therefore, the CHP unit is 
deactivated.  
Rosato and Sibilio carried out a series of experiments to evaluate the outputs of a 6 kWe 
CHP unit under various operating states [49]. In this paper, they evaluated the CHP unit’s 
performance in transient and stationary states. During the warm-up state, they report 
that the CHP unit consumes 0.9 – 1 Nm3h-1 of natural gas and they recorded no output. 
This interval equates to 0.17 to 0.19 kWh of natural gas4. Furthermore, they measured 
warm-up durations of 62 and 91 seconds for warm and cold starts, respectively. The cold 
start was measured for a unit which was off for a week. The warm start duration was 
measured for a unit which was recently operated for four hours. 
                                                        
4 This value is calculated based on natural gas’s gross calorific value: 40 MJm-3 
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Additionally, Zheng et al. conducted similar experiments over a 25 kWe internal 
combustion CCHP unit [52]. They measured warm-up durations of 125 and 300 seconds 
for warm and cold starts, respectively. Additionally, they measured the energy required 
during the warm-up period. They reported an average of 1.3 and 1.6 Nm3h-1 for the warm 
and cold starts, respectively. These values correspond to 0.24 and 0.29 kWh of natural 
gas, respectively.  
In Rosato and Sibilios’ study [49] the cool-down duration is measured to be 331 seconds. 
Similarly, Zheng et al. [52] recorded 315 seconds as the cool-down duration. Additionally, 
these studies reported that the experimented CHP units had heat outputs during the cool-
down state. These values are 0.455 kWh in the case of former study [49] and 1.63 kWh in 
the case of latter study [52]. Both studies conclude that the impact of start-up events over 
CHP’s outputs is non-trivial. 
Besides assessing the performance of the experimented CHP unit in the transient states, 
Rosato and Sibilio recorded the electrical and heat outputs of the CHP units during the 
normal state [49]. They found that there is a certain time lag between the moment which 
the CHP unit enters the normal state (starts generating electricity) and the moment which 
its efficiencies converge to their steady-state values. The term steady-state efficiency is 
used to refer to those values declared by CHP manufacturers. These figures are likely to 
be the best performance data due to commercial reasons. This study uses the term 
efficiency recovery rate to refer to the ratio of CHP’s actual efficiencies over its steady-
state values.  
Figure 3.5 show the electrical and thermal efficiency recovery rates which are 
reproduced from [49]5. While, the horizontal axis represents the duration into the normal 
operation in seconds, the vertical axis shows the electrical and heat recovery rates for 
two different operations: part load and full load. Figure 3.5 shows the measured thermal 
and electrical efficiencies of the CHP unit, for 0.5 and maximum load factors.  
                                                        
5 In order to reproduce an image, the author of this study used a public, online tool called Web Plot Digitizer. 
This tool uses image processing to calculate the distance of manually entered datapoints to the horizontal 
and vertical axes. In order to access this tool, see [104].   
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Figure 3.5 Recovery rates of the outputs of the CHP unit right after entering the normal 
state [49] 
Figure 3.5 shows that the CHP’s heat output stays zero for nearly 120 seconds. This is 
because the internal control of the CHP unit is such that it allows cogenerated heat to be 
collected when the water-glycol mixture’s temperature is above a certain temperature. 
Additionally, the figure above shows that the cogenerated heat and electricity recover 
with different rates towards their maximum values. The electrical recovery rate 
converges to its optimum value quicker than its heat counterpart. Finally, Figure 3.5 
suggest no significant difference between the part-load and full load operations in terms 
of output recovery rates.  
3.4.6. Synthesis of Current Models 
Simulation models are often used to assess the feasibility of the cogeneration systems 
across various applications. In the literature, there are numerous studies which have 
assessed an aspect of such systems. Besides their specific contribution, these studies 
differ based on the methodology used to model specific components of cogeneration 
system. This study categorises these studies to three groups. Table 3-1 lists the key 
features of CHP-related literature groups. 
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Table 3-1 Key features of CHP simulation models 
Groups Research 
orientation 
Analysis 
resolution 
Model 
detail 
Computational 
cost 
Application 
range 
Studies 
1st  Optimum Hours Low High Small [21, 63][51] 
2nd  Application Hours Medium Low Large [66][53][67] 
[68][65][64] 
3rd  Detail Minutes High High Small [16, 49, 50, 56–
59, 61][52][69] 
The first group consists of the studies which formulate the objective of the cogeneration 
systems, in the form of mathematical functions. Depending on the system’s components, 
various constraints are used to create feasible regions. Following this, the mathematical 
functions search for their objectives within these feasible regions. The objective can be to 
maximise system’s revenue or to minimise system’s emissions, or multiple-criteria 
objectives. Based on the mathematical method, it is possible to calculate the local or 
global optima of a defined system. This advantage comes at the price of high 
computational costs and low level of modelling details. 
The focus of the second group of CHP-related literature typically relates to a particular 
aspect of cogeneration systems such as influence of TES unit on the profitability of the 
cogeneration system [67], impact of heat dumping on the CHP’s economics [68], or effect 
of operating strategy on system’s savings [64][65]. These studies often develop a 
simulation model where the performance of the cogeneration system is assessed across 
a range of energy generation or energy demand options. These studies investigate the 
trends across the simulations and they draw meaningful conclusions by correlating 
demand and supply parameters. In comparison to the first group of studies, the second 
group of studies tend to develop simulation setups with higher level of details. These 
studies, however, typically neglect the differences between the CHP’s operation in theory 
and practice. 
The third group of the CHP-related literature is the detail-oriented studies. These studies 
use high-resolution, validated cogeneration models in conjunction with the whole 
building simulation software. The outputs of these studies are the most precise and 
reliable among the stated groups. The main drawback of using such model is that its 
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outputs only associate with the defined energy generation and demand system. Hence, it 
is not possible to extrapolate the finding of these studies to other applications.  
3.5. Methodology 
This study aims to assess the cost and CO2 savings of various cogeneration systems across 
the simulated apartment stock. To  this aim, a high-resolution cogeneration simulation 
model had been developed. The term cogeneration simulation model is used to refer to 
the simulation procedure used for calculating the supplied energy. A highly resolved 
simulation can accurately account for the interactions between site’s loads and 
components of cogeneration system. This is particularly important in the case of domestic 
loads where demand fluctuations happen frequently. Additionally, a high-resolution 
model can account for the short durations of transient operation. This is crucial for the 
realistic outputs of the CHP units.  
Besides its resolution, the simulation model is required to be computationally efficient. 
One of the contributions of this study is the systematic evaluation of the small-scale 
cogeneration systems across the UK’s apartment stocks. Due to sheer number of the 
possible scenarios, the processing time is required to be relatively low. The inputs of this 
procedure are site’s demand values, design and operational parameters of the CHP and 
TES units, and the operating strategy. The outputs of the supply simulation procedure are 
the energy usage by the on-site generation units, heat flows in and out of the TES unit, 
and electrical energy exchanged with the grid. 
This study has selected four commercially available CHP units, ranging from 6 to 20 
kWe[54]. This generation range of these units is selected such that it would suitably 
correspond to the load profiles of simulated apartment blocks. The theoretical outputs of 
the CHP units are initially modelled based on the manufacturers’ declared performance 
curves. Then, realistic outputs of the CHP units are achieved by accounting for the start-
up losses. These values have been extrapolated based on previously reported empirical 
data.  
Furthermore, the impact of the CHPs’ operating strategy has been assessed. For this, the 
FEL and FTL strategies are incorporated in the cogeneration model. Besides modelling 
the CHPs’ outputs, additional design parameters have been introduced to model the TES 
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units. The state of charge of the TES unit is calculated based on the heat charge, heat 
discharge, and the heat losses to the ambient. The energy flows in and out of the auxiliary 
components of the cogeneration system are calculated post CHP operation.  
An important aspect of the developed model is that it excludes components of the 
cogeneration system which exist in its conventional counterpart as well. This study 
assumes that these components would have equal impacts in the conventional systems. 
These components are heat distributor, hot water storage, and energy consuming 
auxiliary components.  
3.5.1. Determination of the CHP’s Current State  
Figure 3.6 shows the calculation procedure, developed by this study, to determine the 
CHP’s current state. This procedure iterates over each minute of a calendar year where 
the index t refers to the current minute. The outcome of this procedure is calculated in 
three steps: import the previous state of the CHP unit, check for state-change criteria, and 
determine the current state.   
The key parameter during the first step is the previous state of the CHP unit. The 
term 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡 − 1) is used to represent this value. In Figure 3.6, the states of the CHP unit 
are abbreviated as follows: stand-by (SB), warm-up (WU), normal (N), and cool-down 
(CD). As stated earlier, the state-change criteria changes based on the previous state of 
the CHP unit.  
Figure 3.6 shows that the second step of the state determination procedure evaluates 
whether or not the state-change criteria are met. In the case of transient to stationary 
state-change, the decision is simply made based on the duration into the transient 
operation. The term 𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝 is used to count the minutes into any given state. The transient 
to stationary state-change occurs when the value of 𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝equals to the pre-determined 
transient state durations. At this point the value of 𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝 is reset to count the operation 
duration in the following state. The terms 𝑡𝑤𝑢
𝑐ℎ𝑝 and 𝑡𝑐𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝 stand for the duration required 
to stay in WU and CD states until the state-change happen, respectively.  
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Figure 3.6 Diagram of determining CHP’s state 
Table 3-2 lists the transient durations for all CHP units. This table lists the fuel 
consumption of the CHP unit during the WU duration (𝑄𝑤𝑢
𝑐ℎ𝑝) as well. The WU state values 
are calculated by extrapolating the previously reported values across the selected range 
of the CHP units [49, 52]. The main assumption in calculating the WU duration and fuel 
consumption is that larger units require more time and energy to be sufficiently warm. 
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Unlike the warm-up duration, the value of  𝑡𝑐𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝  has been assumed to be five minutes for 
all units. This is based on the reported empirical data from [49, 52]. 
Table 3-2 Features of transient operation of the selected CHP 
Feature Unit 
Unit size (kWe) 
6 9 15 20 
𝑡𝑤𝑢
𝑐ℎ𝑝 min 1 1 2 2 
𝑄𝑤𝑢
𝑐ℎ𝑝 kWh 0.14 0.2 0.33 0.43 
𝑡𝑐𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝 min 5 5 5 5 
In the case of the transient to permanent state-change, a CHP unit is required to receive 
either activation or deactivation signals. As stated earlier, it is possible to achieve efficient 
cogeneration when the CHP unit reaches certain operating periods, every time that it is 
switched on. This results in reducing the frequency of the start-up events; hence, it 
increases the overall efficiency of the cogeneration system.  
The activation process incorporated in the state determination procedure calculates the 
surplus cogenerated heat over a certain period. This duration corresponds to one which 
is considered to be an acceptable operation period for each start-up of the CHP unit. This 
study uses the term minimum operating period to refer to the CHP’s acceptable operating 
period. 
Following this, the simulation model checks whether or not the TES unit is empty enough 
to accommodate surplus heat which would be cogenerated during the minimum 
operation period. If it does then the state-change signal (activation signal) is sent; if not 
the CHP’s state is retained. The cogenerated heat is calculated by aggregating the CHP’s 
heat output over minimum operation period (𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝 ). The value is calculated as follows: 
𝑄𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝 =
𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝
𝐶𝑘𝑊ℎ
{
𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 𝐹𝑇𝐿
𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑝 𝐹𝐸𝐿
 kWh 3.1 
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Here, the term 𝐶𝑘𝑊ℎ  is the conversion factor from kWmin to kWh 6 ; 𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝  represents 
minimum operating period of the CHP unit, and  𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑝 , 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝  are the minimum and 
maximum heat outputs of the CHP units, respectively. The amount of cogenerated heat 
during 𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝  varies based on the CHP’s operating strategy. In the case of FTL, the CHP unit 
cannot modulate; therefore, the rate of cogenerated heat equals 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 . In the case of FEL, 
this value equals to the CHP unit’s minimum heat output (𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑝 ).  
Table 3-3 lists the values of  𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑝  and 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 , together with the CHPs’ electrical 
minimum and maximum values. The electrical values of the CHP units are required for 
calculating their load factors. This is discussed in the following section.  
Table 3-3 Boundary outputs of the selected CHP units[14, 70] 
Parameter Unit Load 
factor 
Unit size (kWe) 
6  9  15  20 
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑝  kW 0.5 3 4.5 7.5 10 
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝  kW 1 6 9 15 20 
𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑝  kW 0.5 8.2 12 20.6 26.1 
𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝  kW 1 12.2 19.2 30.6 38.7 
The value of 𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝  determines the depth of the TES unit’s discharge. If this value is too high, 
the TES unit is charged/discharge with relatively larger amounts of heat. In this case, the 
number of start-up events reduces; heat residence in the TES unit increase; and the 
likelihood of electricity export increases. If the value of 𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝  is too small, the number of 
start-up events increases and it is probable that the CHP unit can meet larger fractions of 
the site’s electrical load increases. The optimum value of 𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝  is a matter which depends 
on the site’s load profiles; heat output of the CHP unit; operating strategy; and size of the 
TES unit. After running a series of test simulations, this study assumes a fixed value of 
𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝 = 20 minutes for all simulations. There are two aspects of this value which needs 
further clarification. 
                                                        
6 The timestep of this study is one minute; hence, the value of 𝐶𝑘𝑊ℎ =
1
60
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Firstly, the CHP unit only operates for 𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝 = 20, when the sum of heat demand for the 
following 20 minutes is zero. This is unlikely due to diversified nature of heat load in 
apartment blocks. Therefore, the operating period of the CHP unit will be higher than this 
value most of times. Secondly a fixed value of 𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝  is non-optimum, regardless of its value. 
The optimum value of 𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝  vary based on the future heat load. In occasions in which 
relatively large heat loads are expected, the optimum value of 𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝  would be higher than 
average and for lower heat loads vice versa. There are studies which propose predictive 
demand algorithms to optimise the activation, modulation, and deactivation processes 
[51, 63]. This aspect of cogeneration systems is excluded from this study.  
This study uses the term 𝑄𝑎𝑣
𝑡𝑒𝑠 to refer to the available capacity in the TES unit. This value 
is calculated by subtracting the latest energetic content of the TES unit (𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡 − 1)) from 
its effective capacity (𝑄𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑒𝑠 ) as follows: 
𝑄𝑎𝑣
𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) =  𝑄𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑒𝑠 − 𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡 − 1) kWh 3.2 
The procedure of calculating 𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑠 over time is explained in the following section. The 
term 𝑄𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑒𝑠  is the effective capacity of the TES unit. The value of 𝑄𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑒𝑠  corresponds to a 
fraction of TES’s theoretical capacity. This is a simple way of accounting for the heat loss 
mechanisms of the TES unit.  
The contribution of the TES units to cogeneration systems is ideal when they can 
accommodate heat equivalent to their theoretical capacity [5]. In practice, however, a 
fraction of the TES’s capacity cannot be used due to various losses [6]. Rosen [71] 
identifies four primary reasons which degrades the stored energy: heat losses to the 
environment, thermal conduction between the hot and cold layers of water, vertical 
conduction along the wall of the tank, and mixing during charge/discharge periods. 
During the charging/discharging processes, the stored thermal content is distributed 
across the tank. This distribution is a gradient of temperature in which the highest and 
the lowest temperatures are located at the top and bottom of the TES unit, respectively. 
Between the hot and cold layer of the TES unit, a zone of thermocline forms. The 
temperature of the water in this zone is inconsistent and it is lower than the temperature 
for which the primary circuit is designed for. 
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Streckiene et al. [66] assumes this value to be equal to 90% of the theoretical capacity. 
Similarly, According to [71], the typical sharp temperature variation of thermocline zone 
occurs across certain volume of the TES unit. This part nearly equates to 10% of the TES’s 
overall volume. Based on these claims, this study calculates the value of  𝑄𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑒𝑠  by 
correcting the theoretical capacity of TES unit with a utilisation factor (𝑓𝑢
𝑡𝑒𝑠). The value 
of this factor equals 0.1 for all simulations. The effective heat capacity of TES unit is 
calculated as follows: 
𝑄𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑒𝑠 = (1 − 𝑓𝑢
𝑡𝑒𝑠) (𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠
𝑤
𝐶𝑝𝑤(𝑇
𝑡𝑒𝑠)) kWh 3.3 
Besides the explained values, the term 𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠stands for the volume of the TES unit, 
𝑤
 
stands for water’s density, and 𝐶𝑝𝑤represents the specific heat capacity of the water. The 
term  𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑠 stands for the temperature difference in the TES unit. Based on the 
recommendations of the CP1 guide [6], this study assumes a fixed value of  𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑠 = 30𝐶 
for all simulations. It needs to be highlighted that assuming a fixed temperature 
difference across the primary circuit is a strict simplification of reality as this value vary 
based on multiple factors. The basis for this assumption is that CHP units are integrated 
in heat networks which are designed and operated for efficient operation. Readers are 
referred to [5, 6, 8] for additional information.  
The value of 𝑄𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑒𝑠  is also used to during the deactivation process (Figure 3.6). This value 
determines whether the TES unit is sufficiently filled or not. If the latest state of charge of 
the TES unit has surpassed the effective capacity of the TES unit (𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡 − 1) >
𝑄𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑒𝑠 ), then the deactivation signal is sent and the procedure changes the current state of 
the CHP unit to the cool-down state (CD). The final step of the procedure shown in Figure 
3.6 is to determine the CHP’s current state. The only action in this state is to equate the 
state counter to one, in the case of state-change, or increment it in the case of retain-state.  
3.5.2. Calculating the Output of Cogeneration system 
This section explains multiple small calculation procedures which are used to calculate 
the outputs of the cogeneration systems. Figure 3.7 shows flow diagram of these 
procedures.  
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Figure 3.7 flow diagram of calculating the output of cogeneration system 
The main part of this diagram relates to modelling the outputs of the CHP unit during the 
normal state. The flow of this diagram is numbered in consecutive stages. If the current 
state of the CHP unit is not normal the calculation procedure jumps to the final stage 
where the final energetic imbalances are evaluated. 
 
- 1st stage:  Correct site’s load  
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In this stage, the calculation procedure determines the outputs of the CHP unit based on 
the load it follows. If the operating strategy is FTL then the CHP unit operates at maximum 
outputs, regardless of the site’s load. Therefore, the calculation procedure skips this stage 
under the FTL strategy. If the operating strategy is FEL then the current electrical demand 
value (𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑑 (𝑡)) is corrected based on the CHP’s boundary outputs (listed in Table 3-3). The 
term 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝑐ℎ𝑝  is used to refer to the corrected electrical demand. This value is calculated in 
the following equation: 
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡) =
{
 
 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑝 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑑(𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑝
𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑑(𝑡) 𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑝 < 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑑(𝑡) < 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 ≤ 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑑(𝑡)
 𝑘𝑊 3.4 
Here, the terms 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑐ℎ𝑝  and 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 represent the minimum and maximum electrical 
outputs of the CHP unit (Table 3-3). The correction procedure modifies the electrical load 
only when the electrical demand falls outside the CHP’s modulation range. If the electrical 
demand is less than the CHP’s minimum electrical output, then the corrected electrical 
output is set to CHP’s minimum output. The CHP units evaluated in this study are 
manufactured to operate above 0.5 load factor. If the current electrical demand 
corresponds to an amount which is between the CHP unit’s minimum and maximum 
electrical outputs, the corrected electrical output of the CHP unit equals the electrical 
demand. Finally, if the current electrical demand value equals to or greater than CHP’s 
maximum electrical output, then the corrected electrical output is set to maximum output. 
 
- 2nd stage:  Calculate load factor 
The term 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝  stands for the CHP’s load factor and it is calculated as follows: 
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) = {
1, 𝐹𝑇𝐿
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡)
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 , 𝐹𝐸𝐿
 3.5 
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In the case of FTL operation, the load factors equal one as this strategy does not modulate 
the outputs of the CHP units. In the case of FEL, the value of 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝  is calculated by dividing 
the corrected electrical output (calculated in the previous stage) over unit’s maximum 
electrical output.  
The value of 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝  is used to calculate the steady-state efficiencies of the CHP unit. Figure 
3.8a and Figure 3.8b show the steady-state electrical  (
𝑒𝑙,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 ) and heat 
efficiencies (
𝑡ℎ,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 ) of the selected CHP units as functions of their load factors.  
  
(a)Electricity (b)Heat 
Figure 3.8 Steady-state efficiencies of the selected CHP units [89] 
Figure 3.8a shows that the electricity efficiencies of the 6 kWe and 20 kWe units increase 
with the load factors. Conversely, the electricity efficiencies of the 9 kWe and 15 kWe peak 
when the CHP unit’s load factor equals 0.75. The possible reason for this may relate to air 
to fuel ratio of the engine. Figure 3.8b shows that the heat efficiency of the CHP units 
reduce when their values are considered for the minimum and maximum load factors. 
These efficiency values are calculated based on the gross calorific value of the natural gas. 
According to the GB’s grid operator [72], the gross calorific value of the natural gas 
supplied in this country varies between 37.5 and 43 MJ/m3. This study assumes the value 
of 40 MJ m3⁄ for all simulations. This equates to 11.12 kWh/m3 of natural gas. Based on 
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[61, 66], this study uses second degree polynomial curve fits to calculate the steady state 
efficiencies of the CHP units. These values are calculated as follows: 

𝑒𝑙,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡) = 0
𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡)2 + 1
𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡) + 2
𝑐ℎ𝑝 3.6 

𝑡ℎ,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡) = 4
𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡)2 + 5
𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡) + 6
𝑐ℎ𝑝 3.7 
These equations are characterised with unit-specific  coefficients. These coefficients are 
driven from manufacturers’ datasheets and they differ from one CHP unit to another. 
Table 3-4 lists these coefficients for the selected CHP units. 
Table 3-4 Performance coefficients of CHP units[14, 70] 
Parameter Coefficient Unit size (kWe) 
6  9  15  20 
Steady-state 
electrical 
efficiency(
𝑒𝑙,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 ) 
0
𝑐ℎ𝑝 –0.2408 –0.4641 –0.4231 –0.2498 
1
𝑐ℎ𝑝 0.4796 0.7596 0.7246 0.4883 
2
𝑐ℎ𝑝 0.0454 –0.0255 –0.0315 0.0616 
Steady-state 
thermal 
efficiency(
𝑡ℎ,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 ) 
3
𝑐ℎ𝑝 –0.1404 –0.5686 –0.6569 0.1025 
4
𝑐ℎ𝑝 0.1363 0.7343 0.851 -0.2625 
5
𝑐ℎ𝑝 0.582 0.4104 0.3568 0.7406 
- 3rd stage:  Calculate CHP’s fuel intake & counterpart output 
In the third stage, the fuel requirement (𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐ℎ𝑝) is calculated by dividing the expected 
output of the CHP unit over its calculated steady-state efficiency. This is calculated in 
equation 3.9.  
𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) =
{
 
 
 
 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝

𝑡ℎ,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡)
𝐹𝑇𝐿
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡)

𝑒𝑙,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡)
𝐹𝐸𝐿
 kW 3.8 
So far the simulation model has calculated the CHP’s outputs for the load which is being 
followed. This study uses the term counterpart output to refer to the CHP’s output which 
is cogenerated as the result of following a given strategy. The counterpart output of a CHP 
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unit is cogenerated heat and cogenerated electricity in the case of FEL and FTL strategies, 
respectively. The term 𝑃𝑐𝑜
𝑐ℎ𝑝is used to refer to this quantity and it is calculated as follows:  
𝑃𝑐𝑜
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) = {

𝑡ℎ,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡)𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡), 𝐹𝐸𝐿
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 , 𝐹𝑇𝐿
 𝑘𝑊 3.9 
- 4th stage:  Calculate CHP’s outputs 
In this stage, the final outputs of the CHP unit are calculated. The heat and electrical 
outputs of the CHP unit are represented with the terms 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑐ℎ𝑝 and 𝑃𝑡ℎ
𝑐ℎ𝑝 and they are 
calculated as follows: 
𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) = 𝑅𝑒𝑙,𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝

𝑒𝑙,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡) {
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡) 𝐹𝐸𝐿
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 𝐹𝑇𝐿
 kW 3.10 
𝑃𝑡ℎ
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) = 𝑅𝑡ℎ,𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝

𝑡ℎ,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡) {
𝑃𝑐𝑜
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) 𝐹𝐸𝐿
𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 𝐹𝑇𝐿
 kW 3.11 
Except those parameters which are identified earlier, this study uses the terms 𝑅𝑡ℎ,𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝  
and 𝑅𝑡ℎ,𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝  to express the heat and electrical recovery rates, respectively. This study uses 
the values reported in [49] to calculate the electrical and the heat recovery rates of the 
CHP units for a given time. This calculation is based on the duration for which the CHP 
unit has spent in the normal state. The electrical and heat recovery rates are calculated 
based on the logarithmic curve fitting on the values shown in Figure 3.5. The results are 
as follows: 
𝑅𝑒𝑙,𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡) = {
1, 𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) ≥ 30
0.027 × 𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡)) + 0.9228, 𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) < 30
 3.12 
𝑅𝑡ℎ,𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑡) = {
1, 𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) ≥ 30
0.0698 × 𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡)) + 0.7627, 𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) < 30
 3.13 
Here, the term 𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) represents the number of minutes for which the CHP unit has been 
operating in the normal state. The recovery rates apply if 𝑡𝑠,𝑐
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) is smaller than 30 
minutes. This implies that both of the electrical and heat efficiency values converge to 
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their steady-state values after 30 minutes of operation into the normal state. If not the 
useful cogenerated outputs are calculated based on the ratios recovery rates. 
There are two aspects of the equation 3.12 and equation 3.13 which require further 
clarification. Firstly, it is assumed that the values calculated by these curves apply to all 
of the CHP units. It is possible that the recovery rates of the CHP units selected in this 
study are different from the rates calculated in the above equations. The second aspect of 
the above equation relates to the heat efficiency recovery rate. As indicated in Figure 3.5, 
the CHP’s heat output reaches the non-zero values with a time lag (~120 seconds), 
compared to its electrical output. This study neglects this time lag and assumes that the 
heat output of the CHP unit, operating in the normal state, becomes non-zero instantly. 
This will overestimate the CHP’s heat output. To compensate for this, the simulation 
model ignores the amount of heat which remains in the engine’s jacket, during the cool-
down state. 
- 5th stage:  Calculate initial thermal imbalance & TES’s state of charge  
The purpose of this stage is to calculate the energy flows in and out of the TES unit. For 
this, it is required to calculate the initial thermal imbalance which occurs due to the CHP’s 
operation. The same calculation will be repeated after calculating the TES unit’s state of 
charge. The term 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖
𝑖𝑚𝑏 is used to refer to the initial thermal imbalance and it is calculated 
as the difference between the CHP’s heat output (𝑃𝑡ℎ
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡)) and site’s current heat 
load (𝑃𝑡ℎ
𝑑 (𝑡)). 
𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑡ℎ
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑡ℎ
𝑑 (𝑡) 𝑘𝑊 3.14 
The above equation suggests that 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖
𝑖𝑚𝑏 can take negative values. This study uses negative 
values to refer to the direction of energy flow, rather than its mathematical significance. 
In the previous section, the theoretical capacity of the TES unit was reduced to an 
effective capacity. This study uses an ideal stratified model, described in [73] to 
characterise the heat content of the TES’s effective capacity. For the tth minute, the 
procedure updates the content of the TES unit based on cogenerated heat and the heat 
demand. The term 𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) stands for the current energetic content of the storage and it is 
calculated as follows: 
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𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑄𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) − 𝑄𝑑𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡) − 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡) 𝑘𝑊ℎ 3.15 
Where, the term 𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡 − 1) stands for the latest TES’s state of charge; the terms 
𝑄𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) and 𝑄𝑑𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡) stand for the cogenerated heat quantities which are charged into and 
discharged from the TES unit, respectively. Additionally, 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡) represents the energy 
loss to the ambient. The values of 𝑄𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) and 𝑄𝑑𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡) are calculated based on the value 
of initial thermal imbalance (𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑚𝑏 ) . For a given moment, the value of 𝑄𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) is nonzero, 
if there is surplus cogenerated heat. The value of 𝑄𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) is calculated in equation 3.16. 
𝑄𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) =  𝑘𝑘𝑊ℎ {
0, 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑚𝑏 (𝑡) ≤ 0
𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑚𝑏 (𝑡), 0 < 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑚𝑏 (𝑡)
 𝑘𝑊ℎ 3.16 
Conversely, the TES unit attempts to meet the remaining heat load, if the CHP unit has not 
entirely covered the heat demand. The value of 𝑄𝑑𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠  is calculated as follows: 
𝑄𝑑𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡) = {
0,  0 ≤ 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑚𝑏 (𝑡)
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠 ,  𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠 ≤ 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑚𝑏 (𝑡)
−𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑚𝑏 (𝑡), 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑚𝑏 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠
 𝑘𝑊ℎ 3.17 
The term 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠  stands for the maximum heat power which can be exchanged between the 
TES unit and the rest of the primary circuit. This value is calculated as follows: 
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠 = ?̇?𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠 
𝑤
𝐶𝑝𝑤𝑇
𝑡𝑒𝑠 kW 3.18 
Where, the value of the TES’s maximum flowrate ?̇?𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠   is calculated as: 
?̇?𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠 = (
𝐷𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒
𝑡𝑒𝑠
2
)
2
𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠  𝑙 𝑠⁄  3.19 
Here, the term 𝐷𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒
𝑡𝑒𝑠  stands for the diameter of the pipes which connect the TES unit to 
the rest of the primary circuit and 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠  stands for the maximum allowed velocity. The 
CP1 document – the guide designated to heat network applications in the UK – suggests 
0.3 m s⁄  as the value for the maximum permitted velocity [6]. In this way, the flow 
turbulence reduces, leading to higher stratification within the TES unit. The value 
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of 𝐷𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒
𝑡𝑒𝑠  should be selected such that it can meet heat rates greater than the CHP’s output. 
In Table 3-5 shows the selected values of  𝐷𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒
𝑡𝑒𝑠  and the corresponding values 
of ?̇?𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠  and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠 . 
Table 3-5 Calculated values for the maximum heat power in and out of TES units 
Engine size  𝐷𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒 ?̇?𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠  𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑒𝑠  
(𝑘𝑊𝑡ℎ) 𝑚𝑚
2 𝑙 𝑠⁄  𝑘𝑊 
12.2 25 0.147 24.74 
19.2 32 0.241 40.53 
30.6 40 0.377 40.53 
38.7 40 0.589 63.33 
The term 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑡𝑒𝑠  is used to refer to heat losses from TES’s surface area to the ambient. This 
value is calculated as follows: 
𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡) = 𝑘𝑘𝑊ℎ?̅?
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝐴𝑠,ℎ𝑜𝑡
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡)(𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑝
𝑡𝑒𝑠 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏)
+ 𝐴𝑠,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡)(𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑡
𝑡𝑒𝑠 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏)) 
𝑘𝑊ℎ 3.20 
In the equation above, ?̅?𝑡𝑒𝑠 stands for the average loss coefficient. According to the 
empirical data from[59], the value of  ?̅?𝑡𝑒𝑠  is assumed to be equal to 1.37 W m2⁄ K . 
Additionally, the terms 𝐴𝑠,ℎ𝑜𝑡
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡) and 𝐴𝑠,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡) stand for the hot and cold surface areas of 
the TES unit at tth moment; 𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑝
𝑡𝑒𝑠  and 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑡
𝑡𝑒𝑠 stand for the temperatures at the top and 
bottom parts of the TES unit. The term 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 stands for the ambient temperature. This 
study assumes that all of the TES units are internally located. Based on this, the value of 
the ambient temperature is assumed 20 C for all simulations. Given the stated calculation 
approach of the TES unit, equation 3.20 can be rewritten as a function of TES’s average 
temperature (?̅?𝑡𝑒𝑠) as follows: 
𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡) = 𝐶𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑈
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝐴𝑠
𝑡𝑒𝑠(?̅?𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏) 𝑘𝑊ℎ 3.21 
Where, the value of ?̅?𝑡𝑒𝑠 is calculated as follows: 
?̅?𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) =
𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑄𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) − 𝑄𝑑𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡)
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠
𝑤
𝐶𝑝𝑤
+ ?̅?𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡 − 1) 𝐶 3.22 
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During the CHP is operating in normal state, if ?̅?𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) ≈ 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑡
𝑡𝑒𝑠 , the simulation model 
charges cogenerated heat into the TES unit. This situation can happen for cases where 
large and continuous heat demand is present for relatively small CHP units. In this way, 
the temperature of the TES unit will not reduce to values lower than 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑡
𝑡𝑒𝑠. 
Based on equation 3.21, it is required to calculate the surface area of the TES unit. This 
value is calculated as a function of the TES unit’s height (ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑠) and its diameter (𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠) in 
equation 3.23. Additionally, equation 3.24 rewrites 𝐴𝑠
𝑡𝑒𝑠 as a function of TES’s height to 
diameter ratio as follows: 
𝐴𝑠
𝑡𝑒𝑠 = 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑠 +

4
(𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠)2 𝑚2 3.23 
𝐴𝑠
𝑡𝑒𝑠 = 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑅ℎ−𝑑
𝑡𝑒𝑠 +
𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠
4
) 𝑚2 3.24 
To achieve higher rates of stratification, the CP1 guide suggests designing TES units with 
𝑅ℎ−𝑑
𝑡𝑒𝑠  between 2 and 3 [6]. This study assumes a fixed value 2.5 for all simulations. In 
order to calculate the TES’s surface area, it is required to calculate its diameter. Equation 
3.25 calculates this value based on the TES’s volume and its height to diameter ratio.  
𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠 = (
4𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠
𝑅ℎ−𝑑
𝑡𝑒𝑠 )
1
3
 𝑚 3.25 
This study ran numerous simulations to evaluate the impact of the TES unit’s volume over 
the performance of the CHP units. It was found that it took longer periods to charge the 
TES units. Due to this, the CHP units operated for longer periods when they were charging 
the TES unit. On the other side, however, larger TES units took longer to deplete. This 
resulted in extending the duration for which the CHP units stayed in the stand-by state. 
Therefore, the large TES units reduced the operating period of the CHP unit due to long 
discharge periods. Considering this relationship between the CHP and TES units, this 
study assumes that the volume of the TES unit equals 0.5 m3 for all of the CHP units. 
- 6th stage:  Calculate final energetic imbalances 
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The final energetic imbalances are calculated in the 6th stage. The terms  𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑓
𝑖𝑚𝑏 ,
𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑓
𝑖𝑚𝑏 represent the final electrical and heat imbalances, respectively. These values are 
calculated as follows:  
𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑓
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑡ℎ
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) + (
𝑄𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑡) − 𝑄𝑑𝑐ℎ
𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑡)
𝐶𝑘𝑊ℎ
) − 𝑃𝑡ℎ
𝑑 (𝑡) kW 3.26 
𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑐ℎ𝑝(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑑 (𝑡) kW 3.27 
The output of the peak boiler (𝑃𝑡ℎ
𝑝𝑏) is calculated based on 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑓
𝑖𝑚𝑏 . If the value of final heat 
imbalance equals zero, it means that the CHP and/or TES units have met the current heat 
demand. Otherwise, the deficit heat load is met by the peak boilers. 
𝑃𝑡ℎ
𝑝𝑏(𝑡) = {
0 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑓
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) = 0
−𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑓
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) 𝑃𝑡ℎ,𝑓
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) < 0
 kW 3.28 
Similarly, the value of the electrical imbalance, calculated in equation 3.27, determines 
the amount and the direction of the electricity exchange with the grid. If the value of 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑏 
is negative, it means that the CHP unit’s electrical output has been insufficient in terms of 
meeting the electrical demand. In this case electrical energy is imported from the grid. 
The term 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑝 stands for the amount of imported electricity and it is calculated as follows: 
𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑡) = {
0 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) ≥ 0
−𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) < 0
 kW 3.29 
Conversely, if the value of the electrical imbalance is positive; the surplus cogenerated 
electricity is exported to the grid. The term 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑥𝑝 stands for the electricity exported to the 
grid and it is calculated as follows: 
𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑡) = {
0 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) ≤ 0
𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑡) 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑏(𝑡) > 0
 kW 3.30 
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The calculation procedures described above are iterated for every minute of the calendar 
year. The output of the cogeneration system is then evaluated against its conventional 
counterparts, in terms of cost and CO2 savings.  
3.5.3. Calculating the Savings of the Cogeneration 
systems 
This study uses the terms 𝑚𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑔 (𝑟) and 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑔 (𝑟) to refer to the CO2 emissions and cost of 
a given cogeneration system during the rth year of its lifetime. These values are calculated 
as follows:  
𝑚𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑔(𝑟) = ∑ (𝑄𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑞) +
𝑄𝑝𝑏(𝑞)

𝑡ℎ
𝑏
)
𝑁ℎℎ𝑦
𝑞=1
𝑓𝑒𝑚
𝑛𝑔
+ (𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑞) − (𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑞))) 𝑓𝑒𝑚
𝑔𝑟(𝑞, 𝑟) 
kgCO2 3.31 
𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑔 (𝑟) = (𝑡𝑜ℎ
𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑐𝑚
𝑐ℎ𝑝) ∑ 𝑄𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑞)
𝑁ℎℎ𝑦
𝑞=1
𝑐𝑛𝑔
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑟)
+ (
𝑄𝑝𝑏(𝑞)

𝑡ℎ
𝑏
) (𝑐𝑛𝑔
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑟) + 𝑐𝑚
𝑏 )
+ (𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑞) − (𝐾𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑞))) 𝑐𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑟) 
£ 3.32 
Table 3-6 lists all of the parameters used in the equation 3.31 and 3.32. This study 
calculates the CO2 emissions based on half-hourly time step because this duration 
corresponds to the dispatch resolution of grid’s power plants. The term q is used to index 
each half hour of a calendar year. Furthermore, this study assumes that the boiler 
efficiency is constant.  
The second bracket in equation 3.31 calculates the emissions from electrical energy 
exchanged with the grid. The terms  𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑝, 𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑥𝑝 represent the amount of electricity 
imported from and exported to the electricity grid, respectively. This study calculates the 
export revenues by multiplying the export cost coefficient  (𝐾𝑒𝑥𝑝) with the cost of 
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importing electricity (𝑐𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑟)). In Chapter 5, the impact of export rates over the cost and 
CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems is discussed. 
Table 3-6 key parameters in calculating the cost and CO2 emissions of cogeneration 
systems 
Parameter Unit Description Value 
𝑚𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑔(𝑟) kgCO2 Mass of saved CO2 emissions Equation 3.31 
𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑔 (𝑟) £ Cost savings Equation 3.32 
𝑁ℎℎ𝑦 -- Number of half-hours per year 17520 
r -- Year index 1-15 
q -- Half hour index 1-17520 
𝑄𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑐ℎ𝑝 (𝑞) kWh CHP’s fuel consumption Equation 3.8 
𝑄𝑝𝑏(𝑞) kWh Peak boiler’s heat output Equation 3.28 
𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑞) kWh Imported electricity Equation 3.29 
𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑞) kWh Exported electricity Equation 3.30 
𝑓𝑒𝑚
𝑔𝑟(𝑞, 𝑟) kgCO2/kWh CO2 intensity of the imported electricity See Chapter 4 
𝑓𝑒𝑚
𝑛𝑔
 kgCO2/kWh CO2 intensity of the natural gas  0.184 

𝑡ℎ
𝑏  -- Boiler’s efficiency 0.8 
𝑡𝑜ℎ
𝑐ℎ𝑝 Hours/year Annual operating period  
𝑐𝑚
𝑐ℎ𝑝 £/hour CHP’s maintenance cost Table 3-7 
𝑐𝑚
𝑏  £/kWh Boiler maintenance cost 0.004 [74] 
𝑐𝑛𝑔
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑟) £/kWh Cost of importing natural gas  Figure 3.9 
𝑐𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑟) £/kWh Cost of importing electricity  Figure 3.9 
𝐾𝑒𝑥𝑝 -- Export cost coefficient See 5.3.3 
The term 𝑓𝑒𝑚
𝑔𝑟 represents the CO2 intensity of the electricity delivered by the grid. The 
methodology which is used to calculate this value is discussed in Chapter 4.  
According to a CHP maintenance contractor in the UK [75], the maintenance costs of the 
CHP units are calculated based on their operating hours, regardless of their output. The 
hourly maintenance costs were calculated by dividing the maximum number of hours per 
service over the cost of each maintenance service. Table 3-7 lists the calculated hourly 
maintenance costs of the selected CHP units. 
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Table 3-7 Maintenance costs of selected CHP units [75] 
Parameter Units 6 𝑘𝑊𝑒 9 𝑘𝑊𝑒 15 𝑘𝑊𝑒 20 𝑘𝑊𝑒 
Service Interval Hours 10000 10000 8500 6000 
Service cost  £s 1450 1495 1525 1840 
𝑘𝑚
𝑐ℎ𝑝  
£
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
 0.145 0.16 0.179 0.306 
Figure 3.9 shows the future estimates of the prices of natural gas and electricity in the 
UK’s retail price. These values are imported from the Annex M of the annual energy and 
emissions projection report which is published by the UK’s government [76]. The values 
shown in Figure 3.9 correspond to the reference scenario explained in [76].  
 
Figure 3.9 Estimated retail prices of importing a unit of natural gas and electricity[76] 
In case of the conventional system, the heat demand (𝑄𝑡ℎ
𝑑 ) is entirely covered by the 
boilers and the electrical demand(𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑑 )is imported from the grid. The terms 𝑚𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 (𝑟)and 
𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟)  represent the cost and CO2 emissions which results from operating a given 
conventional system. These values are calculated in equation 3.33 and equation 3.34. 
Table 3-6 explains the rest of the parameters used in the below equations.   
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𝑚𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟) = ∑ (
𝑄𝑡ℎ
𝑑 (𝑞)

𝑡ℎ
𝑏
)
𝑁ℎℎ𝑦
𝑞=1
𝑓𝑒𝑚
𝑛𝑔 + 𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑑 (𝑞)𝑓𝑒𝑚
𝑔𝑟(𝑞, 𝑟) 𝑘𝑔𝐶𝑂2 3.33 
𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟) = ∑ (
𝑄𝑡ℎ
𝑑 (𝑞)

𝑡ℎ
𝑏
)
𝑁ℎℎ𝑦
𝑞=1
𝑐𝑛𝑔
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑟) + 𝑄𝑒𝑙
𝑑 (𝑞)𝑐𝑒𝑙
𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑟) £ 3.34 
It worth highlighting the assumption made in terms of calculating the economic feasibility 
of cogeneration systems. In broad terms, the economic case for cogeneration systems is 
from the fact that CHPs consume natural gas and cogenerate heat and power, which 
results in reducing the amount of electricity imported from the grid. Therefore, the 
investing bodies – local authority, building owner, people living in the flats – receive the 
economic returns from the investment they’ve made on cogeneration systems due to the 
price difference between importing natural gas and electricity. 
To determine the impact of cogeneration systems, it is required to calculate the savings 
such systems incur. The terms 𝑆𝐶𝑂2(𝑟) and 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑟) refer to the CO2 and cost savings of a 
cogeneration system during the rth year of its operation, respectively. These values are 
calculated in equation 3.35 and 3.36. Additionally, the relative CO2 savings of a 
cogeneration system is calculated in 3.37.  
𝑆𝐶𝑂2(𝑟) = 𝑚𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟) − 𝑚𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑔(𝑟) 𝑘𝑔𝐶𝑂2 3.35 
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑟) = 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟) − 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑔 (𝑟) £ 3.36 
𝑆𝐶𝑂2
% (𝑟) = (
𝑚𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟) − 𝑚𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑔(𝑟)
𝑚𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟)
) × 100 % 3.37 
This study assesses the lifetime economic performances of the cogeneration systems with 
two metrics: payback analysis and the tolerable capital cost [77]. The author was unable 
to find a mathematical formula which calculates the payback period for cases with uneven 
annual savings which is the case in this study. Therefore, the payback period of a 
cogeneration system is calculated by the following for loop:  
                                        1# AS = 0 years 3.38 
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                                        2#For 𝑟 = 1 to 𝑁𝑦
𝑐ℎ𝑝 
                                                3# AS = AS + 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑟) × (1 − 𝐷𝑅)
𝑟 
                                                        4#If AS ≥  𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑔 
                                                                5#PP =(𝑟 − 1) +
AS−𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑔
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑟)×(1−𝐷𝑅)𝑟
 
                                                             Else 
                                                                6#PP = Not feasible yet! 
                                                            End if 
                                             Next 𝑟 
The description of the code shown above is as following: 
1#  Set the Accumulated Savings (AS) to zero as the cogeneration system has  
 not operated yet. 
2#  Loop through each year of the number of years in which the cogeneration  
 system stays operational.  
3#  The index r stands for a year and 𝑁𝑦
𝑐ℎ𝑝stand for the number of operational years. 
 𝑁𝑦
𝑐ℎ𝑝 is calculated in equation 3.41. Add the current year’s discounted savings to 
 the AS, where 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑟)stands for the savings in the rth year, and DR stands for the 
 discount rate. 
4#  Check whether AS is greater than or equal to the capital cost of the cogeneration 
 system(𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑔). 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑔 is calculated in equation 3.39. 
5# The code executes this line for cases in which the cogeneration system has became 
 economically feasible. The Payback Period (PP) is then calculated as the 
 summation of full operating calendar years(𝑟 − 1), and the rest (
AS−𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑔
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑟)×(1−𝐷𝑅)𝑟
). 
6# At this point the cogeneration system has not yet became economically feasible. 
This study uses equation 3.39 to calculate the capital cost of the cogeneration systems.  
𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑔 = 1503 × 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 + 12218 £ 3.39 
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The capital cost of the cogeneration system consists of the capital cost of the CHP unit 
imported from [78], the TES unit imported from [79], and the heat distributor unit. The 
price of the heat distributor is added to equation 3.39, by personally communicating with 
the CHP manufacturers. Additionally, this study neglects the difference in the capital cost 
of boiler units which exists between a cogeneration system and its conventional 
counterpart.  
Besides the payback analysis, this study uses the concept of tolerable capital cost, used 
by [77, 80], to evaluate the cost savings of the cogeneration systems. The key feature of 
this metric is that the capital cost of a cogeneration system is the output of the analysis, 
rather than being its input. The tolerable capital cost analysis is a useful metric due to the 
possible uncertainties in the capital cost values which have been assumed for the 
cogeneration system. This study calculates the tolerable capital cost of a cogeneration as 
follows:  
𝑇𝐶𝐶 =
∑ 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑁𝑦
𝑐𝑜𝑔
𝑟=1 (𝑟) × (1 − 𝐷𝑅)
𝑟
𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝  
£/kWe 3.40 
Here, the term  𝑁𝑦
𝑐𝑜𝑔
stands for the number of operational years of a cogeneration 
system; 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑟)stands for the cost savings of the cogeneration system during the rth year 
of its operation; DR stands for the discount rate and 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 represents the electrical rating 
of the CHP unit in the cogeneration system.  
One of the key inputs to either payback or tolerable cost analyses is the number of 
operational years of the cogeneration systems. About the lifetime of the cogeneration 
system, the author consulted the design engineers who were working for a CHP 
manufacturing company at the time. They estimated that lifetimes of the engines used in 
small-scale CHP units typically range between 40000 and 50000 hours. Based on this 
value, this study assumes that all the CHP units operated for 45000 hours. Additionally, 
this study limits the lifetimes of the other components (e.g. generator) of the 
cogeneration system to 15 years. Based on these assumptions, the number of years in 
which a cogeneration system operates is calculated as follows:  
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𝑁𝑦
𝑐𝑜𝑔 = {
15 𝑡𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝 ≤ 3000
45000
𝑡𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝 𝑡𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝 > 3000
 years 3.41 
Here, the term 𝑡𝑜𝑝
𝑐ℎ𝑝 stands for the annual operating period of the cogeneration system. If 
this value is more than 3000 hours/year, the lifetime of the cogeneration system is 
limited to its engine’s lifetime. Otherwise, if the CHP unit operates for less than 3000 
hours/year then the lifetime of the cogeneration system equal 15 years.  
There is one aspect of the equation 3.41 which needs further clarification. If the value of 
the 𝑁𝑦
𝑐𝑜𝑔
, for a cogeneration system, is not a whole number then this study accounts for a 
fraction of its cost and CO2 savings in its final year of operation. For instance, if  𝑁𝑦
𝑐𝑜𝑔 =
8.2, this study only accounts for 20% of the savings of the cogeneration systems which is 
achieved between the 8th and 9th year of its operation. 
3.6. Results: Outputs of the Cogeneration Model 
The results section is mainly about describing key outputs of the cogeneration model. 
Initially, the output of this model is described for a sample day. Following this, the output 
of a cogeneration system is evaluated across a calendar year. The third part of the result 
section shows the energy supply of a CHP unit across the simulated apartment stock. In 
addition, the result section shows the variation of heat and electrical efficiencies of the 
CHP units based on their annual operating periods. In the following section, the fractions 
of various loss mechanisms across all operating periods of a CHP unit are shown and 
discussed. Finally, this study compares the simulated efficiency values with those 
reported in the literature. 
3.6.1. Minute by Minute Outputs 
Figure 3.10a and Figure 3.10b show the minute by minute electricity and heat outputs of 
a cogeneration system, respectively. The indicated CHP unit is an FEL-operated, 6 kWe 
CHP unit. In terms of energy demand, the plots show the electrical and heat demand of a 
typical winter day for an apartment block which contains 16x45 m2 (Nf = Nff = 4) flats. 
Both of these figures show the energy supply with areas, and indicate energy demand 
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with lines. In Figure 3.10b. the additional dashed line represents TES’s state of charge 
(vertical axis on right hand side). This value is normalised based on TES’s theoretical 
capacity. The following paragraphs explain the operation principles of the developed 
simulation model, during the indicated sample day. 
 
(a)Electrical imbalance 
 
(b) Thermal imbalance 
Figure 3.10 Minutely outputs of a cogeneration system 
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- 00:00 – 03:00:  The CHP unit operates at minimum output; the low demand
    leads to excess cogenerated quantities 
For this period, the CHP unit operates with minimum load factor due to low electrical 
demand (equation 3.5). Despite operating at lowest possible output, nearly half of the 
cogenerated electricity is exported (equation 3.30). Similarly, a 2.34 major fraction of the 
cogenerated heat (green area in Figure 3.10b) is charged into the TES unit (equation 3.16). 
This is further indicated by the increasing value of the TES’s state of charge for this period. 
This operation continues until the state of charge reaches its effective capacity (equation 
3.3). If the CHP unit was operated under FTL strategy, the amount of the exported 
electricity would be nearly twice of the indicated amount. Additionally, the FTL strategy 
would reach the effective capacity of the TES unit in shorter time, compared to the FEL 
strategy. This is because the FTL strategy operates the CHP unit with unity load factor 
(equation 3.5). 
03:00 – 06:00:  The CHP unit deactivates & the TES unit is discharging. 
At 03:00, the CHP unit enters the cool-down state. After filling the cool-down period 
(Table 3-2)simulation procedure, the CHP unit stays in the stand-by until 06:00. This is 
because the simulation model requires the TES unit to be sufficiently depleted (equation 
3.2) to accommodate the heat which would be cogenerated during the pre-determined 
minimum operating period (equation 3.1). The heat load of the site becomes positive 
after 04:00. The cogeneration system meets this value by discharging heat (equation 
3.17), from the TES unit (blue area). During this period, the site’s electrical demand is met 
by importing electricity (equation 3.29) from the grid (yellow area).  
- 06:00 – 12:00:  The TES unit is sufficiently empty; the CHP unit activates and 
   cogenerates; peak boilers are required for morning demand. 
Around 06:00, the TES unit is sufficiently depleted. According to Figure 3.10b, this 
quantity nearly equates to 60% of TES’s theoretical capacity. Following this, the operating 
strategy activates the CHP unit. At 06:00 o’clock, Figure 3.10a and Figure 3.10b shows the 
logarithmic recovery rates of the CHP’s electricity and heat outputs (equation 3.12, 
equation 3.13), respectively. Around 07:00 o’clock, the TES unit reaches its minimum 
value. For the following hours the heat output of the CHP unit is insufficient to entire 
cover the demand; therefore, the peak boilers generate heat (equation 3.28), to meet the 
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remaining part of the heat demand (yellow bars). Another note about the TES unit is the 
decreasing trend of its content from 07:00 until 12:00. This is due to the heat loss to the 
ambient (equation 3.21). While the TES’s content is too low to discharge, it is stored in a 
temperature higher than the ambient temperature. Around 12:00, the CHP unit 
cogenerates surplus heat; the state of charge of the TES unit increases again.  
- 08:00 – 11:00:  The CHP unit modulates. 
From 08:00 to 10:00, the value of the electrical demand increases to values which 
correspond to the CHP’s modulation range (equation 3.5). Therefore, the CHP unit 
modulates its output based on the corrected electrical output (equation 3.4). Figure 3.10b 
shows no correlation between the heat demand and CHP’s heat output. This is because 
the cogenerated heat is the counterpart output of an FEL-operated CHP unit (equation 
3.9). From 10:00 to 11:00 o’clock, the electrical output of the CHP unit falls short. In the 
case, the remaining fractions of the electrical demand are imported from the grid.  
The second half of the day repeats  similar procedures:  
- 12:00 – 15:00:  The CHP unit modulates; the TES unit’s state of charge stays
     relatively due to high heat demand. 
- 15:00 – 22:00: High electrical demand leads to cogeneration at unity load 
   factor. 
- 22:00 – 00:00:  Same as 12:00 – 15:00 period. 
An important aspect of Figure 3.10a and Figure 3.10b is that the CHP unit operates nearly 
for 19 hours. Considering the significant seasonal variation of domestic demands, it is 
unlikely that the demonstrated CHP unit can operate for such durations across all days of 
the year. Considering this, the following section investigates the operation of the same 
cogeneration system for a calendar year. 
3.6.2. Half-hourly Outputs 
Figure 3.11a and Figure 3.11b show half-hourly, averaged, electricity and heat demand 
ratios, respectively. Additionally, Figure 3.11c and Figure 3.11d show the half-hourly, 
averaged load factors of the cogeneration system operated under FTL and FEL strategies, 
respectively. To show daily and monthly trends, these figures are all produced based on 
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heat map plots. Each heat-map consists of 12 vertical slots, where each slot represents a 
month of the year.  These ratios are averaged across 30-minute slots and they are 
normalised based on the highest possible half-hourly value. On the horizontal axis, each 
row consists of 48 slots where each slot represents a 30 minute interval during a day. The 
colour of the slot represents the intensity of the assessed parameter. These intensities 
represent the average of all values which fall inside the same slot. For instance the value 
represented in 00:00-00:30 slot for January is the average of 31 values. The daily and 
annual quarters are separated with vertical and horizontal lines, respectively. 
  
  
(a)Electricity demand ratio (b)Heat demand ratio 
  
(c)Averaged load factor of the FTL 
strategy 
(d)Averaged load factor of the FEL 
strategy 
 
Figure 3.11 Demand and load factor ratios across a calendar year 
 The following observations are made based on Figure 3.11a and Figure 3.11d. 
- FEL vs. FTL 
Figure 3.11c and Figure 3.11d suggest that the FTL strategy operates the CHP unit with 
higher load factors. Given its relatively higher outputs, it is likely that the CHP unit 
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operated under FTL strategy is likely to export a higher fraction of its output. In the 
absence of favourable export rates, it is likely that the FTL strategy would be 
disadvantageous in terms of cost savings. Figure 3.11c and Figure 3.11d show that the 
value of the calculated load factors can be lower than the assumed minimum values. It 
was stated that the minimum load factor for the CHP units operated under FTL and FEL 
strategies equal one and 0.5, respectively. The reason for the lower values shown in the 
stated figures is that these values are periodically averaged.  
- Importance of heat demand 
In terms of the CHP’s operating period, Figure 3.11c and Figure 3.11d indicate relatively 
similar generation trends. This pattern closely matches the site’s heat profile which is 
shown in Figure 3.11b. Regardless of the operating strategy, the highest utilisation of the 
CHP unit occurs during the 2nd daily quarter for all months. This period corresponds to 
mornings’ peak heat demands. During this period heat demands are sufficiently high to 
deplete the TES unit and operate the CHP unit. In the case of 1st and 4th annual quarters 
the heat demand extends to longer periods of the day, which extends  the operating 
period of the CHP unit. For all months, the low load factors happen during the first daily 
quarter. This is because the TES unit had been filled during the 4th quarter of the day and 
there are no significant heat loads to empty the storage unit.  
 
- Correlating the site’s loads with the CHP’s outputs 
Figure 3.11a shows that the highest electrical demand occurs during the 4th daily quarter 
for all of the months of the year. During this period, the averaged load factors of the CHP 
units vary between 0.5 and 0.7. As explained earlier, these values vary based on the 
presence of the heat demand. If the CHP unit is sized to meet larger fractions of the site’s 
heat demand, it is likely the electrical output of the unit will fall short during the 4th 
quarter of the day. Conversely, if the CHP unit is sized to meet larger fractions of the 
electrical demand, it is likely that it will encounter operational constraints during 
medium heat load periods. The above plots only associate with one site and the ratio of 
cogenerated quantities change based on the sites’ demands. In light of this, the following 
section analyses the composition of the energy supply across the simulated apartment 
stock.  
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3.6.3. Outputs across the Apartment Stock 
The CO2 and cost savings of the cogeneration system increase when the CHP unit operates 
for longer periods and higher load factors. The operating period of the CHP units depends 
on the sites’ heat and electricity profile. For further context, the outputs of a cogeneration 
system (6kWe, FTL-operated) are simulated across the apartment stock. Figure 3.12 
shows the proportions of the electricity supplied by the stated cogeneration system for 
all apartment blocks.  
 
Figure 3.12 Proportions of the supplied electricity across the apartment stock  
The horizontal axis consists of 1320 entries where each entity represents the annual heat 
demand of an apartment block. These are 88 apartment configurations, five floor areas, 
and three insulation levels. To see clearer trends, the values on the horizontal axis are 
sorted in an ascending order. It needs to be underlined that Figure 3.12 represents 
discrete values and they are presented in continuous form for indicative purposes.. For 
instance the visual distance between 4 and 21 MWh/year is the same distance between 
180 and 319 MWh/year.  
In Figure 3.12, the vertical axis corresponds to the proportions of electrical energy 
supplied. The self-consumed area corresponds to the fractions of the cogenerated 
electricity which is utilised on-site. The imported and exported quantities refer to 
fractions of electricity which is exchanged with the grid. 
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Among these values, the fractions of self-consumed electricity is the most decisive factor 
with regards to the savings of the cogeneration system [51, 58]. This is because self-
consumed cogenerated energy is exposed to the least amount of energetic losses and 
unfavourable rates. For sites with low heat demand, the ratio of the self-consumed 
electricity is low because the site’s demand is not high enough to provide the necessary 
basis for longer operating periods. For sites with larger heat demands, on the contrary, 
the generation capacity of the CHP unit is too small to meet significant fractions of site’s 
electrical demand.  
Figure 3.13 shows the proportions of the supplied heat by the cogeneration system across 
the simulated apartment stock. In this figure, the heat supply is proportioned to four 
areas. These are directly cogenerated, TES discharge, TES losses and peak boilers. The 
direct CHP heat is the amount of cogenerated heat which meets site’s load without the 
storage means. Conversely, the discharged area corresponds to the cogenerated heat 
supplied via the TES unit. The loss area represents the heat losses of the TES unit to the 
ambient. Figure 3.13 shows that the amount heat discharge and heat loss from the TES 
unit are correlated. This is because the CHP unit does not cogenerate significant surplus 
heat when the heat demand of the sites are relatively high.  Therefore, the amount of 
energy supplied via TES unit reduces. Additionally, smaller fractions of the discharged 
heat reduce the ratio of the heat losses from the TES unit.  
 
Figure 3.13 Proportions of the supplied heat across the apartment stock 
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3.6.4. Efficiencies of the CHP units 
As explained earlier, the key novelty of the developed cogeneration model is that it 
accounts for the transient losses of the CHP units. These losses are driven based on the 
number of start-up events. If the heat demand of a site is sufficiently high, the transient 
losses of the CHP unit will reduce due to lower number of start-up events. Figure 3.14a 
and Figure 3.14b show the electrical and heat efficiencies of FTL-operated CHP units, 
respectively. 
  
(a)Electricity (b)Heat 
Figure 3.14 Efficiencies of the FTL-operated CHP units  
In these figures, the horizontal axes are sorted based on the CHPs’ operating hours. The 
vertical axes indicate the calculated efficiencies of each CHP unit where each entry stands 
for an annual simulation. Figure 3.14a shows that the highest electrical efficiency values 
are achieved by the 20 kWe; and the lowest values are achieved by the 9 and 15 kWe units. 
The reasons for the differences between the CHP units relate to their steady-state 
efficiency values. These values were shown in Figure 3.8. 
Figure 3.14a shows that the electrical efficiencies of all CHP units are relatively unaffected 
by operating hours. The first reason for this is the non-modulating characteristic of the 
FTL strategy. The second reason is that the electrical recovery rates of the CHP units, after 
start-up events, are relatively quicker (Figure 3.5).  
Conversely, the impact of slow recoveries of the CHPs’ heat outputs can be observed from 
Figure 3.14b. The heat efficiencies all CHP units clearly converge to their steady-state 
values across different operating hours. The recovery rate of each CHP unit is different 
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where larger units achieve low efficiencies for low demand values. These recovery rates 
vary from one CHP unit to another as it takes different durations to fill the TES unit. For 
short operational period, for example, the lowest efficiency figures are achieved by the 
largest CHP unit. This is due to high heat losses from long residence times of the 
cogenerated heat in the TES unit.  
 
Figure 3.15a and Figure 3.15b show the electrical and heat efficiencies of the CHP units 
which are under FEL strategy, respectively. 
  
(a)Electrical (b)Heat 
Figure 3.15 Efficiencies of the FEL-operated CHP units 
The efficiency values of CHP units operated under FEL strategy indicate different trends 
compared to their FTL counterparts. Figure 3.15a shows the impact of minimum load 
factors for low operating periods (<2000 hours/year) and maximum load factor for high 
operating periods (>5000 hours/year). For the cases with low operating periods, the FEL 
strategy consistently operate the CHP unit with the lowest load factor. This leads to lower 
electricity generation efficiencies, considering the part-load performance curves of the 
CHP units (Figure 3.5).  
For cases with operating periods between 2000 and 5000 hours/year, Figure 3.15a 
shows that the electrical efficiencies of the CHP units increase. Within this operating 
interval, the 9 kWe and 15 kWe units converge faster than the 6 kWe as the electricity 
generation efficiencies of the former two units are higher than the latter unit for 0.75 load 
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factor. Then, the 6 kWe unit achieves higher electrical efficiency for cases with operating 
periods longer than 5000 hours/year. 
For the cases with low operating period, the impact of the minimum load factor is absent 
from the heat efficiencies of the CHP units (Figure 3.15b). This is because the aggregated 
heat losses which occur for low operating hours are greater than the change in heat 
efficiency which results from the change in the load factor. On the contrary to their 
electrical counterparts, the heat efficiencies of the CHP units operated under FEL strategy 
resemble those reported for the FTL strategy (comparison between Figure 3.14b and 
Figure 3.15b).  Figure 3.15b shows a hump-shaped increase in the heat efficiencies, for 
the cases operating for low periods. This, as well, is due to the part load performance 
curves of the CHP units where the heat efficiency of a CHP unit is indirectly correlated 
with its load factor. 
3.6.5. Losses from the Cogeneration systems 
Figure 3.16 shows the fractions of individual losses from the FTL-operated 15 kWe CHP 
unit, across the simulated apartment stock. On the horizontal axis the annual simulation 
of each apartment block is sorted from the shortest to longest operating hours of the CHP 
unit. The vertical axis on the left side shows the ratio of each loss mechanism 
proportioned over the total losses. The vertical axis on the right hand side shows the 
annual number of start-up event for each simulation. 
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Figure 3.16 Proportion of various losses during the cogeneration processes 
There are four loss mechanism embedded in the developed cogeneration model: steady-
state, recovery, TES, and start-up losses. The steady-state losses stand for energy losses 
during steady-state generation. This value equals to the subtraction of the calculated 
steady-state heat (equation 3.6) and electricity (equation 3.7) efficiencies from one. 
Additionally, the recovery losses represent the sums of unrecovered energy due to 
electrical and heat recovery rates (equation 3.12 & equation 3.13). The TES loss 
represents the amount of energy loss to the ambient (calculated in equation 3.21). The 
start-up losses correspond to the fuel consumption which occurs during the start-up state 
of the CHP unit (reported in Table 3-2). 
Figure 3.16 shows that the steady-state losses are the only loss mechanism which is 
directly correlated with the CHP’s operating hours. The TES losses are significant for 
oversized applications of the CHP unit. For these cases the main part of the cogenerated 
heat resides for relatively long durations in the TES unit. This can be verified by low 
number of start-up events. Another implication of oversized CHP units is the increased 
amount of the electricity export which increases the grid losses. The trend of yearly start-
up events, across the apartment blocks shown in Figure 3.16, resembles a concave curve. 
According to this curve, the operating period of the CHP unit increases with higher 
number of start-up events up to a point. This point corresponds to nearly 3000 hours of 
CHP operation per year. After this point, the number of start-up events reduces as the 
CHP unit gradually approaches the operation of a baseload plant.  
3.6.6. Model Validation 
Bernd [55] conducted a series of experiments, to evaluate the heat and electrical 
efficiencies of two internal combustion CHP units. These are EC-Power’s 15 and 20 kWe 
units. These are the same units which are used in this study. Besides the CHP units, the 
hydraulic setup used in [55] is very similar to the one assumed in this study (Figure 3.3). 
His experiments are based on DIN 4709 standard where outputs of the CHP unit are 
measured for time-varying heat load. The heat load is time-varying and it corresponds to 
a typical spring/fall day. The size of the TES unit is 0.5 m3 and CHPs were operated under 
FTL strategy.  
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Figure 3.17 is imported from the stated paper [55], where the heat and electrical outputs 
of the experimented 15 kWe unit are shown. To assess the CHPs’ performance over the 
test duration (24 hours), he conducted two tests. Both of these tests started before the 24 
hour test to fill the TES unit. For this, the CHP units were operated at maximum output 
for nearly 40 minutes.  
 
Figure 3.17 Electrical and heat outputs of the experimented 15 kWe imported from [55] 
The first test spanned over 21.5 hours with five start-up events and the second one for 
25.3 hours with six start-up events. This study had replicated the above test conditions 
to compare the outputs of the developed model with the reported values: same 
generation and storage unit and demand profiles. Bernd7 reported his findings in the 
form of electrical and heat efficiency values. Table 3-8 lists these values next to the ones 
calculated in this study. This table indicates error values between the measured and 
calculated values as well. The output of the model underestimates the CHP’s efficiency for 
minus error values and overestimate for positive error values. The values listed in Table 
3-8 show a good level of fitness between the measured and simulated values. The error 
between the measured and the calculated values of the electrical efficiencies are less than 
4%. The model estimates the heat efficiency values with errors which are less than 2.5%. 
                                                        
7 In his work, the results were reported based on net calorific value of natural gas supplied in Germany. The 
values are  appropriately converted to gross calorific values which are used in this study. 
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Table 3-8 Comparing the reported and calculated efficiency values of 15 kWe CHP unit 
Unit 
Start-up 
No. 
Electrical efficiency Thermal efficiency 
Measured 
[55] 
Calculated Error 
(%) 
Measured 
[55] 
Calculated Error 
(%) 
15 5 0.2778 0.267 −3.89 0.5030 0.491 −2.38 
15 6 0.2776 0.268 −3.45 0.5069 0.511 0.8 
It is not possible to precisely compare results the reported with the efficiency outputs of 
20 kWe unit. This is because the numbers of start-up events from this unit are not stated 
in Bernd’s paper.  
The author of this study could not find suitable validation data for other CHP units as it is 
particularly hard to validate a CHP model without an experimental setup. This is due to 
multiple reasons. Firstly, the generation features of the CHP units – such as, output, 
efficiency and minimum load factor – vary from one unit to another. For instance, the CHP 
unit characterised by Annex 42 model can modulate down to 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑐ℎ𝑝 = 0.05. According to 
the consulted design engineers, this value is 0.5 for the CHP units used in this study. 
Additionally, its maximum output and electrical efficiency are 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 = 5.5 𝑘𝑊𝑒 
and
𝑒𝑙,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 = 0.232 , respectively. These values are 𝑃𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐ℎ𝑝 = 6 𝑘𝑊𝑒  and 𝑒𝑙,𝑠𝑠
𝑐ℎ𝑝 = 0.28  for 
the closest CHP unit which is used in this study. The same differences exist for the heat 
outputs of these CHP units. The existence of such operational differences makes it harder 
to validate the outputs of the CHP model. 
Secondly, a wide range of operational and design data are required to thoroughly validate 
a simulation model. The empirical data reported in scientific papers are often 
summarised due to their required compact format. A suitable source is the field trial 
datasets. In the beginning of this project, the author accessed the metered data from the 
UK’s micro-CHP accelerator field trial [81]. In this trial, 72 Stirling, one fuel cell and 15 
internal combustion CHP units were installed in the domestic and commercial properties 
across the country. The recorded data for the Stirling CHP units is comprehensive. For 
this type of the CHP unit, the micro-CHP accelerator field trial contains the electrical and 
heat energy demand profiles of the sites and the cogenerated heat and electricity in five-
minute time step. However, this is not the case for the internal combustion CHP units 
where the heat demand and the cogenerated heat values are entirely missing.  
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In the absence of detailed and reliable experimental, this study made some assumptions 
regarding the operation of the CHP unit. These assumptions were driven from either 
reported experimental work (Annex 42 model) or reliable design and engineering guides 
(such as AM12 & CP1 guides). All of these assumptions, however, simplify reality in one 
way or another. Therefore, further work can be done to calibrate and validate the outputs 
of the developed simulation model.  
3.7. Chapter Conclusion  
In literature, there are numerous studies which have developed various simulation 
models for different applications. It is the opinion of the author that these models are 
either too detailed to be used over a large range of simulations or they are too simple to 
realistically simulate the outputs of the CHP units.  
This issue was addressed by developing a novel simulation model with emphasis on the 
transient operational losses of the CHP units. This chapter started by giving general 
background information  about CHP units and its auxiliary components. Then, the current 
literature was reviewed. The review was focused on experimental studies (mainly studies 
which used Annex 42 model) and the design guides which associate with heat networks 
and the CHP units. In the methodology section, the details of the cogeneration model were 
explained. The output of the developed model is calculated by multiple procedures. The 
results section of this study summarised the key outputs of the cogeneration models. 
Firstly, the outputs of the cogeneration system were discussed on minutely basis. Here, 
the main principles of the cogeneration model were shown for a sample day. This was 
followed by showing the variation of the same CHP unit over half-hour slots of a calendar 
year. In addition to this, key differences between the FTL and FEL strategies were 
highlighted. The result section showed the proportions of energy supplied by a 
cogeneration system over the simulated apartment stock. Additionally, the results 
section discussed the impact of various loss mechanisms over the efficiencies of the CHP 
units.  
In Chapter 1, this study set three main tasks to achieve the stated aim. The first task was 
to simulate the heat and electrical profiles of apartment blocks (Chapter 2). The second 
task was to develop a simulation model which can simulate the outputs of various 
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components of the cogeneration systems (this chapter). The final task to achieve the 
stated aim of this study was set to estimate the CO2 emissions of the electricity which 
would be displaced by the cogeneration systems. The following Chapter this study 
intends to accomplish to the third stated task. 
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4. Calculating the Grid’s Marginal Emissions 
Factor 
4.1. Overview 
In the GB, a significant fraction of the domestic electricity is delivered by the electricity 
grid. Based on this, the conventional means of delivering electricity is assumed to be the 
one delivered by the grid. 
The grid consists of transmission and distribution networks which are used to deliver the 
electricity generated by different power plants. These plants participate in the GB’s 
wholesale electricity market, where they sell their outputs. This market is a liberalised 
market where the price of the electricity changes over time. Alongside other parameters, 
the wholesale market’s electricity price determines the composition of the power plants 
which meet the  electricity demand for a given half-hour period. These power plants have 
different operation parameters such as input fuel and generation efficiency. Based on 
these parameters, the CO2 emissions of the electricity delivered by the grid vary over time. 
The electrical outputs of the CHP units displace electricity which would have otherwise 
been delivered by the grid. The electricity generated by the CHP units – or any demand 
side interventions – reduces the net demand on the electricity grid. This reduction acts 
disproportionately along the generators which meet grid’s net demand. The reduced 
demand affects the output of the generators which are on the margin of meeting grid’s 
demand. Therefore, the CO2 emissions of the electricity displaced by the cogeneration 
systems are those which would have been emitted by the marginal generators.  
4.2. Background 
The Electricity Act issued in 1989 sets out a framework in which large parts of the 
electricity generation, transmission and distribution are privatised [82]. This act 
transformed a publicly owned electricity market into a privately owned competitive one. 
The competitive mechanisms reflects on the trading aspect of the wholesale electricity 
market where the participants are mainly divided to three categories: generators, 
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suppliers, and the non-physical traders [83]. While, the generators consist of large power 
plants, the suppliers are either the electricity retailers or the parties with sufficiently 
large electricity demand to participate in the wholesale market. The non-physical traders 
refer to the parties with interest in the trading aspect of the electricity with no physical 
electricity demand or generation – such as banks and financial establishments. 
Until the market liberalisation, the generators were offering their selling prices, while a 
single ‘pool price’ was available for all the suppliers. There were charges that the pool 
price was being manipulated by large generators [84], by changing their generation 
output on strategic moments which would result in increasing the overall revenues for 
the generators. This led the market into a reform where the centrally allocated price 
mechanism was abandoned for the bi-lateral agreements. 
In the absence of large scale electricity storage, the generation and consumption of the 
electricity, on the grid level, requires near perfect timing [85]. This is regulated by 
balancing the grid so that it would operate inside the defined technical envelope. The 
balancing role is undertaken by the system operator– National Grid in the case of the GB 
[83]. The system operator balances the system by charging parties who have not met 
their demand or generation. Depending on whether there is an overall deficit or excess of 
electricity, the parties are charged based on the volume they must buy or sell, respectively. 
These prices in the GB system are known as system buy price and system sell price. These 
values are decided based on the electricity generation cost of the plants which are on the 
margin of meeting the grid’s demand.  
4.3. Marginal Generation 
In the wholesale market, electricity is traded within settlement periods. In the GB, the 
duration of each settlement period is half an hour. Within each settlement period, the 
suppliers will attempt to buy the electricity with the lowest price [85]. Due to this element 
of the market, an electricity generation order will be established in which the merits of 
generators are set by their generation costs. The terminologies which are commonly used 
to refer to this order is the merit order; and for the stated cost of generation is the 
marginal cost [86]. 
The marginal cost is estimated and declared by the plant operator; considering whether 
or not the supply of an additional unit of electricity will increase the profitability of their 
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plants. This metric is expressed in £/MWh and it quantifies the variable cost across the 
outputs of the generators. Two examples of sub-components of the marginal cost are the 
fuel and carbon costs [86]. The marginal cost also accounts for the avoidable fixed costs 
such as start-up or shut-down costs. 
In broad terms, the generation portfolio of a typical merit order can be categorised to 
three groups: base-load, mid-merit, and peaking plants. The main differences between 
these plants are their generation costs and the operation characteristics [85]. It is often 
the case where the base-load plants have lower fuel cost and the operation of these plants 
are relatively continuous. Additionally, high start-up cost and limited load following 
capability are among other characteristics of the base-load plants. In terms of marginal 
cost, mid-merit plants are medium cost plants where they are most effective in adjusting 
their outputs to reasonably fast changes in the grid’s electricity demand. The peaking 
plants are also effective in following grid’s load and they typically need shorter start-up 
time. However, these plants have the highest generation costs as  they are powered by 
expensive fuels such as oil and gas. 
While, the operations of all of these plants are set based on economical and operational 
constraints, the dispatch order of these generators are likely to be affected by 
interventions which vary the grid’s net demand. The aggregate impact of these 
interventions are called merit order effect [87].  
Figure 4.1 conceptually shows the merit order effect on the grid’s net demand and the 
marginal cost. This figure consists of two parts: former state and current state.  
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(b) Current state  
Figure 4.1 Merit order effect on the grid 
The former state represents a typical electricity system as described in the previous 
paragraphs. In the current state, on the contrary, a sizable amount of low cost electricity 
is introduced to the grid. This amount is indicated under the intervention category. To 
further resemble the supply-side transformation undertaken by the GB electricity system 
during last decade [88], the capacities of coal and Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGT) 
are decreased and increased, respectively. Additionally, a fraction of coal generation is 
converted to biomass (brown bar). 
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For comparative purposes, let us assume that the total demands of both systems are equal 
during the qth settlement period. Figure 4.1a shows that the grid’s net demand during the 
qth settlement period equals 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑛𝑑(𝑞, 1). Based on this figure, the generator on the margin 
of meeting 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑛𝑑(𝑞, 1) is the peaking plant. Therefore, the marginal cost of peaking plant 
sets the price of the wholesale electricity market. This value is shown with the 
term 𝐶𝑒𝑙
𝑤𝑚(𝑞, 1), on the vertical axis. 
Despite having equal total demands, the grid’s net demand in the case of the current state 
reduces to 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑛𝑑(𝑞, 2). This is because a significant fraction of the total demand, in the 
current state, is met by the introduced interventions. Based on this, the power plant on 
the margin of meeting 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑛𝑑(𝑞, 2) is the mid-merit CCGT plants. Therefore, the marginal 
cost of the CCGT generation sets the price of the electricity in the wholesale market.  
The merit order effect can be driven by supply-side interventions – such as coal plants’ 
phase out – or by demand-side interventions –embedded generation such as solar PV or 
small-scale cogeneration systems. The term embedded generation is used to refer to 
smaller8 generation units typically connected to the low voltage networks [89]. This is 
important in the case of the GB’s grid where the installed capacity of the embedded 
generation have remarkably increased from 12.4 GW to 24 GW, between 2011 and 2015 
[3]. In order to assess the impact of any intervention, in terms of its ability in reducing 
the CO2 emissions, it is necessary to estimate the emissions factor of the electricity which 
it displaces [90]. 
4.4. Grid’s Emissions Factor 
For a generator, the term emissions factor refers to the ratio of its CO2 emissions over the 
electricity it generates. The emissions factors are commonly expressed in kgCO2/kWh. 
Additionally, the grid’s emissions factor refers to a group of generators, rather than a 
single one. These values are typically averaged over a range of generators. This study uses 
the term Average Emissions Factor (AEF) to refer to the ratio of the CO2 emissions of the 
grid’s entire generation fleet over its electrical output. Additionally, this study uses the 
                                                        
8 Smaller units relative to the size of the power plants connected to the transmissions network. 
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term Marginal Emissions Factor (MEF) to refer to the ratio of the CO2 emissions of the 
grid’s marginal generators over the their electricity generation.  
To indicate the difference between the marginal and average emissions factors, Figure 
4.2 shows a representative load duration curve of a grid. It is assumed that a peak shaving 
intervention is implemented where the grid’s net demand, at a given time, reduce from 
𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑛𝑑(𝑞, 1) to 𝑃𝑒𝑙
𝑛𝑑(𝑞, 2). In this case, the cumulative installed capacity of base-load and 
mid-merit generation will be sufficient to meet  𝑃𝑑
𝑛𝑑(𝑞, 2). Based on this, the emissions 
factor of the displaced electricity is the emissions factor of the mid-merit plants. These 
plants become the marginal plants after the peak shaving intervention.  The average 
emissions factor, on the contrary, allocates the demand reduction to all of the generating 
parties. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Difference between the average and marginal emissions factors 
The difference between AEF and MEF had been highlighted in in the AM12 and CP1 
document – the guides designated to CHP and heat network applications in the UK [5][6]. 
These documents highlight that the use of MEF is a better representative of the actual 
emissions savings, when the analysis intends to assess the CO2 savings from  a given 
intervention – such as heat pumps or small-scale cogeneration systems. The AM12 and 
CP1 documents further note that the difference between the AEF and MEF are likely to 
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grow due to the increasing installed capacity of the grid-delivered, zero carbon electricity. 
It is possible to find these statements in the academic literature as well [90–94].  
4.5. Literature review 
The methods to estimate the MEF differs based on their applications, namely, short-run 
and long-run. The short-run emissions factor is typically calculated assuming negligible 
structural changes to the grid [91, 92]. Here, the term structural change refers to 
significant changes to the grid’s net demand and/or generation portfolio. In terms of net 
demand, structural change may refer to the large-scale adoption of heat pumps, or 
electric vehicles. In terms of generation, an example of the structural change is the phase 
out of coal plants. In other words, the short-run emissions factor assumes small changes 
over the incumbent electricity grid. On the contrary, the term long-run emissions factor 
is calculated where the change in the electricity demand and supply of the grid are 
explicitly taken into the account [92]. 
Considering the small structural change, a good source of estimating the short-run MEF 
is the grid’s historic electricity demand and supply. Due to its reliance on actual data, this 
approach of calculating the short-run MEF is commonly referred to as the empirical 
approach [93]. In this approach, the dispatch data of the electricity system is used where 
the generation fleet is commonly classified based on the generation type. The method 
developed based on the empirical approach in [93] calculates the short-run MEF as the 
ratio of the change in the grid’s CO2 emissions over the change in the grid’s net demand. 
Considering the half-hourly resolution of grid’s demand and dispatch data, the empirical 
approach is an temporally explicit [95]. Due to this, it is possible to observe various trends 
in the short-run MEFs of the grid. 
There are multiple studies in the literature which used the empirical approach to 
calculate the short-run MEF. Hawkes estimated the short-run MEF of the GB using the 
dispatch data from 2002 to 2009 [93]. He estimated the average MEF, for the stated 
interval, to be equal to 0.69 kgCO2 kWh⁄ . Additionally, he disaggregated the dispatch data 
according to the overall net demand, time of the day, time of the year, and the generation 
year itself. He highlighted that in general CO2 intensive generation types – such as coal – 
are likely to be on the margin for lower- or mid-merit system demand levels. Additionally, 
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he stated the importance of a temporally explicit method by stating the high variability of 
the short-run MEF from one settlement period to another.  
Hawkes further analysed the CO2 reduction of various demand-side interventions. These 
interventions consisted of four residential heating interventions, namely, which heat 
pumps (with and without electric back-up) and FTL- and FEL-operated Stirling micro-
CHP units. He stated that the variation in the CO2 intensity of electricity displaced by 
different interventions were insignificant. This study uses the term CO2 intensity to refer 
to the resulting CO2 emissions of the electricity up to the point of its consumption. This 
study calculates the CO2 intensity of the electricity delivered by the grid as the sum of its 
MEF and the transmission and distribution losses. The term CO2 intensity is frequently 
used in Chapter 5, where the CO2 emissions displaced by the cogeneration systems are 
evaluated. 
The empirical approach has been adopted in the case of other electricity systems as well. 
McKenna et al. [95] used the dispatch data of large generators from the all-island Ireland 
from the beginning of 2008 until the end of 2012. They estimated that the short-run MEF 
of the stated grid was found to be equal to 0.54  kgCO2 kWh⁄ . Siler-Evans et al. [90] 
investigated the trends of the short-run MEFs over the electricity generation mix in the 
United States. In this paper, they did a spatial analysis by dividing the electricity 
generation mix of the United States to eight independent regions – without considering 
the imports and exports between regions. They found that the short-run MEF for the 
regions with higher shares of coal-generated electricity tend to experience higher inter-
seasonal variation. Similar to Hawkes’s study, these studies highlighted the importance 
of temporally explicit approach when estimating the short-run MEFs[90, 91]. 
An inherent advantage of the empirical approach is its ability to account for various 
constraints and drivers which are embedded in the grid’s operation. The fact that 
dispatch data contains all the operational constraints (e.g. ramp-rate, start-up duration) 
and the logistical limitations (e.g. transmissions line capacity, planned or unplanned 
maintenance), makes it ideal in terms of capturing the details of plant operations. The 
disadvantage of empirical approach is that it is not ideal to conduct a long-run analyses 
[96].  
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The long-run analysis of the grid involves some sorts of energy system modelling [92]. In 
broad terms the estimation of long-run MEFs consists of four steps: to estimate the net 
demand in the future; to constitute the merit order stack from the available generation 
portfolio; to determine the marginal generation; to calculate the marginal emissions 
factor. In addition to the short-run analysis, Hawkes estimated the long-run MEFs of the 
GB’s grid in [92]. In this paper, he used an optimisation tool to minimise the cost of 
meeting system’s demand, for a given time in the future. Then, he constructed the merit 
order based on marginal cost. The marginal generation mix was then identified based on 
the merit order and the estimated net demand. Finally, he calculated the emissions 
factors of the marginal generation mix of the GB’s grid in the future. He found that the 
average long-run MEFs vary between 0.26 and 0.53kgCO2/kWh, for the interval between 
2014 and 2024. In addition to this, his analysis estimated that by 2035 the long-run MEF 
approaches zero. 
4.6. Methodology: Calculating the Short-run MEFs 
The objective of this Chapter is to estimate the short-run MEFs of the GB’s electricity grid. 
For this estimation, this study uses the empirical approach developed by Hawkes in [93]. 
The methods and results reported in this Chapter only associate with the short-run and 
historic values of the GB’s MEFs.Additionally, this study imports the long-run MEFs 
reported in [92] to calculate the lifetime CO2 emissions savings of the simulated 
cogeneration systems.  
For a given half-hour, this study calculates the grid’s short-run marginal emissions factors 
by dividing the change in CO2 emissions over the change in net demand. This study uses 
the terms ∆𝐸𝑔𝑟(𝑞) and ∆𝑚𝑔𝑟(𝑞) to refer to the change in the grid’s net demand and its 
CO2 emissions, which occurs during the qth half-hour. These values are calculated as 
follows:  
∆𝐸𝑔𝑟(𝑞) = 𝐸𝑔𝑟(𝑞) − 𝐸𝑔𝑟(𝑞 − 1) GWh/hh 4.1 
∆𝑚𝑔𝑟(𝑞) = 𝑚𝑔𝑟(𝑞) − 𝑚𝑔𝑟(𝑞 − 1) ktCO2/hh 4.2 
Based on the stated method, the grid’s MEF during the qth half-hour is calculated as 
follows: 
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𝑓𝑔𝑟(𝑞) =
∆𝑚𝑔𝑟(𝑞)
∆𝐸𝑔𝑟(𝑞)
 kgCO2/kWh 4.3 
In order to calculate the values of ∆𝐸𝑔𝑟(𝑞) and ∆𝑚𝑔𝑟(𝑞) , this study accessed the data 
from the website of the ELEXON [97]. This is the company responsible for managing 
various calculation and reporting processes of the balancing mechanisms and imbalance 
settlements of the GB’s wholesale market. In addition to the net demand data, the 
dispatch data of the major generation types in the GB were imported from the stated 
source. These data were used to calculate the grid’s CO2 emissions on half-hourly basis.  
The earliest whole year dispatch data in the ELEXON’s website dates back to 2009; 
therefore, this study calculated the half-hourly changes in the grid’s net demand and CO2 
emissions for eight calendar years: from the beginning of 2009 until the end of the 2016. 
This would result in 140256 half-hourly dispatch data which would result in 140255 
values of 𝑓𝑔𝑟(𝑞). Based on the method developed in [93], this study uses simple linear 
regression to calculate the average MEFs over certain sub-sets of the total population. 
These subsets are grouped based on system’s net demand. 
In order to calculate the grid’s CO2 emissions, it is necessary to calculate the CO2 
emissions of each generation type which participates in meeting the grid’s net demand. 
The generation fleet in the GB’s wholesale electricity market consists of 13 types. These 
are coal, oil, CCGT, nuclear, wind, hydro, Open Cycle Gas Turbine (OCGT), other, pumped 
storage, and the interconnectors. There are four interconnectors, namely, IFA (France), 
BritNed (Netherlands), Moyle (Northern Ireland), and East west (Republic of Ireland). 
According to [88], the ‘other’ category is mainly consisted of the power plants based on 
biomass fuel.  
The half-hourly values of the grid’s net demand were directly imported from the 
ELEXON’s datasets. In the dispatch data, it is possible to encounter data in which the 
generation values are negative. This only happens for the pumped storage and the 
interconnectors’ generation and it means the electricity is either being charged into the 
pumped storage plants; or being exported out of the GB electricity system. The sum of all 
these values (with the negative values) results in system’s net demand. For some 
settlement periods (half-hours), the dispatch data are missing. To handle this issue, linear 
interpolation is used to fill the missing data. Then, these data are scaled according to the 
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net demand values which are imported from the national grid’s website [98]. This process 
is explained in details in the supplementary document provided with [88]. 
Within the stated generation fleet, there are four generation types which are powered by 
the carbon-based, fossil-fuels. These are: CCGT and OCGT, coal and oil. While, natural gas 
powers both of the CCGT and the OCGT, the CO2 content of the natural gas, coal and oil 
are 0.184, 0.276, and 0.321 kgCO2/kWh, respectively 9  [3]. This study calculates the 
emissions factors of these generation types by multiplying their averaged electricity 
efficiencies with the CO2 content of the fuels they use.  
This study estimate the yearly, averaged efficiencies of the fossil-fuel based generation 
types by importing data from the table 5.6 of the Digest of the UK’s Energy Statistics 
(DUKES) [3]. The data in this table state the annual fuel usage, electricity used, and 
electricity generated. This calculation is done by dividing the electricity delivered by the 
generation type over its fuel usage. The electricity delivered by a generation type is 
calculated by subtracting the electricity used on stations from the electricity they 
generated. Based on the stated data, Table 4-1 lists calculated annual averaged 
efficiencies and emissions factors of the fossil-fuel based generation types in the GB’s 
generation fleet, from 2009 until 2016 (inclusive).  
Table 4-1 Calculated average efficiencies and emissions factors of the fossil-fuel based 
generation types 
Year 
Fossil-fuel based generation types 
Efficiency (%) Emissions factor(kgCO2/kWh) 
Coal Oil CCGT OCGT Coal Oil CCGT OCGT 
2009 34.1 28.2 45.7 27.4 0.909 0.826 0.399 0.665 
2010 34.3 26.6 46.0 27.6 0.904 0.886 0.403 0.671 
2011 33.9 22.7 47.0 28.2 0.899 0.941 0.400 0.667 
2012 34.0 19.9 46.0 27.6 0.908 1.102 0.391 0.652 
2013 33.9 23.3 46.5 27.9 0.906 1.254 0.400 0.667 
2014 34.0 21.7 46.0 27.6 0.908 1.071 0.396 0.659 
2015 33.8 22.8 46.8 28.1 0.905 1.153 0.400 0.667 
2016 33.7 22.2 46.9 27.5 0.912 1.094 0.394 0.656 
                                                        
9 All of the stated fuel CO2 contents are based on gross calorific values. 
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It needs to be stated that the DUKES data represents the UK’s data. The UK comprises of 
England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The dispatch data, however, represents 
the GB’s data where it consists of three countries: England, Wales and Scotland. This 
study neglects the difference between the UK and GB values as (a) the ratio of the installed 
capacity of Northern Ireland over the GB’s is small (4%), (b) the composition of the 
generation types of the Northern Ireland and the GB are similar to each other.  
Additionally, the DUKES document states the amount of gas without referring to the 
proportions used by the CCGT and OCGT. Therefore, it is not possible to calculate separate 
efficiencies for these generation types according to the DUKES data. Based on [99], this 
study simply assumes that the annual OCGT generation type’s efficiencies equal 0.6 times 
of those efficiencies which are calculated for the CCGT generation type.  
The emissions factors of the rest of the generation types are constant across the 
investigated period. This study assumes that the electricity generated by hydro, wind, and 
nuclear generation types result in no CO2 emissions. The biomass generation type is 
assumed to be a renewable source where this study only accounts for the CO2 emissions 
which occur due to the transportation of the biomass fuel. This value is taken from [88] 
and it equals 0.12 kgCO2/kWh. 
The emissions factor of the electricity imported from the IFA (France), and BritNed 
(Netherlands) have been assumed 0.053 and 0.474 kgCO2/kWh, respectively [88]. 
Additionally, the emissions factor of the electricity imported from both the Northern 
Ireland (via Moyle interconnector) and the Republic of Ireland (via East west 
interconnector) are assumed 0.45 kgCO2/kWh [100]. In the case of exporting electricity 
via interconnectors, the exported amount is considered as negative emissions; thus 
decreasing the total CO2 emissions.  
The emissions factors of the electricity supplied by the pumped storage generation type 
are calculated based on the convention proposed in [93]. The operational principle of 
pumped storage consists of daily charge and discharge cycles. During the charging phase, 
the plant consumes electricity to pump water to the higher elevation reservoir. During 
the discharge phase, the plant supplies electricity into the grid by the gravitational force 
of the water which is released from the higher elevation reservoir towards the lower one. 
Typically, the charge and discharge phases of the pumped storage plants occur during 
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times when the prices of the electricity in the wholesale market are relatively low and 
high, respectively.  
The method developed in [93] removes and adds CO2 emissions when the pumped 
storage generators is being charged and discharged, respectively. The emissions factors 
of the pumped storage during the charge state are the prevailing marginal emissions rate 
of the grid. This study follows the same calculation procedure which can be explained in 
the following steps:  
- Exclude pumped storage from the grid’s generation portfolio, 
- Re-calculate the net demand, 
- Filter the data to those half-hours in which the pumped storage is being charged, 
- Calculate the charging MEFs across the filtered data, 
- Average the charging MEFs based on calendar years, 
- Calculate the roundtrip efficiencies of the pumped storage generation type, 
- Calculate the discharging MEFs, 
- Calculate the grid’s MEFs with pumped storage values accounted in system’s net 
demand. 
The emissions factor of the added electricity (discharge phase) is calculated by dividing 
the charging MEFs over the average roundtrip efficiency of the pumped storage 
generation. The annual pumped storage efficiencies have been calculated from the 
dispatch data where the average and standard deviation are 0.75 ± 0.014. The results are 
shown in Table 4-2. The values in this table show that the charging MEFs of the pumped 
storage have remarkably reduced from 2009 to 2016. The reason for this is the 
displacement of coal-generated electricity with the CCGT-generated electricity over the 
marginal generation mix of the grid. The aspect of the GB’s grid will be discussed in the 
following section. 
Table 4-2 Averaged, yearly charging and discharging MEFs of the pumped storage 
0 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Charging 0.571 0.579 0.544 0.518 0.442 0.453 0.419 0.431 
Discharging 0.751 0.766 0.700 0.693 0.603 0.606 0.563 0.583 
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4.7. Results: Short-run MEFs 
Figure 4.3 represents the average MEFs of the GB’s grid for two intervals: 2009-2012 (red 
dots) and 2013-2016 (blue dots). The horizontal axis shows the half-hourly change in the 
grid’s net demand. This value varies from approximately -1.5 to 2.5 GWh/hh.  
 
Figure 4.3 Marginal emissions factor for the GB electricity system 
On the vertical axis, Figure 4.3 shows the half-hourly change in the grid’s CO2 emissions. 
This value is expressed in thousands of tonnes of CO2 emissions per half-hour and it 
ranges from -1.5 to 2 ktCO2/hh. As stated earlier, the MEF, for a half-hour, is the ratio of 
change in CO2 emissions over the change in net demand. The average values of the MEFs 
are calculated by linear regression of the half-hourly data points for each interval. The 
averaged values for the 2009-2012 and 2013-2016 intervals are represented with the 
slopes of the red and blue lines, respectively. 
Figure 4.3 suggests that the average MEF has significantly reduced between the stated 
intervals. The average MEF calculated for the former and latter intervals equals 0.643 and 
0.498kgCO2/kWh, respectively. These values suggest that grid’s emissions factor, on 
average, has reduce 0.145kgCO2/kWh. This study uses the R-squared value to assess how 
well the averaged MEF estimate represents the half-hourly values. The R-squared value, 
for both intervals, approximates to 0.92, which indicate a good level of fitness. To validate 
the calculated values, it is possible to compare the calculated value for the 2009-2012 
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period with the one reported in [92]. This paper calculated the average MEF of 
0.64 kgCO2 kWh⁄ , for the stated interval. In comparison to this study’s calculated value, 
this yields a relatively small error of 0.46%.  
As stated earlier, the MEF of the grid varies based on its net demand. This is because the 
variations in the grid’s net demand result in changing the costs of the generation types 
which are on the margin. Therefore, this study calculates the average MEFs for different 
bins of the grid’s net demand.  
4.7.1. Binned MEFs 
Unlike the averaged values shown in Figure 4.3, the total population of the half-hourly 
data were divided to intervals of the grid’s net demand. In total, the half-hourly net 
demands of the grid were divided to 17 bins. The first and last bins include the net 
demand smaller than 22 GW and greater than 52GW, respectively. The other bins are 
equal in size: 2 GW each. Figure 4.4 shows the binned and averaged MEFs for the stated 
bins and intervals. This figure consists of two sets of bars. The bars on the left side 
represent the binned and averaged MEF values from 2009 to 2012, and the bars on the 
right sides represent those values from 2013 to 2016. The binned values are shown with 
discrete bars and the averaged values are indicated with continuous line. The averaged 
MEFs were reported in Figure 4.3. For both of the intervals, Figure 4.4 shows that the 
highest emissions factors associate with the electricity supplied for intermediate values 
of the grid’s net demand bins. 
For the former interval, the highest binned MEF is 0.683kgCO2/kWh which occurs for the 
34-36 GW bin. This value is 0.52kgCO2/kWh for the latter interval when the grid’s net 
demand is between 28 and 30 GWs. For both intervals, the lowest binned MEFs are 
achieved for the highest net demand bin (>52 GW). These values are 0.486 and 0.391 
kgCO2/kWh, for the former and latter intervals, respectively.  
Figure 4.4 suggests differences between the binned MEFs and the averaged MEFs. For the 
intermediate net demand values, the averaged MEF underestimates, and for low and high 
net demand values vice versa. For the former and latter intervals, the highest 
underestimations of the averaged MEF are 0.04 and 0.022 kgCO2/kWh smaller than the 
binned values, respectively. For the former and latter intervals, the highest 
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overestimations of the averaged MEFs are 0.157 and 0.106 kgCO2/kWh greater than the 
binned values, respectively.  
 
Figure 4.4 Binned vs. averaged marginal emissions factors 
Table 4-3 lists the calculated binned MEF values on yearly basis. Additionally, Table 4-4 
lists the counts for each net demand bin and Table 4-5 lists the corresponding R-squared 
values. With the purpose of visual aid, the values in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 are coloured 
such that highest and lowest values are indicated with red and blue slots, respectively.  
Table 4-3 Binned marginal emissions factors of the GB’s grid 
Net demand 
bins (GW) 
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
<22 0.409 0.572 0.539 0.661 0.609 0.461 0.433 0.338 
22-24 0.525 0.610 0.594 0.695 0.600 0.512 0.455 0.384 
24-26 0.591 0.646 0.615 0.652 0.562 0.542 0.496 0.413 
26-28 0.632 0.653 0.623 0.624 0.535 0.555 0.518 0.435 
28-30 0.677 0.674 0.632 0.612 0.540 0.546 0.523 0.459 
30-32 0.699 0.696 0.654 0.609 0.529 0.544 0.537 0.467 
32-34 0.741 0.718 0.661 0.594 0.505 0.537 0.533 0.483 
34-36 0.767 0.724 0.663 0.578 0.494 0.511 0.536 0.496 
36-38 0.748 0.709 0.643 0.556 0.483 0.482 0.521 0.520 
38-40 0.743 0.701 0.632 0.535 0.471 0.459 0.518 0.514 
40-42 0.714 0.673 0.604 0.526 0.450 0.455 0.490 0.517 
42-44 0.696 0.661 0.579 0.521 0.431 0.444 0.471 0.547 
44-46 0.688 0.659 0.563 0.483 0.410 0.426 0.445 0.541 
46-48 0.656 0.624 0.519 0.475 0.405 0.436 0.416 0.540 
48-50 0.622 0.578 0.497 0.473 0.415 0.444 0.399 0.473 
50-52 0.566 0.547 0.505 0.491 0.404 0.474 0.449 0.505 
>52 0.516 0.476 0.488 0.446 0.391  0.462  
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Table 4-4 Counts of half-hours per net demand bin per year 
Net demand 
 bins (GWs) 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
<22 161 211 200 264 367 606 1160 1515 
22-24 844 833 1072 890 1084 1355 1431 1266 
24-26 1139 990 1246 940 1082 1228 1320 1436 
26-28 1009 931 912 1196 883 1142 1354 1692 
28-30 843 786 916 1151 1132 1533 1591 1757 
30-32 1182 1055 1282 1425 1669 1652 1495 1785 
32-34 1631 1498 1718 1536 1471 1308 2121 1937 
34-36 1494 1609 1487 1306 1327 1714 1893 1558 
36-38 1325 1419 1195 1661 1976 2261 1483 1119 
38-40 1680 1879 2471 2083 2116 1424 1056 1042 
40-42 2165 1967 1494 1496 928 979 849 887 
42-44 1183 1052 979 1235 831 830 684 676 
44-46 827 706 805 887 1030 770 472 468 
46-48 638 685 734 561 638 377 354 309 
48-50 590 615 499 409 485 225 180 100 
50-52 447 544 292 325 384 116 68 21 
>52 362 740 218 203 117 -- 9 -- 
Average (GWs) 36.4 37.0 35.7 35.7 35.3 33.6 32.3 31.6 
Maximum (GWs) 59.2 59.7 55.6 56.4 56.1 51.5 52.7 51.5 
Table 4-5 R-squared values of the binned marginal emissions factors 
Net demand 
bins (GW) 
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
<22 0.75 0.83 0.89 0.79 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.84 
22-24 0.85 0.85 0.88 0.83 0.83 0.90 0.89 0.90 
24-26 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.90 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.92 
26-28 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.93 
28-30 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.93 
30-32 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.94 
32-34 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.93 
34-36 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.93 
36-38 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.93 
38-40 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 
40-42 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.92 0.87 
42-44 0.93 0.94 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.89 
44-46 0.94 0.93 0.90 0.88 0.91 0.93 0.90 0.89 
46-48 0.92 0.92 0.87 0.91 0.93 0.95 0.90 0.86 
48-50 0.90 0.86 0.84 0.91 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.74 
50-52 0.86 0.85 0.83 0.92 0.87 0.79 0.90 0.88 
>52 0.82 0.77 0.79 0.87 0.87  0.64  
The values in Table 4-3 suggest that the binned MEF values change on yearly basis. From 
2009 to 2012, the high values of the binned MEFs shift from intermediate net demand 
bins towards the low net demand bins. The opposite trend occurs between 2013 and 
2016.  Furthermore, the values in Table 4-4 indicate that the counts of half-hour slots 
where the grid’s net demand is low has increased during the investigated years. The 
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opposite trend can be observed on the other side of the net demand spectrum where 
there are no half-hours in which the grid’s net demand was higher than 52 GWs in 2014 
and 2016. 
The main reason for the reduction in the grid’s net demand is the large-scale introduction 
of the embedded generation. The outputs of the embedded generation incur as negative 
demand over the grid’s net demand. Due to this reduction, the average and maximum net 
demands of the grid have reduced 4.8 and 7.7 GWs, respectively. Furthermore, the 
reductions in the grid’s net demand impact the yearly distributions of the binned MEF 
values. After 2012, the reduction in the grid’s net demand resulted in shifting the high 
values of binned MEFs from low bins towards the high bins. 
Table 4-5 represents the R-squared values for each net demand bin and each calendar 
year. Generally, these values show good levels of fitness, where only few values (shown 
in bold) are less than 0.8. The impact of low R-squared on the overall accuracy of the 
binned MEFs is low as these values correspond to bins with relatively small number of 
count.  
In general, the values in the previous tables reveal that the MEF of the GB’s grid have 
reduced during the investigated interval. Historically coal and/or gas generation types 
have been on the margin of meeting the GB’s grid [101]. By and large, the decarbonisation 
of the MEF of the GB’s grid associates with the shift of marginal generation from the coal 
to the CCGT generation types [88]. In the following section, this study calculates the share 
of each generation type over the marginal generation mix of the grid. 
4.7.2. Shares of Plants on the Margin Generation 
This study calculates the share of a generation type in the marginal generation mix by 
regressing the half-hourly change in its output over the half-hourly change in grid’s total 
generation. Here, the term total generation refers to the sum of all generation types 
without deducting the charged and exported electricity. Unlike the previous analysis, the 
denominator of the regression of the marginal generation is the change in grid’s total 
generation; rather than change in its net demand. This is a necessary measure to 
circumvent double counting of the change in generation. As stated earlier, the ELEXON 
data indicate the charged electricity into the pumped storage and the exported electricity 
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in negative values. This study added CO2 emissions for discharged/imported electricity 
and removed CO2 emissions for charged/exported electricity. In this way, the total CO2 
emissions of the system would not be double counted. 
If the regression of marginal generation is done with the negative values, then change in 
pumped storage and exported electricity would be counted twice. In the case of pumped 
storage, the change in marginal generation would be accounted during the charge and 
discharge phases; in case of the exported electricity, the change in the generation type 
would be counted when it is generated by generation types other than interconnectors. 
To avoid this double counting, this study regress the shares of the generation based on 
the grid’s total generation.  
Based on the stated method, Figure 4.5 shows the shares of the generation types in the 
electricity delivered by the marginal generation mix of the GB’s grid. The figure consists 
of two independent sets of bar.  
 
Figure 4.5 Shares of generation types in the marginal generation mix 
The bars on the left and right sides of the figure represent the values for the 2009-2012 
and 2013-2016 intervals, respectively. Additionally, the vertical axis on the right side 
represents the binned MEF values which were shown earlier in Figure 4.4. The shares of 
the pumped storage in the marginal generation mix were proportioned to those plant 
types which charged it in the first place. Besides that, Figure 4.5 uses the terms IFA to 
represent the electricity imported from the French interconnector and INT+ to represent 
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the sum of the other interconnectors. Additionally, the outputs of the oil and OCGT 
generation types are summed under the peaking category. 
For the 2013-2016 intervals, a direct correlation between the share of CCGT and the 
grid’s net demand can be observed. Additionally, the values shown in the figure above 
further indicate that the shares of coal-generated electricity have remarkably reduced for 
all demand bins. For the former and latter intervals, the weighted averages of the CCGT-
generated electricity in the marginal generation mix are 44.2 and 67.9%, respectively. 
Conversely, the averages of the coal-generated electricity were 50.4 to 24.6%, for 2009-
2012 and 2013-2016 intervals, respectively. 
The reduction of the coal-generated electricity in the marginal generation mix is 
consistent with the decreasing installed capacity of the coal plants in the GB [101]. Due 
to its limited installed capacity, the share of coal-generated electricity reduces for larger 
net demand bins in the 2013-2016 intervals. It is likely that the coal plants are operating 
for high net demand bins; however, they are not on the margin of meeting the grid’s net 
demand. The same rationale can be used to explain the low shares of the nuclear- , 
biomass- , and wind-generated electricity in the marginal mix. In comparison to mid-
merit plants such as coal and CCGT, these generation types have lower marginal costs due 
to factors such as low fuel costs and financial incentives. Therefore, it is unlikely that the 
outputs of these plants would significantly contribute to the marginal generation mix. 
Besides the decreasing shares of marginal coal generation, the shares of IFA-generated 
and hydro-generated constitute larger fractions of the marginal generations, for low and 
high net demand bins. This results in decreasing the MEF values for these bins as hydro 
generation results in no CO2 emissions and IFA delivers electricity with relatively low 
emissions factor – 0.053 kgCO2 kWh⁄ .  
This study assumed the emissions factors of the interconnectors to be the AEF of the 
country from which the electricity was generated at. Due to this, the large installed 
capacity of nuclear plants in France reduces the emissions factor of the IFA 
interconnector. This assumption is likely to be wrong as the electricity imported from the 
interconnectors corresponds to electricity generated by the marginal generation of the 
grid at the originating country. This study justifies the adopted simplification, as the 
impact of the imported electricity over the marginal generation mix is limited. Between 
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2013 and 2016, only 3.4% of the electricity delivered by the marginal generation mix was 
imported. This, however, is subject to change as it is expected that the installed capacities 
and energy exchange of the interconnectors’ in the GB will significantly increase in the 
future [102].  
4.8. Long-run MEFs 
This study imports the long-run MEFs which were developed in [92], to assess the 
lifetime CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems.  
Hawkes calculated the yearly, long-run marginal emissions factors for two scenarios [92]. 
In the first scenario, he assumed that GB’s electricity system operates at the presence of 
the CO2 tax. The tax price is set to increase across the investigated timeframe: from 2010 
to 2050. In the second scenario, he assumed no CO2 taxes; however, the CO2 emissions of 
the marginal generation of the grid are constrained to certain annual values. The annual 
constraint values were calculated by linear interpolation of grid’s emissions factor in 
2010 and 2050. While, he calculated 2010 values based on historic data, he assumes that 
the long-run marginal emissions factor equates zero by 2050.  
Figure 4.6 plots yearly long-run MEFs calculated in Hawke’s paper [92]. It is shown that 
emissions factors, for both of the CO2 scenarios, are equal in 2016.  
 
Figure 4.6 Long-run marginal emissions factor of GB’s electricity grid [92] 
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This is the reference year and this study uses the calculated short-run MEF values for the 
stated year.  Additionally, Figure 4.6 indicates an interval which spans over 15 years. This 
duration corresponds to the maximum possible lifetime of cogeneration systems 
assumed in this study (equation 3.41). Figure 4.6 suggests that higher long-run MEF 
values for the CO2 taxed scenario. Hawkes explains this as the impact of low CO2 tax prices 
during the initial years of the investigated period. This is explained as the low CO2 tax 
price lead to commissioning of power plants with higher CO2 intensity. In case of 
constrained scenario, he explained that once the annual CO2 constraint is reached, the 
MEF for that year becomes zero. This made emissions factors of the constrained scenario 
lower than the taxed scenario. 
4.9. Chapter Conclusion 
The marginal generation mix of the grid consists of power plants which are at the margin 
of meeting its net demand. These generators are at the frontline of adopting changes due 
to the introduction of an intervention – such as the cogeneration system. Hence, in order 
to calculate the CO2 savings of the cogeneration system, it is crucial to establish an 
understanding of the emissions factors of the marginal generators.  
The response of the generators to the changes in the grid’s net demand is an economic 
and operational matter. It is an economic matter as the marginal cost of the generator 
needs to be lower than the price of the electricity in market, so that it would operate 
profitably. It is an operational matter as the generator needs to have the appropriate 
features (e.g. ramp rate, start-up time) to be able to meet the change in demand. These 
factors affect the dispatch behaviour of an individual generator and consequently the 
marginal generation mix at the grid’s level.  
Considering the overall aim of this study, a retrospective analysis of the marginal 
emissions factor has been accomplished. For this, the dispatch data of the GB from 2009 
to 2016 had been collated. It was found that average marginal emissions factor of the GB’s 
grid, for 2009-2012 and 2013-2016 intervals, to be equal to 0.643 kgCO2 kWh⁄  and 
0.498 kgCO2 kWh⁄ , respectively. This would yield a 0.145 kgCO2/kWh reduction between 
the average values of these intervals. The reason for this reduction is the decreasing 
shares of coal-generated electricity from the marginal generation mix. This was shown 
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by calculating the shares of the major generation types in the electricity delivered by the 
marginal generation mix. In addition to this, it was verified that the short-run marginal 
emissions factor of the grid varies based on system’s net demand. It has been verified that 
in terms of the decarbonisation of the marginal generation mix, the most significant 
driver is the reduction in the coal-generated electricity.  
The decarbonisation trend which occurs at the margin of the GB’s grid is likely to impact 
the CO2 savings from a demand-side intervention such as the cogeneration systems. The 
considered CHP units in this study are all powered by natural gas. This means that these 
units emit CO2, regardless of their operating efficiencies. Additionally, the electricity 
efficiencies of the CHP units are significantly lower than the efficiencies of the large-scale 
CCGT plants. Considering these factors, it is of particular interest of this study to assess 
the extents to which the cogeneration systems are capable of reducing the CO2 emissions 
on the short- and long-runs.  
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5. Results and Discussions 
5.1. Overview 
The aim of this study is to assess the cost and CO2 savings of small-scale cogeneration 
systems in newly-constructed apartments. To achieve the stated aim, this study set three 
tasks. Firstly, the demand profiles of new-built apartment blocks were simulated in 
Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the outputs of the cogeneration systems were modelled. In 
Chapter 4, the marginal emissions factors of the GB’s grid were calculated.  
This chapter compiles the results of the previous chapters to output the main findings of 
this study. In broad terms, the content of this chapter is about assessing either the cost or 
the CO2 emissions savings of the cogeneration systems relative to conventional systems. 
Initially, the correlations between CHPs’ operating periods with features of apartment 
blocks are presented. The following section is about the cost assessment of cogeneration 
systems. This assessment is accomplished by two types of analyses, namely, payback 
period and tolerable capital cost. The final section of cost analysis evaluates the impacts 
of export rates and operating strategy over system’s savings.  
After this point onwards, this Chapter is mainly about CO2 savings of the cogeneration 
systems. Given the expected decarbonisation of the GB’s grid, the CO2 assessments of 
cogeneration systems are accomplished for short- and long-run timeframes. For each 
timeframe, the absolute and relative amounts of CO2 savings are reported. Additionally, 
the short- and long-run CO2 intensities of displaced electricity for each one of the 
cogeneration system is reported. Besides these, the historic CO2 intensity of displaced 
electricity and the CO2-neutralisation thresholds are calculated for cogeneration systems. 
After this, the long-run CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems are calculated. The final 
section summarises the key findings of this study. 
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5.2. Correlation of the Energy Demand & 
Operating Period 
In Chapter 3, it was shown that the operating period of a CHP unit increase only at the 
presence of sufficient heat demand. In addition to this, it was stated that the cost and CO2 
savings of cogeneration systems mainly increase when they operate for longer periods. 
Given these notes, Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b plot the annual heat demands of 
apartments blocks based on the operating periods of FTL-operated and FEL-operated 
cogeneration systems, respectively. In these figures, each dot correlates the annual heat 
demand of an apartment block with the operating period of a cogeneration system.  
  
(a) FTL (b)FEL 
Figure 5.1Correlating annual heat demands with operating periods 
For a given site, figures above show variations in the operating periods of different sizes 
of the cogeneration systems. For instance, the FTL-operated 6 kWe and 20 kWe units 
operate for 7969 and 5078 hours/year, for the site with the largest heat demand, 
respectively. This is because the heat outputs of the larger CHP units fill the TES unit 
quicker, in comparison to smaller ones. This results in shorter operational durations for 
larger cogeneration systems.   
Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b suggest similar trends across all of the cogeneration systems. 
The operating period, of any system, linearly increases up to approximately 4000 
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hours/years. After reaching this duration, the step-change in operating period of the CHP 
unit reduces, for a given increment in the heat load. For instance, the operating period of 
the FTL-operated, 6 kWe system increases nearly 2000 hours/year, when site’s heat load 
increases from 25 to 50 MWh/year. For the 50-75 MWh/year, the operating period of the 
stated unit increases just around 1250 hours/year.  
The initial linear trends explain the effective contribution of load diversification over 
CHPs’ operation. As explained in Chapter 2, this occurs because the overall heat demand 
of an apartment block is aggregated from the dwellings it contains.  The occupants who 
live in these dwellings have different occupancy patterns and energy consumption 
preferences. Due to these variations, the heat load of an apartment block diversifies over 
time. This is beneficial for a CHP unit as it can operate for longer periods. 
The domestic heat demands tend to aggregate over certain periods rather than 
diversifying, after certain levels of temporal diversifications. In other words, the time-
coincidence of heat load increases for larger sites. Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b show the 
impact of time-coincident loads as the reduction in the slopes of curves.  This is 
disadvantageous for the CHP units because they tend to be already operating during the 
peak periods. Therefore, the increasing heat loads of the apartment do not translate into 
longer operating periods. 
For a given site, the FEL-operated cogeneration system operates for longer durations as 
this strategy modulates CHPs’ outputs. Due to this, the FEL strategy results in less 
cogenerated heat; uses less TES capacity to operate; therefore, it extends the operating 
period.  
Figure 5.2 plots the operating periods of FTL- and FEL-operated cogeneration systems 
based on the normalised heat loads. The horizontal axis normalises the annual heat 
demands of the apartment blocks based on the CHP’s unit capacity. Due to the 
normalisation of heat demands, the differences between sizes of the CHP units are smaller 
compared to earlier figures.  
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of operating strategies based on normalised heat demands 
Figure 5.2 shows that the differences in operating periods between strategies are larger 
for sites with smaller heat loads. For cases with annual heat loads less than 10 
MWh/year/kWe, the difference in operating periods between strategies averages to 
565.7190.2 hours/year. For cases with larger heat loads, the differences between 
operating strategies average to 183106.5 hours/year. This study uses the term case to 
refer to a unique combination of an apartment block and a cogeneration system. 
The reason for differences in the operating periods driven by the CHP’s operating 
strategies relates to the methodology which was used to simulate the demand profiles. 
The demand simulation procedure derived the domestic demand services by either direct 
or indirect uses of a dwelling’s floor area. When site’s heat load is low, therefore, its 
electrical load is low as well. On the supply side, the FEL strategy reduces the load factor 
of a CHP unit when sufficient electrical demand is not present. For small sites, the FEL 
strategy operates the CHP unit with lower load factors; use less TES capacity; and extends 
the operating periods. The opposite effect occurs for larger sites, where the electrical 
demand is high enough to correspond to high load factors.  
Figure 5.3 correlates the operating periods of discussed cogeneration systems with the 
floor areas of the apartment blocks and the number of occupants. The vertical axis on the 
left normalises the total floor area of apartment blocks based on the CHP’s unit capacity. 
The vertical axis on the right does the same with the number of occupants living in a given 
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apartment block. The curves in Figure 5.3 include all of the possible combinations of the 
cogeneration systems and the apartment blocks. On average, the operating period of CHP 
units reduces 19060.5 hours/year, by switching from a lower to higher level of 
insulation. Furthermore, the operating period of the CHP units increase, on average, 
27072 hours/year, by making the dwellings of an apartment blocks 10 m2 larger. These 
values suggest that the operating period of the CHP units increase for less insulated 
apartment blocks which contain larger dwellings. Considering the broad range of 
variation shown in figure below, this study correlated specific apartment blocks with the 
operating periods of the cogeneration systems. These correlations can be described in 
appendix. 
 
Figure 5.3 Floor area and number of occupants based on operating period 
The operating period of a CHP unit is an important factor in the determination of the 
system’s cost and CO2 savings. When a CHP unit operates for longer periods, it can cover 
larger fractions of site’s load. The earlier figures in this chapter showed that a site’s heat 
load determines the operating period of a CHP unit. In terms of cost and short-run CO2 
emissions, however, the savings of a cogeneration system is mainly determined by the 
amount of electricity it displaces. This aspect of CHPs’ outputs will be discussed in section 
5.4.  
Considering the importance cogenerated electricity, Figure 5.4a and Figure 5.4b show the 
imported and self-consumed fractions of the electricity for all cogeneration systems, 
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respectively. This study calculates the imported ratio for a given case, by dividing the 
annual sum of imported electricity over its electrical demand. Furthermore, the self-
consumed fraction is calculated based on dividing the sum of cogenerated electricity 
consumed on-site over total electrical output of the CHP unit.  
  
(a) Imported (b) Self-consumed 
Figure 5.4 Fractions of electricity demand & supply 
Figure 5.4a suggests that the lowest imported ratios occur for cases, with operating 
periods between 4000 and 5000 hours/year. For cases with operating periods less than 
the stated interval, major fractions of cogenerated electricity are exported. Figure 5.4b 
shows that the ratios of self-consumption increases with higher operating periods. In 
terms of cost savings, it is important to achieve high self-consumption rates, given low 
economic potential of high export cases. In terms of CO2 savings, it is important to size 
the CHP unit such that it can displace significant fractions of CO2 emissions.  
Furthermore, Figure 5.4b shows that FEL-operated CHP units achieve higher self-
consumption ratios, when compared to their FTL counterparts. This implies that FEL 
strategy may economically outperform FTL strategy, given the right conditions. This 
aspect of cogeneration systems and the impact of export rates are further discussed in 
section 5.3.3. 
The increasing trends of the imported ratios post 4000-5000 hours/year, indicated in 
Figure 5.4a, suggest that the proportion of the displaced electricity relative to the overall 
electric demand reduce for larger apartment blocks. This relationship gains importance 
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when the relative CO2 savings of cogeneration systems are assessed – further discussed 
in 5.4.1.  
5.3. Cost Savings 
5.3.1. Payback Analysis 
This study assesses the economic performances of the cogeneration systems with two 
metrics: payback analysis and tolerable capital costs. The outcome of both of these 
metrics are analysed for different discount rates. Figure 5.5a to Figure 5.5d show payback 
periods of the FTL-operated cogeneration systems, based on the operating periods of the 
CHP units.  
  
(a) 0% (b) 3% 
  
(c) 6% (d) 9% 
Figure 5.5 Payback periods 
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Each figure consists of four coloured sub-sets where each colour represents a 
cogeneration system with a different size of the CHP unit. The cost coefficient of 
electricity exportation is 30% of the import rate. The yearly import values are based on 
values shown in Figure 3.9. The differences in cost savings, driven by operating strategies, 
become more profound for either higher or lower export rates (further discussed in 
section 5.3.3). The legends of these figures identify cogeneration systems based on the 
size of the CHP unit. However, the payback values are calculated based on the capital cost 
of cogeneration system; rather than the CHP unit. The capital costs of the cogeneration 
systems are calculated based on equation 3.39. Besides coloured sub-sets, there is a 
continuous line, Figure 5.5a to Figure 5.5d, which represents the upper limit of given 
system’s lifetime. This value is calculated based on 3.41. 
Figure 5.5a to Figure 5.5d mutually suggest that payback periods reduce when the CHP 
units operate for longer durations. The longer operating periods translate into higher 
cash flows; hence, shorter payback periods. Another outcome from these figures is that 
larger cogeneration systems economically outperform the smaller ones. This is mainly 
because of the higher specific capital costs of smaller CHP units; relative to larger ones. 
Based on equation 3.41, the specific capital costs of the smallest and largest cogeneration 
systems are £3680/kWe and £1760/kWe, respectively. In fact, the specific capital cost of 
the smallest cogeneration system is so high that it is infeasible for all of the cases with 9% 
discount rates. 
One possible explanation for higher specific capital costs of the smaller CHPs is that these 
units are often more expensive to assemble. Another reason relates to the fact that the 
investigated sizes of the CHP units are assembled by the same manufacturers. It is 
possible that the smaller units are used for baseload operation where their economic 
feasibilities are strengthened by long operating durations. The remaining fractions of the 
site’s load are covered by larger and cheaper CHP units. This observation highlights the 
importance of analysing the savings of cogeneration systems which consists of multiple 
CHP units. 
Figure 5.5a to Figure 5.5d suggest that the value of discount rate has substantial impact 
over the lifetime savings of the cogeneration systems. The shortest payback periods are 
achieved for zero discount rate (Figure 5.5a). When discount rate equals zero, the cash 
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flow for a given year in future, is not discounted. Conversely, when the discount rate is 
higher than zero, the cost savings are discounted with reference to the beginning of the 
project.  
For further clarity, Figure 5.6a and Figure 5.6b show the yearly cost savings of a 
cogeneration system. Each figure represents the yearly savings of the same cogeneration 
system: 9 kWe and FTL-operated.  
 
(a)Low duration case: 4200 hours/year 
 
(b) High duration case: 7200 hours/year 
Figure 5.6 Demonstrating the impact of discount rate over cost savings 
The difference between these figures is the operating period of the CHP unit: low duration 
case with 4200 hours/year and high duration case with 7200 hours/year. To show the 
impact of discount rate, each figure consists of two sets of bars, where blue and red bars 
represents system’s savings for 0% and 9% discount rates, respectively. Each 
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combination of case and discount rate consists of investment and surplus fractions.  The 
sum of investment bars corresponds to the amount of cash required for the system’s 
payback. The payback periods are 6.8 and 10.5, for low duration case with 0% and 9% 
discount rates, respectively. These values are 3.8 and 4.8 years for the high duration case. 
After payback, the surplus amounts continue until the end of system’s lifetime. 
For both cases, the yearly cost savings increase in time for the 0% discount rate. This is 
due to the increasing difference between the price of imported natural gas and electricity 
(shown in Figure 3.9). Conversely, the amount of savings decrease in time for the 9% 
discount rate. This is because the difference between importing natural gas and 
electricity is superseded by the discounted amount. 
Figure 5.6a and Figure 5.6b suggest that the impact of higher discount rate differs based 
on the CHP’s operating period. For the 0% discount rate, the lifetime savings for the low 
and high duration cases are £42,600 and £44,200, respectively. For 9% discount rates, 
these values are £25,890 and £32,370. The lifetime savings of the low and high duration 
cases, therefore, reduce £16,710 and £11,830, by different discount rates. These values 
suggest that the discounting impact is stronger over the cogeneration systems with lower 
operating periods. This is because the discounted amount increases relative to the 
reference year. Considering the assumed lifetime limits, the low and high duration cases 
reach the ends of their lifetime after 10.7 and 6.1 years of operation, respectively. Due to 
its longer lifetime, the cost savings of the low duration case is further discounted, in 
comparison to high duration case.  
A shortcoming of the payback analysis is its dependence on the input capital cost. This 
aspect of payback analysis can be problematic as the capital costs of the cogeneration 
systems are subject to change based on the manufacturers, location, and taxations. If 
system’s capital cost significantly deviates from those assumed in this study, the output 
of the payback analysis would become unreliable. This study addresses these issues by 
using an economic metric which is not affected by the assumed capital cost. This metric 
is tolerable capital cost.  
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5.3.2. Tolerable Capital Cost Analysis 
Figure 5.7a to Figure 5.7d show the tolerable capital costs of the FTL-operated 
cogeneration systems. The vertical axes on these figures normalise the tolerable capital 
costs based on the CHPs’ unit capacity. Similar to payback figures, each one of the shown 
figures associates with a specific discount rate. Additionally, the tolerable capital costs 
are calculated assuming an export coefficient of 30%.  
  
(a) 0% (b) 3% 
  
(c) 6% (d) 9% 
Figure 5.7 Tolerable capital costs 
The tolerable capital cost analysis includes all of the cases with positive savings10 where 
lower savings lead to lower tolerable costs. This is in contrast with the payback analyses 
                                                        
10 There were some cases with negative savings due to excessive TES losses. These cases only occurred for 
very low operating period - <1000 hours/year. 
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where a case is considered infeasible, if its lifetime income is lower than its input capital 
cost.  
Figure 5.7a to Figure 5.7d show similar trends where the tolerable capital costs of the 
cogeneration systems increase for cases in which the CHP unit operate for longer periods. 
These curves have positive slopes up to nearly 3000 hours/year. After this point, the 
tolerable capital costs gradually converge to their maximal values. The reason for the 
converging trend is that the assumed engine lifetime (45000 hours) fits into system’s 
lifetime (15 years). Therefore, all of the cases with the operating periods longer than 3000 
hours/year reaches 45000 hours of operation in their lifetime.  
Figure 5.7a to Figure 5.7d indicate the effects of higher discount rates over the tolerable 
capital costs. The maximum tolerable capital costs reduce significantly with higher 
discount rates. This is due to the discounting procedure which affects system’s lifetime 
savings. For higher discount rates, the figures above indicate that the convergences to 
maximum tolerable capital costs require longer operating periods. As explained earlier, 
the discounting impact is more profound for those cases in which the CHP unit is 
operating for shorter periods.  
5.3.2.1. Dwelling Floor Area & Number of flats 
This study uses self-consumption ratios to demonstrate the impacts of the dwelling and 
apartment sizes on the economic potential of the cogeneration systems. As stated earlier, 
this ratio refers to the amount of cogenerated electricity which is consumed on-site. 
Figure 5.8a plots the self-consumption ratios for the apartment blocks which contains 35 
m2 dwellings. In Chapter 2, it was stated that the floor areas of the dwellings were altered 
between 35 m2 and 75 m2. In order to show the impact of larger dwellings, Figure 5.8b 
plots the averaged increase in the self-consumption ratio which occurs by enlarging 
dwelling floor areas 10 m2.  
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(a) Apartment blocks with 35 m2 dwellings 
 
(b)Averaged increase in self-consumption per +10 m2 increment in dwelling floor area 
Figure 5.8 Self-consumption ratios of apartment blocks 
Let us take an example for further clarification. The chosen example is shown with arrows 
in the above figures. Figure 5.8a shows that the self-consumption ratio of the 20 kWe unit, 
for an apartment block with 48x 35 m2 dwellings equals 0.58. Figure 5.8b shows that the 
average increment for the same combination of the CHP unit and the apartment block is 
0.07. This means the self-consumption of the CHP unit for the 48x45m2 equals 0.65, for 
48x55m2 equals 0.72 and so on and so forth. 
Figure 5.8a shows that the ratio of self-consumed cogenerated, electricity increases for 
the apartment blocks which contain more dwellings. Due to its relatively small generation 
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capacity, the 6 kWe unit reaches higher self-consumption ratios for smaller number of 
dwellings. Figure 5.8b shows that larger dwelling floor area significantly increases the 
ratio of self-consumption, particularly for apartment blocks with fewer dwellings.  
In the absence of high export rates, the economic case of the cogeneration systems will 
improve for applications in which CHPs’ self-consumption ratios are higher. For 
apartment applications, the self-consumption ratios increase for blocks with more and 
larger dwellings. In order to verify this statement, Figure 5.9 plots the tolerable capital 
costs of the cogeneration systems based on CHPs’ ratios of self-consumptions. The values 
in this figure include all of the apartment blocks which were shown in Figure 5.8a and 
Figure 5.8b. The tolerable capital costs are calculated based on 6% discount rate.  
 
Figure 5.9 Tolerable capital costs based on the ratio of self-consumption 
5.3.2.2. Insulation level 
Figure 5.10a and Figure 5.10b are used to indicate the impact of the insulation levels of 
the apartment blocks over the economic potential of the FTL-operated cogeneration 
systems. For all of these figures, the horizontal axes normalises the total floor area of the 
apartment blocks11 based on the unit capacity of the CHP units.  
                                                        
11 The floor area of the apartment block is the product of the number of dwellings (𝑁𝑑𝑤) and dwelling floor 
area (𝐴𝑑𝑤). 
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(a) Tolerable capital costs for sites with highest insulation level (A3) 
 
(b) Averaged increase in tolerable capital costs for lower insulation levels (A2, A1) 
Figure 5.10 Demonstrating the impact of insulation levels 
Figure 5.10a only shows the tolerable capital costs for the apartment blocks with the 
highest level of insulation. This study uses the terms A1, A2, A3 to refer to the low, 
medium and high insulation levels. The details of these insulation levels are explained in 
section 2.5.7.3.  
Figure 5.10b shows the economic impacts of the apartment blocks with lower insulation 
levels. This figure plots the average difference in tolerable capital cost of each apartment 
block with different insulation levels. For instance, the tolerable capital cost of the 
cogeneration system with 20 kWe, for a site with floor area of 98m2/kWe, insulated at the 
A1, A2, and A3 levels are £2,249/kWe, £2,073/kWe and £1,854/kWe, respectively. In other 
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words, this case can tolerate an additional ~ £200/kWe, for every decrement in the site’s 
insulation level. Therefore, Figure 5.10b suggests that the level of insulation and the 
economic potential of the cogeneration systems are indirectly correlated.  
5.3.3. Operating Strategy & Export Rates 
In a nutshell, the difference in the cost savings of FTL- and FEL-operated cogeneration 
systems depends on the export rate and amount of exported electricity. If favourable 
export rates are present, it is beneficial to operate the CHP unit under the FTL strategy. 
This strategy operates the unit at maximum load factor; hence, it leads to efficient 
cogeneration process. Conversely, the FEL strategy modulates the outputs of the CHP unit, 
for low electrical demand values. The FEL strategy extends the operating period of CHP 
unit, reduces the number of start-up events, use less storage resources, and export less 
electricity. These advantages come at the price of lower electrical efficiencies. So far this 
study has separated the FTL and FEL strategies based on their operational parameters 
such as those stated above. Besides these, it is important to assess how an operating 
strategy affects the system’s cost and CO2 savings (discussed in 5.4). 
Figure 5.11a and Figure 5.11b show the tolerable capital costs of a cogeneration system 
operated under FTL and FEL strategies, respectively. Each figure calculates the tolerable 
costs for three export coefficients. As explained in Chapter 3, this study calculates the 
export rate by multiplying the import rate with an export coefficient. Then, the export 
revenue is calculated by multiplying the exported electricity with the export rate. For 
simplification purposes, the indicated values are for the cogeneration system with 15 kWe 
CHP unit. Additionally, the tolerable capital costs of all cases are calculated based on 6% 
discount rate. 
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(a) FTL (b) FEL 
Figure 5.11 Tolerable capital costs of a cogeneration systems for different export rates 
As expected, higher export rates achieve higher tolerable capital costs. Figure 5.11a 
shows that when export coefficient equals 0.5, the tolerable capital cost peaks at 
approximately 3000 hours/years. At this point, the lifetime duration of the cogeneration 
system equals its maximum value. In terms of export revenues, this enables the 
cogeneration system to benefit from higher export rates which occur during the latter 
years of its lifetime. After this point, this curve stays relatively horizontal until the longest 
operating period. 
Figure 5.11b, on the contrary, shows that the positive economic impact of higher export 
rates occurs to lesser extent, for the FEL-operated cogeneration systems. This is because 
FEL strategy reduces its electrical output, when sufficient electrical demand is not 
present. This results in reducing the exported amount. Due to this, the FEL-operated 
systems do not benefit from high export rates.  
The figures above are unsuitable to assess the impact of operating strategies across 
various sites. This is because these figures are plotted based on the annual operating 
hours. For the same site, the annual operating period of a CHP unit varies based on its 
operating strategy. To compare the operating strategies site by site, Figure 5.12 plots the 
difference in exported electrical energy between FTL and FEL strategies based on the 
normalised heat demand. The vertical axis on the left normalises the differences in 
exported electrical energy between FTL and FEL strategies, for each site. For example, a 
value of one shows that a cogeneration system for an apartment block exports 1 
MWh/year/kWe more if they are operated under the FTL strategy.  
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Figure 5.12 Difference in exported quantities between operation strategies 
Furthermore, the vertical axis on the right represents the export ratios of the FTL- and 
FEL-operated cogeneration systems. These values are calculated by dividing the exported 
quantity over the total cogenerated electricity. 
The difference in the amount of exported electricity between strategies peaks to 1.1 
MWh/year/kWe, for the apartment block with the heat load of 6.18 MWh/year/kWe. For 
this load, the FTL and FEL strategies exports 28% and 7.5% of CHP’s outputs, respectively. 
This means that by switching operating strategies, the ratio of the exported electricity 
reduces 20.5%.  
Based on the same concept, Figure 5.13a and Figure 5.13b plot tolerable capital costs of 
FEL-operated cogeneration systems for export coefficients of 0.3 and 0.1, respectively. 
For both of the figures, the tolerable capital costs are calculated with 6% discount rate.. 
Both figures exclude relatively large normalised heat loads as it is intended to further 
discuss the lower values. 
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(a) 𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 0.3 (b) 𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 0.1 
Figure 5.13 Tolerable capital costs of FEL-operated cogeneration systems & their 
differences with FTL-operated ones 
Each green dot represents the tolerable capital cost of an FEL-operated cogeneration 
system. Additionally, each red dot represents the difference in the tolerable capital cost 
of the same cogeneration system operated with FTL strategy. This means that FEL 
strategy economically outperforms its alternative when a red dot reaches a value higher 
than £0/kWe. The negative values represent cases in which the FTL strategy outperforms 
the FEL strategy. 
In Figure 5.13a, the largest difference between operating strategies, for a given case, 
equals £425/kWe. This happens for a site with heat load of 4.38 MWh/kWe/year. The 
tolerable capital cost for this site equals to £1700/kWe. The economic benefit of FEL 
strategy stays marginally positive up to 6.25 MWh/kWe/year heat load. 
For lower export rate, Figure 5.13b shows that FEL-operated systems stay economically 
beneficial for relatively larger heat loads. The largest difference between strategies 
equals £2243s/kWe which occurs for a site with heat load of 5.28 MWh/kWe/year. For 
this site, the tolerable capital cost of the FEL-operated cogeneration system equals 
£990s/kWe. It is very unlikely that the specific capital cost of a small-scale cogeneration 
system would be as low as £990s/kWe. However, Figure 5.13b shows that the economic 
superiority of FEL strategy stays significant for larger heat loads where their tolerable 
capital costs are achievable. Assuming £500/kWe as a significant economic difference, 
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Figure 5.13b shows that the FEL strategy outperforms the FTL strategy with this amount 
up to 15.1 MWh/kWe/year.  
Earlier in this Chapter, it was shown that the economic case of a given cogeneration 
system becomes stronger when its CHP unit operates for long periods. On the other side, 
the mass of saved CO2 emissions by a cogeneration system increases with higher 
operating periods as well. The following section reports various findings with regard to 
the CO2 savings of the simulated cogeneration systems. 
5.4. CO2 Savings 
In economic terms, this study only reports the lifetime savings of cogeneration systems. 
In terms of CO2 emissions, however, this study separates the CO2 savings to two time-
scales: short-run and long-run. This separation is important as the electricity grid is 
expected to undergo significant decarbonisation in the GB.  
The term short-run savings refers to CO2 savings achieved during the first (reference) 
year of systems’ operations. Conversely, the term long-run CO2 savings refers to lifetime 
CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems. Both of the short-run and long-run savings are 
stated in absolute and relative terms. The absolute savings refer to the mass of the saved 
CO2 emissions (equation 3.35); often expressed in tonnes of CO2 emissions. For a given 
case, the relative savings is calculated by dividing the mass of CO2 emissions saved by the 
cogeneration system, over the CO2 emissions of the counterpart conventional system 
(equation 3.37). 
5.4.1. Short-run CO2 savings 
Figure 5.14a and Figure 5.14b show the short-run absolute CO2 savings of the FTL- and 
FEL-operated cogeneration systems, respectively. The vertical axis normalises the 
masses of saved CO2 emissions based on CHP’s unit capacity. Both of these figures show 
consistent trends between the cogeneration systems with different sizes. The cases with 
the 9 kWe and 15 kWe unit underperform compared to other cases. This is because these 
units have lower electrical efficiencies when they operate at unity load factor (Figure 
3.8a).  
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(a)FTL (b) FEL 
Figure 5.14 Short-run Absolute CO2 savings 
Figure 5.14a shows that the short-run absolute CO2 savings are strictly correlated with 
the operating periods of CHP units. Figure 5.14b indicates similar trends; however, the 
FEL-operated systems show positive slopes for operating periods below 4000 
hours/year. The differences between the operating strategies are at their largest when 
CHP units operate for very short periods – less than 1000 hours/year. For very short 
operating periods, the FEL strategies consistently operate the CHP units with minimum 
load factor as the electrical demand rarely surpasses its minimum output. 
Similar to cost savings, the longer operating periods provide the necessary basis for the 
displacement of larger masses of CO2 emissions; hence, achieve higher savings. However, 
the strictly linear trends of the short-run absolute CO2 savings are absent from the 
economic assessments made earlier in this chapter (Figure 5.7a to Figure 5.7d). For cases 
with low operating periods (<1500 hours/year), the difference between the CO2 and cost 
savings relates to how export loss function affects the savings of the cogeneration. Based 
on the methodology explained in Chapter 3, this study assumes that 100% of the exported 
electricity is utilised off-site. In terms of the cost savings, the highest export coefficient 
considered in this study equals 50%, as it is unlikely that a CHP unit would receive higher 
rates for electricity it exports. The difference between the CO2 and cost loss functions, 
therefore, makes the low operating period cases high CO2 savers with poor economic 
returns.  
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For cases with operating periods above 3000 hours/year, Figure 5.14a and Figure 5.14b 
show no converging behaviours, such as those shown by payback and tolerable cost 
analyses. This relates to the difference in the considered timeframes. The costs analysis 
in this study only assesses the lifetime savings of the cogeneration systems. Therefore, 
the cost savings of a cogeneration system is limited to the assumed lifetime parameters: 
either 15 years or 45000 hours of operation. For short-run assessment, these parameters 
do not limit system’s savings, by any means. This, however, changes for long-run CO2 
assessment which will be discussed later in this chapter.  
Figure 5.15a and Figure 5.15b show the short-run relative CO2 savings of the FTL- and 
FEL-operated cogeneration systems, respectively. Figure 5.15a suggests positive skews, 
where peak CO2 savings, across different sizes of the cogeneration systems, average to 
29.5% with standard deviation of 2.3%.  
  
(a) FTL (b) FEL 
Figure 5.15 Short-run relative CO2 savings 
These values are achieved for operating periods of 1131  472 hours/year. On the 
contrary, peak CO2 savings shown in Figure 5.15b average to %22.8, with standard 
deviation of %1.2. The FEL-operated cases achieve these values for the duration of 2966 
 800.1 hours/year.  
Figure 5.15a suggests that the highest CO2 savings are achieved for cases with relatively 
short operating periods. This is due to: (a) high short-run CO2 intensity of the displaced 
electricity, and (b) no losses when CHPs exports electricity. The highest CO2 savings for 
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FEL-operated systems are achieved by cases where CHP unit operates longer, relative to 
FTL strategy.  
Earlier in this chapter, the discounted payback analyses showed that none of the 
cogeneration systems achieved economic feasibility for operating periods lower than 
2000 hours/year. On the contrary, Figure 5.15a and Figure 5.15b suggest downwards 
trends in short-run relative CO2 savings, for cases with long operating periods. Therefore, 
the economic potential and the relative CO2 savings of a cogeneration system, for the 
apartment applications, are in contrast. In the following section, this study correlates the 
economic feasibility and the relative CO2 savings of cogeneration systems.  
5.4.1.1. Economic Feasibility vs. Relative Savings 
Figure 5.16 plots the short-run relative CO2 savings of a cogeneration system for different 
discount rates. For simplification purpose, this figure only shows the savings of an FTL-
operated cogeneration system with 9 kWe unit. This plot excludes all of the economically 
infeasible cases.  
The peak short-run relative CO2 savings for the lowest and highest discount rates are 26% 
and 20.9%, respectively. To achieve economic feasibility set by 0% and 9% discount rates, 
the CHP unit needs to operate at least for 2757 and 3915 hours/year, respectively.  
Figure 5.16 shows that higher discount rates result in reducing the relative CO2 savings 
of economically feasible cogeneration systems. Under tighter economic criteria, the CHP 
unit is required to operate for longer to achieve economic feasibility. Earlier in this 
Chapter, it was shown that the time-coincidence of apartments’ heat loads increase for 
larger sites. This increase results in reducing the cogenerated fractions of sites’ loads; 
hence, reduce the relative CO2 savings. Therefore, the potential of the cogeneration 
systems in terms of displacing significant fractions of the demands of the apartment 
blocks reduce if the CHP unit contained in such systems are undersized.  
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Figure 5.16 Correlating short-run relative CO2 savings with economic feasibility 
So far this study has investigated the amounts of saved CO2 emissions in absolute and 
relative terms. In Chapter 4, it was shown that the composition of grid’s marginal 
generation change based on its net demand. This lead to significant variations over the 
marginal emissions factors of the electricity delivered by the grid. Considering such 
variations, this study intends to examine whether or not the CO2 intensity of electricity 
displaced vary from one cogeneration system to another.  
5.4.1.2. Displaced CO2 Intensity: short-run & historic 
In Chapter four, this study used the term marginal emissions factor to refer to the CO2 
content of the electricity generated by the power plants which participate in the 
wholesale electricity market. This study uses the term CO2 intensity to refer to CO2 
content of the imported or displaced electricity. The calculated values for marginal 
emissions factor and CO2 intensities are slightly different as the latter value accounts for 
the grid’s distribution and transmissions losses. Based on the DUKES report, the grid’s 
losses are assumed 8% for all cases.  
In order to calculate the CO2 intensity of the displaced electricity, firstly, it is required to 
separate the electrical outputs of a cogeneration system based on the net demand bins of 
the grid. These are the same bins used in Chapter 4. After this, the CO2 intensity of each 
bin is multiplied with the aggregated cogenerated electricity  for a given net demand bin. 
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In other words, the CO2 intensity of the displaced electricity is the weighted average of 
the calculated values across grid’s net demand bins.  
Based on this method, Figure 5.17 plots the short-run CO2 intensities of the displaced 
electricity, based on the annual operating periods of the cogeneration systems. This figure 
includes both of the FTL- and FEL-operated cases. Additionally, the continuous line 
represents grid’s average short-run CO2 intensity. This value corresponds to GB’s 2016 
average marginal emissions factor, plus the relevant losses.  
 
 
Figure 5.17 Short-run displaced CO2 intensity 
Figure 5.17 suggests that the short-run CO2 intensity of displaced electricity by all 
cogeneration systems surpasses grid’s average. Additionally, this figure shows that the 
CO2 intensities slightly differ from one case to another. The smallest and greatest 
differences between the calculated CO2 intensities and the grid’s average are 0.022 and 
0.036 kgCO2/kWh, respectively. On average the calculated CO2 intensities are 1.057 times 
greater than grid’s average. The reasons for the stated differences are explained by the 
following figure.  
Figure 5.18 allocates the electrical outputs of the cogeneration systems based on the 
grid’s net demand. The allocation of the cogenerated electricity is based on timing of 
cogeneration with reference to grid’s net demand values. The vertical axis on the left side 
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indicates the fractions of the CHPs’ outputs and the vertical axis on the right side 
represents short-run CO2 intensities. The straight line represents grid’s average CO2 
intensity; the dotted line represents the binned CO2 intensities. The operating periods of 
the cogeneration systems are separated to three categories. These categories differ based 
on annual operating periods. 
 
Figure 5.18 Distribution of CHP’s output based on its timing with reference to grid’s net 
demand bins during reference year 
Based on the figure above, it is possible to categorise the grid-delivered electricity to two 
types:  
- 1st type: Electricity with CO2 intensity lower than grid’s average,  
- 2st type: Electricity with CO2 intensity higher than grid’s average. 
On average, the sum of cogenerated electricity displaces 38% and 62% of the 1st and 2nd 
types, respectively. Since the CO2 intensity of the 2nd type is higher than the grid’s average, 
all of the cogeneration systems displaced electricity more CO2 intensive than the grid’s 
average. Furthermore, Figure 5.18 suggests cases with longer operating periods tend to 
displace larger fractions of the 1st type. This explains the decreasing trends of the 
displaced CO2 intensities shown earlier in Figure 5.17. 
These observations are valid for the considered short-run timeframe: 2016. This study 
conducted the same analysis over previous years (2009-2015). Unlike 2016, it was found 
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that all years displaced electricity with CO2 intensities less than grid’s average. The yearly 
differences between the displaced and averaged intensities were found to be less than 
3%. 
In chapter 4, it was shown that the coal-generated fraction of GB’s marginal generation 
mix has reduced remarkably during the previous eight years. This reduction would 
certainly affect what small-scale CHP units would have been displacing, if they were 
operational at the time. Considering this, Figure 5.19 shows the proportions of the grid’s 
marginal generators which would had been historically displaced by cogeneration 
systems. The horizontal axis consists of eight bars where each bar represents a calendar 
year between 2009 and 2016 (inclusive). The vertical axis on left represents the 
proportions of the displaced marginal generation for each year. Furthermore, the vertical 
axis on the right represents the annual averaged CO2 intensities.  
 
 
Figure 5.19 Historic trend of displaced CO2 intensity & marginal generation 
For visual simplification, Figure 5.19 reduces the composition of marginal generation 
types down to three categories: coal, CCGT, and other. The other category includes the 
rest of generation types discussed in Chapter 4, except the pumped storage. The yearly 
fractions of pumped storage are proportioned to the rest of generation types.  
Figure 5.19 shows that the cogeneration systems displace increasingly higher amounts of 
CCGT-generated, over the indicated period. Within the investigated years, the CCGT-
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generated fraction increases 44% and coal-generated fraction reduces 39.6%. This 
results in significant reduction in the CO2 intensity of the displaced electricity, over the 
indicated period. By 2016, the CO2 intensity of the displaced electricity reduces 29.8% 
with reference to its value back in 2009. The reason for this reduction associates with 
high CO2 content of coal (as fuel) and its relatively lower efficiency, in comparison to CCGT 
plants (Table 4-1). 
Despite the reducing CO2 intensity of the displaced electricity, a unit of cogenerated 
electricity displaces more CO2 emissions, compared to its heat output on the short-run. 
This relates to the source of heat and electricity generation in the conventional system 
where heat is generated by on-site boilers (80% efficiency), and electricity is delivered 
by the grid. In 2016, the electricity displaced by a given cogeneration system is on average 
2.13 times more CO2 intensive, compared to the heat it displaced. It is expected, however, 
that the GB’s electrical grid to significantly decarbonise in future years. Given sufficient 
decarbonisation, the cogeneration system will no longer save CO2 emissions.  
Figure 5.20 compares the CO2 emissions of a cogeneration system and its conventional 
counterpart, for different discrete values of the grid’s CO2 intensity. Each system is 
represented with a set of stacked bars. The CO2 emissions of the conventional system 
consist of two fractions: boiler- and grid-emitted. Besides these, the cogeneration system 
has an additional fraction which represents the CO2 emissions from the CHP unit. The 
indicated cogeneration system is a 20 kWe, FTL-operated system with 5500 hours/year 
operation time. The values on top of the stacked bars represent the difference in mass of 
the saved CO2 emissions, between systems.  
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Figure 5.20 Demonstrating the impact of grid’s decarbonisation over absolute CO2 
savings of a cogeneration system 
For both systems the CO2 emissions from boilers and the CO2 emissions from the CHP unit 
in cogeneration system stay constant. This is because the carbon content of the natural 
gas is assumed constant (0.184kgCO2/kWh) across the years. Conversely, the CO2 
emissions from the grid remarkably reduce for different values of the CO2 intensities. 
Figure 5.20 shows that the CO2 emission of the cogeneration system surpasses the 
conventional system somewhere between 0.12 and 0.15 kgCO2/kWh values. In other 
words, the indicated cogeneration system’s CO2 savings becomes negative after this point. 
Considering this, it is important to assess the CO2 intensity of the displaced electricity 
which would make a given cogeneration system CO2-neutral.  
5.4.2. CO2-Neutralisation Thresholds  
This study uses the term CO2 neutralisation threshold to refer to CO2 intensity which 
would equate the CO2 savings of the cogeneration system to zero. This study calculates 
the CO2 neutralisation value for a given cogeneration system by equalising the amount of 
CO2 it emits, to its conventional counterpart’s (equation 3.353.31 equals equation 3.33). 
Figure 5.21 plots these values based on the operating periods of the simulated 
cogeneration system. This figure only shows the FTL-operated cases. The FEL-operated 
cases achieve higher CO2 neutralisation values for cases with operating periods lower 
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than 5000 hours/year. For longer periods, the differences between operating strategies 
become insignificant. 
   
 
Figure 5.21 CO2 neutralisation value for simulated cogeneration systems 
The highest neutralisation value is calculated for low operating periods. The reasons for 
these high values are the inefficient cogeneration due to excessive heat losses from the 
TES unit (Figure 3.16). Additionally, Figure 5.21 shows that the CO2 neutralisation 
thresholds, for all cogeneration systems, converge to certain values for cases with longer 
operating periods. These convergences relate to the calculated efficiencies reported in 
Chapter 3 (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15).  
For cases with reasonable operating periods (>3000 hours/year), there are significant 
differences between the calculated neutralisation values and the short-run CO2 intensity 
(0.52 kgCO2/kWh). For a CHP unit which operates for 3000 hours/year, the CO2 intensity 
of grid-supplied electricity needs to reduce, on average, to 0.224 kgCO2/kWh, to make 
the cogeneration systems CO2 neutral. A cogeneration system might cogenerate a fraction 
of its lifetime’s output below the CO2-neutral level and still have positive savings. 
Considering this, the following section assesses the long-run CO2 savings of the 
cogeneration systems. 
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5.4.3. Long-run CO2 savings 
The reported emissions factors are used to assess the long-run CO2 savings of the 
discussed cogeneration systems. Similar to short-run values, the long-run marginal 
emissions factors are corrected with the assumed distribution and transmissions losses. 
This study assumes no changes over the grid’s distribution and transmission loss factor 
on the long-run. As stated in chapter 4, this study imports the long-run MEFs from [92], 
to assess the lifetime CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems.  
Figure 5.22a and Figure 5.22b show the long-run absolute CO2 savings of the 
cogeneration systems, for the CO2 taxed and constrained scenarios, respectively. The 
vertical axes normalise the masses of the saved CO2 emissions based on the CHP’s unit 
capacity. These figures only indicate the FTL-operated systems. The discrepancies in the 
long-run CO2 savings between operating strategies will be discussed later in this chapter.  
 
 
 
 
(a) Taxed (b) Constrained 
Figure 5.22 Long-run absolute CO2 savings 
All of the cogeneration systems save higher masses of CO2 in the taxed scenario. This is 
because the long-run marginal emissions factor, in the taxed scenario, is greater than or 
equal to the constrained ones for all years.   
Figure 5.22a and Figure 5.22b suggest that the estimated decarbonisation of GB’s grid is 
not quick enough to make the long-run absolute CO2 savings of  the cogeneration systems 
negative. For the taxed scenario, there was only one case with 15 kWe operating for 175 
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hours/year which resulted in negative long-run, absolute CO2 savings. For the 
constrained scenario, the long-run CO2 savings of cogeneration systems became positive 
by only operating for 668±226 hours/year. In other words, these figures show that a 
cogeneration system which operates for reasonable durations achieves positive long-run 
absolute CO2 savings. It is important to note that these results are represents simulations 
which began at 2016 and the long-run CO2 savings of cogeneration systems would reduce, 
given grid’s decarbonisation. 
For both scenarios, the masses of the saved CO2 increase with longer operating periods. 
There are two reasons for this trend. Firstly, longer operating periods enable a 
cogeneration system to displace higher amounts of electricity; hence, achieve higher 
savings. In this regard, there are no differences between long-run and short-run CO2 
savings (Figure 5.14a and Figure 5.14b). The second reason associates with the lifetimes 
of cogeneration systems. Unlike the short-run CO2 savings, the long-run savings of a 
cogeneration system is limited to its lifetime. This value is either 45000 hours or 15 years, 
for any given cogeneration system. The operational years of a cogeneration system 
reduces, if its CHP unit operates longer than 3000 hours/year. These lifetime mechanisms 
retire the cogeneration system for a case with longer annual operating period sooner 
than a case with shorter duration. Given the assumed long-run decarbonisation of 
electricity grid, the cogeneration systems which reach the end of their lifetime sooner, 
displace electricity with higher CO2 intensity. 
Figure 5.23 shows the impact of the lifetime of the cogeneration system on its long-run 
absolute CO2 savings. This figure indicates the yearly CO2 savings of a cogeneration 
system for three cases. All of these cases are calculated based on the CO2 tax scenario. 
Each case represents the long-run CO2 savings of the same cogeneration system: 6 kWe 
unit, FTL-operated.  
These cases differ based on the CHP’s annual operating period: low duration (~3000 
hours/year), medium duration (~5500 hours/year) and high duration (~8000 
hours/year). If the long-run emissions factor of the displaced electricity stayed constant, 
the masses of displaced CO2 emissions of the stated cases would be equal. However, this 
is not the case for the GB’s electricity grid. Figure 5.23 shows that the yearly masses of 
saved CO2 emissions follows the trend of marginal emissions factors in the CO2 taxed 
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scenario (Figure 4.6). This highlights the importance of future marginal emissions factors 
over the long-run CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems.  
 
 
Figure 5.23 Demonstrating the impact of grid’s decarbonisation over the long-run 
absolute CO2 savings of a cogeneration system 
Additionally, Figure 5.23 indicate that the long-run absolute CO2 savings significantly 
differ from one case to another. The low duration case saves the smallest mass of CO2 
emissions, compared to other cases. The highest long-run CO2 savings is 82.02 tCO2 which 
is achieved by the high duration case. This case operates for 7967 hours/year which 
means it reaches the end of its lifetime in 5.6 years. The CO2 intensity of the displaced 
electricity, for high duration case, equates to 0.49kgCO2/kWh. This value is higher, 
compared to values displaced by low duration (0.36kgCO2/kWh) and medium duration 
(0.46kgCO2/kWh) cases. The author would like to highlight the importance of the 
assumption made about CHP’s total engine run hours (45000 hours). This value is a 
determinant parameter with regards to the lifetime savings of a given cogeneration 
system. 
Besides the mass of saved CO2 emissions, this study assesses the long-run relative CO2 
savings of cogeneration systems. Figure 5.24a and Figure 5.24b plot the long-run relative 
CO2 savings of the FTL-operated cogeneration system for taxed and constrained 
scenarios, respectively.These figures only show cases with operating periods longer than 
2000 hours/years. This is because cases with shorter operating periods showed low 
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potentials in terms of long-run cost savings (described in section 5.3) and long-run 
absolute CO2 savings (Figure 5.22a and Figure 5.22b).  
 
 
 
 
(a) Taxed (b) Constrained 
Figure 5.24 Long-run relative CO2 savings 
Similar to absolute savings, the long-run relative CO2 savings under taxed scenario is 
higher for all cases. Figure 5.24a and Figure 5.24b show that the highest, long-run, 
relative CO2 savings are achieved for cases with operating periods within the 4000-5000 
hours/year interval. This is because the considered cogeneration systems achieve the 
lowest import ratios within the stated interval(Figure 5.4a).  
Additionally, the cogeneration systems for which the CHP units operate within the stated 
interval retire before high rates of decarbonisation occur. The impact of the grid’s 
decarbonisation over long-run relative CO2 savings is particularly strong for cases which 
operate below 3000 hours/year. This is because all of these cases stay operational for 15 
years. This means that larger fractions of their long-run outputs are cogenerated during 
years in which the electricity grid has significantly decarbonised. Based on this 
observation, the long-run CO2 intensity of the electricity displaced by cogeneration 
systems varies from one case to another. 
5.4.3.1. Long-run Displaced CO2 intensity 
Earlier in this chapter, the short-run CO2 intensities of displaced electricity were shown 
based on annual operating period. For the assumed reference year, all of the cogeneration 
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systems displaced electricity with the CO2 intensities higher than the grid’s average. 
Additionally, this study found minor errors between calculations which are done based 
on the average and the binned CO2 intensities.  
Given these, Figure 5.25 shows the long-run CO2 intensities of displaced electricity by the 
cogeneration systems for the stated taxed and constrained scenarios. Unlike the short-
run values, these values are plotted against the lifetimes of the cogeneration systems. This 
value varies between 5.6 and 15 years. In comparison to short-run values (shown in 
Figure 5.17), the long-run CO2 intensity values vary across a larger range. This is because 
the yearly variation across the long-run CO2 intensities (shown in Figure 4.6) is much 
greater than the variation of short-run CO2 intensities across different bins (shown in 
Figure 5.18). 
 
 
Figure 5.25 Long-run displaced CO2 intensity based on system’s lifetime 
5.4.3.2. Impact of the Operating Strategy over Long-run  
CO2 savings 
So far, this study has shown the long-run CO2 savings of the FTL-operated cogeneration 
systems. For the majority of sites, FEL-operated systems achieved lower long-run CO2 
savings compared to FTL-operated ones. Similar to cost savings, however, there are some 
sites for which the FEL strategy achieves higher long-run CO2 savings.  
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Figure 5.26 shows the difference in long-run absolute CO2 savings between the FEL- and 
FTL-operated systems for the constrained scenario. This figure uses the same concept 
which was earlier used in Figure 5.12 where the positive values mean FEL strategy 
outperforms the FTL one. Figure 5.26 plots the difference is long-run absolute CO2 
savings; rather than cost savings. 
 
 
Figure 5.26 Difference in Long-run absolute CO2 savings between FEL and FTL strategies 
Figure 5.26 shows remarkable differences across different units where the FEL-operated 
9 and 15 kWe units are well-suited for this strategy. This is because these units have 
relatively higher electrical efficiencies when they modulate. This, effectively, increase 
their electrical efficiencies relative to the other CHP units. In the case of 6 and 20 kWe 
units, there were only a few cases where the FEL strategy marginally results in higher 
long-run CO2 savings. 
Figure 5.26 shows that FEL-strategy is beneficial in terms of long-run absolute CO2 
savings, when difference in export, between the operating strategies, is significant. 
Earlier in this chapter, Figure 5.13b showed that FEL strategy economically outperforms 
FTL strategy, given the right conditions are provided. These conditions were large 
differences in the exported quantities between strategies and low export rates. In terms 
of long-run CO2 savings, the former condition stays relevant. The highest differences in 
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the long-run absolute CO2 savings, for 9 and 15 kWe units, occur for sites with 
approximate heat loads of 6.03 MWh/kWe/year.  
The latter condition – low export rates – is irrelevant when assessing the CO2 savings. 
What is relevant, though, is the grid’s future decarbonisation. Given significant grid 
decarbonisation scenarios, it is likely that the cogeneration systems will cogenerate 
fractions of their long-run outputs after the CO2-neutralisation thresholds. After this 
point, as explained in section 5.4.2, the outputs of the cogeneration systems will incur 
negative savings. For a given site, if these conditions – high export difference and 
significant future decarbonisation – are provided, the FEL strategy achieves higher long-
run CO2 savings by reducing the energy exportation.  
5.5. Chapter Conclusion 
A cogeneration system with a small-scale internal combustion CHP unit is an expensive 
option, to cover a site’s heat and power demands. Besides the CHP’s capital cost, a range 
of auxiliary components are required to enhance the overall system’s efficiency. Evidently, 
these components increase the capital cost of the cogeneration systems.  
Despite high initial costs, a cogeneration system is a mature technology, and it can achieve 
economic feasibility, given appropriate operation conditions are provided. The key 
condition required by the economic feasibility of a cogeneration system is that its lifetime 
income surpasses its initial capital cost. The cogeneration process outputs heat and 
electricity; therefore, it has two sources of income. These are selling heat and electricity. 
The rational of this study is based on the savings of cogeneration systems, relative to their 
conventional counterparts. Considering that heat is a source of income in the 
conventional systems, the savings of cogeneration system is driven by cogenerated 
electricity.  
The cost savings of a given cogeneration system mainly increases when it operates for 
longer periods. Despite the importance of cogenerated electricity, the cogenerated heat 
is required to be effectively utilised. Otherwise, a CHP unit fails to operate for sufficient 
periods, which results in economic infeasibility.  
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In this chapter, the potentials of small-scale cogeneration systems for apartment 
applications were assessed. The following paragraphs summarises this study’s key 
findings: 
- Operating period 
This chapter started by correlating the heat demands of the apartment blocks with the 
operating periods of CHP units. This study confirmed that apartment blocks are suitable 
applications for the cogeneration systems. This is due to diversification of heat load over 
time which is driven by different occupancy patterns and preferences from multiple 
dwellings.  The relationship between CHPs’ operating periods and apartments’ heat loads 
stays relatively linear up to approximately 4000 hours/year. The FTL and FEL strategies 
reached this duration for sites with nearly 7.5 and 10 MWh/year/kWe of heat loads, 
respectively.  
This study found that the rate of increase in terms of the CHPs’ operating periods 
decreases for larger sites. This means that increasing the operating period of CHP unit 
requires increasingly larger amounts of heat loads. This is because of the increasing time-
coincidence of apartments’ heat loads. This is particularly important in new-built 
apartments where domestic hot water services constitute larger fractions of overall heat 
load. The domestic hot water services typically has higher coincidence factor when 
compared to space heating services. 
- Payback period 
The payback analysis revealed that cogeneration systems with the larger CHP units pay 
themselves back in shorter durations. This study related the shorter payback periods of 
the larger CHP units to their lower specific capital costs, in comparison to smaller units. 
Additionally, the payback analysis showed that none of cogeneration systems, operating 
for durations shorter than 2000 hours/year, paid themselves in 15 years. 
- Tolerable capital cost 
The tolerable capital costs analysis revealed that lifetime cost savings of the cogeneration 
systems converge to their maximum values after operating for 3000 hours/year. This is 
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because 3000 hours/year is shortest operational period which retire the CHP unit before 
the end of system’s lifetime. 
- Discount rate 
Both payback and tolerable cost analyses were investigated across different discount 
rates. It was found that higher discount rates significantly affected the cost savings of the 
cogeneration systems; particularly those cases with shorter operating periods. In the case 
of payback analysis, higher discount rates made cases with shorter operating periods 
economically infeasible. In case of tolerable cost analysis, higher discount rates decreased 
the tolerance rate for capital costs of all cases.  
- FTL vs. FEL 
The FTL strategy achieved higher savings, for most of the cases. The advantages of FTL 
strategy were both in terms of cost and CO2 savings.  The difference in terms of cost and 
CO2 savings between operating strategies reduced for larger sites. Despite FTL’s higher 
savings, the FEL strategy achieved higher cost savings, when the simulated case meets 
the following two conditions: a) low export rates, b) high export quantities. For the 
apartment applications, this study found that the difference in the exported electricity, 
between FTL- and FEL-operated cogeneration systems, peaked to 1.1 MWh/year/kWe. 
This amount of exportation occurred when the apartments’ heat loads approach 6 
MWh/year/kWe. The difference in exported electricity stays significant up to 15 
MWh/year/kWe.  
- Short-run CO2 savings 
This study assessed the CO2 savings of cogeneration systems in absolute and relative 
terms. Considering the expected decarbonisation of GB’s grid, this study evaluated the 
CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems in two timeframes: short-run and long-run. As 
expected, the short-run absolute CO2 savings of cogeneration systems increased for cases 
with higher operating period. It was noted that the FEL strategy results in lower short-
run absolute CO2 savings, due to low part-load electrical efficiencies. The highest short-
run relative CO2 savings were achieved for cases with low operating periods. This is due 
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to: (a) high short-run CO2 intensity of the displaced electricity, (b) large exported 
quantities relative to the sites’ loads, (c) low impact of export’s loss function.  
- Displaced electricity 
Additionally, this study assessed the historic and short-run CO2 intensity of the displaced 
electricity. On average, cogeneration systems displaced electricity with CO2 intensities 5% 
higher than grid’s average intensity during 2016. For historic values, the cogeneration 
systems displaced electricity with approximately 3% lower than grid’s yearly averages.  
Additionally, it was found that the short-run CO2 intensities displaced by different 
cogeneration systems slightly vary. It was shown that cases with longer operating periods 
displace electricity with lower CO2 intensities. Furthermore, it was found that the average 
CO2 intensity of the displaced electricity had reduced 29.8%, between 2009 and 2016. 
This was due to reducing fractions of coal-generated electricity in the grid’s marginal 
generation mix.  
- Long-run CO2 savings 
This study assessed the long-run CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems for two 
decarbonisation scenarios: taxed and constrained. It is assumed that the electricity grid 
decarbonises slower in the former scenario. Based on this, the long-run CO2 savings of 
cogeneration systems were higher in the taxed scenario.  
Regardless of decarbonisation scenarios, this study found that the estimated GB’s grid 
decarbonisation, in either taxed or constrained scenarios, are not quick enough, to make 
the long-run CO2 savings of most of the cogeneration systems negative. Additionally, this 
study found that the highest long-run relative CO2 savings were achieved for cases in 
which cogeneration systems operate within 4000-5000 hours/year interval. This is 
because the cases within this interval have the lowest import ratios, in comparison to the 
rest of the cases. 
For sites with heat loads within the 6 – 15 MWh/year/kWe interval, the FEL strategy 
achieved higher long-run CO2 savings, compared to its alternative. This was because (a) 
lower exportation (b) longer lifetime.  
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6. Conclusions 
6.1. Summary of the Work 
The main goal of this study was to assess the cost and CO2 savings of the CHP units in 
new-built apartment applications. To achieve the stated goal, this study can be divided 
into three main tasks: modelling the demand profiles of newly-constructed apartment 
blocks (Chapter 2); developing a techno-economic cogeneration model (Chapter 3), and 
estimating the CO2 intensity of the electricity which is displaced by CHP units (Chapter 4). 
The following paragraphs summarise the content of the previous Chapters. 
I. Simulating the Demand Profiles 
Before choosing the demand model, the appropriate characteristics of the demand 
models were defined. These are: high-resolution, daily & seasonal variations, and 
compliance with the Part L1A document 12 . Two models were used to simulate the 
demand profiles of the apartment blocks: CREST [20] and SAP[25]. The former is a 
bottom-up, stochastic model which outputs the domestic demand profiles with one 
minute resolution. The latter is the model which determines the compliance of energy 
efficiency for newly-constructed dwellings. 
This study developed a simulation procedure in which the outputs of the CREST demand 
model were adjusted by the SAP model. This adjustment was such that the final output 
would comply with the energy efficiency standards set by the UK’s building regulations. 
An attempt was made to define the broad spectrum of energy demands from the 
apartment blocks. This study simulated the demand profiles of 1320 distinct apartment 
blocks: 88 apartment configuration × 5 dwelling floor area × 3 insulation levels. 
In terms of apartment configurations, the number of flat per floor was altered between 
one and eight; the number of the floors ranged from two to twelve. The product of these 
                                                        
12  This document sets out the target efficiencies which are required to be met by newly-constructed 
dwellings. 
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two parameters resulted in 88 apartment configurations where the number of dwellings 
varied from two to 96.  
Besides apartment configurations, the key parameters of the dwellings were changed as 
well. These parameters are dwelling floor area and insulation level. The housing dataset 
integrated in Cambridge Housing Model was used to determine the floor areas of 
purpose-built flats [39]. This model indicated that 95% of the purpose-built flats are 
smaller than 80 m2. This study selected five dwelling floor areas from 35 to 75 m2. 
Additionally, three levels of insulation were defined where the lowest level correspond 
to minimum compliance dwelling, described in the part L1A document. 
II. Simulating the Outputs of the Cogeneration Systems 
This study developed a novel model to simulate the outputs of the small-scale 
cogeneration systems. The term cogeneration system is used to refer to the mix of storage 
and generation units which enable the CHP units for efficient and reliable operation.  
The developed model is novel because it realistically simulates the outputs of the CHP 
units with relatively low computational costs. The realistic aspect of the model was 
achieved by incorporating CHPs’ transient losses. These losses were driven from 
empirical data, reported in [49, 52]. Due to its low processing time, the complete 
calculation procedure for a given case approximated to only 1.5 minutes. In total, this 
study evaluated 10560 cases: 1320 apartment blocks × 4 sizes of cogeneration systems 
(6-20 kWe) × 2 operating strategies.  
The outputs of the simulated CHP units were controlled by two operating strategies, 
namely, Following Thermal Load (FTL) and Following Electrical Load (FEL). While, the 
former strategy operates the CHP unit at maximum load factor, the latter modulates 
based on the electrical demand. Due to low part-load electrical efficiencies, it was shown 
that FEL-operated CHP units achieve low operating efficiencies, particularly for cases 
with annual operating periods less than 4000 hours. 
The simulations showed that the heat efficiencies of the CHP units can be significantly 
lower than steady-state values. This was attributed to the cases in which the CHP unit 
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operates for low durations (less than 2000 hours/year).  This was due to (a) excessive 
heat losses from the TES unit, and (b) slow recovery of the CHPs’ heat outputs.  
III. Estimating CO2 intensity of the displaced electricity 
This study evaluated only internal combustion-based CHP units given their technical 
maturity and commercial readiness. This technology is powered by gas; thereby, it has 
positive CO2 emissions, regardless of its operating efficiency. Given this, it is important to 
assess the CO2 intensity of conventionally delivered electricity. This study assumed that 
the grid is the conventional means of electricity supply.   
The Marginal Emissions Factor (MEF) of the grid is the term used to refer to the rate of 
CO2 emissions displaced by a given intervention – such as the cogeneration system. To 
calculate MEFs, this study collated the dispatch data of the major generation types which 
meet the net electricity demand of the Great Britain (GB) 13 . The empirical method 
developed in [93] was used to calculate the grid’s MEFs. The outcomes were presented 
based on the calendar year (2009-2016) and the grid’s net demand (22-52 GWs). 
The results suggested that the averaged MEFs have significantly reduced during the 
investigated period. Additionally, the MEF values for different net demand bins of the grid 
suggested that CO2 intensive, marginal generation has shifted from medium to low values 
of net demand. This is mainly because the net demand of the grid has significantly 
reduced due to the uptake of various interventions. This resulted in the merit order effect 
which pulled the CO2 intensive coal generation from the middle of the grid’s demand 
spectrum towards the lower side.  
6.2. Critical Assessment 
The critical assessments of the modelling chapters are summarised in the following 
paragraphs. The detailed critical assessments of demand modelling, cogeneration model, 
and grid’s emissions analysis can be found in sections 2.7, 3.6.6 and 4.7, respectively. 
                                                        
13 Great Britain comprises of three countries, namely, Englad, Wales, and Scotland. The elecricity demand 
of the UK is largely from the stated countries. 
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 Demand profiles 
This study simplified the procedure of calculating the space heating demand of the 
simulated dwellings. The main issue with the use CREST’s space heating sub-model is that 
this model was initially developed to output demand profiles for existing dwellings 
whereas this study focuses on new-built apartment blocks. This issue was partially 
addressed by scaling the output of CREST model with SAP model. An ideal solution is to 
generate new sets of calibration scalars for new-built apartment flats which can be then 
used to generate calibrated, space heating profiles for new-built flats. 
 Cogeneration model 
In the absence of detailed and reliable empirical evidence, this study made some 
assumptions about the operation of the CHP unit. These assumptions were driven from 
either reported experimental work (Annex 42 model) or reliable design and engineering 
guides (such as AM12 & CP1 guides). Nevertheless, all assumptions simplify reality in one 
way or another. Therefore, the work conducted in this study can be improved by 
validating its output with experimental data.  
 Analysing MEF 
This study assumed the emissions factors of the interconnectors to be the average of the 
country from which the electricity was generated at. This assumption is likely to be 
inaccurate as the electricity imported from the interconnectors corresponds to electricity 
generated by the marginal generation; not the entire system. This study justified this 
simplification, as the proportion of interconnectors in the marginal generation mix is 
limited (~3.5%). This, however, is subject to change as it is expected the installed 
capacities and energy exchange of the interconnectors’ in the GB will increase in the 
future. 
6.3. Summary of the Contribution  
6.3.1. Research question: Given the decreasing heat demand in the newly-
constructed buildings, can cogeneration systems achieve economic feasibility for 
new-built apartment blocks? 
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Yes, they can. Firstly, the potential of apartment blocks as applications for cogeneration 
systems were justified. It was shown that, the temporal spread of heat demand from 
multiple dwellings resulted in extending the operating period of the CHP unit. 
Furthermore, the spread of electricity demand, over time, resulted in increasing the 
amount of self-consumed, cogenerated electricity. It was shown that extended operating 
period and self-consumed electricity contributed positively to the cost savings of the 
cogeneration systems; thereby, making them economically feasible.  
Then, this study evaluated the economic feasibility of cogeneration systems with payback 
and tolerable capital cost analyses. The payback analysis revealed that none of the cases 
in which the CHP units were operating less than 2000 hours/year could generate enough 
income, to offset the capital costs of the cogeneration systems. In terms of simulated 
apartment blocks, this meant nearly 15% of the cases were not economically for any of 
the simulated cogeneration systems. Additionally, it was shown that the economic 
feasibility of the cogeneration systems required longer operating periods for cases with 
small CHP units – due to higher specific capital cost – and higher discount rates – due to 
the discounting process.  
The tolerable capital cost analysis showed the converging trend in the economic returns 
of the cogeneration systems. This convergence started for cases with operating periods 
between 3000 to 5000 hours/year towards cases with longer operational time. The start 
point of this convergence is dictated by discount rate. The higher discount rates meant 
that the CHP unit must operate for longer periods to approach the maximal economic 
return. The reason for the stated converging trend relates to the methodology and 
assumptions used to limit the lifetime of the cogeneration systems. The maximum 
lifetime of the cogeneration systems was set to 15 years. This is a commonly used value 
in the literature [69, 73, 77]. By personal communications with a relevant manufacturer, 
the author found out that the average lifetime of the internal combustion engine is 45000 
hours. Based on this value, this study limited the lifetime of the cogeneration system to 
the engine’s lifetime, if the CHP unit operates longer than 3000 hours/year. In this way, 
the CHP unit operates for 45000 hours for all cases with operating period longer than 
3000 hours/year. The author would like to highlight that the assumed engine lifetime is 
one of the most important parameters in determining the cost and CO2 savings of 
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cogeneration systems and any significant change to this number would change the results 
reported in this study. 
The economic performances of the cogeneration systems were also evaluated for 
different sub-sets of apartment blocks. It was demonstrated that less insulated apartment 
blocks with larger dwellings and higher number of dwellings achieved higher cost savings. 
These factors led to longer operating period due to (a) lower insulation levels, (b) higher 
internal volume, or (c) higher rates of diversification. Additionally, larger apartment 
blocks have higher electrical demand which result in higher ratios of self-consumption.  
This study evaluated whether or not the part-load operation of the CHP units results in 
higher savings. This evaluation was based on comparing the FTL and FEL strategies, in 
terms of cost and CO2 savings. This study demonstrated that the FEL strategy can achieve 
higher economic returns under two conditions (a) FTL strategy export significant 
fractions of the cogenerated electricity, (b) export rates are low. The scope of this study 
was limited to the cogeneration systems which are export-enabled. Therefore, the 
findings of this study fall short in terms of quantifying the benefits of ability to export for 
the cogeneration systems. This is suggested as further work. 
6.3.2. Research question: Considering the potential decarbonisation of 
electricity grid in future, what are the CO2 savings of the CHP units? 
The CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems were assessed in two timeframes: short-run 
and long-run. The short-run analysis measured the extents to which the cogeneration 
systems reduced the CO2 emissions, for the first year of its operation. This study assumed 
2016 as the first year for all the simulated cases. Conversely, the long-run analysis 
calculated the reductions in CO2 emissions during the lifetime of the cogeneration system. 
Both analyses were expressed in absolute terms – mass of saved CO2 emissions and 
relative terms – ratio of absolute CO2 saving over total emissions from the counterpart 
conventional system 
The short-run relative assessment showed that the highest CO2 savings were achieved for 
cases with relatively low operating period. One reason for this was the high values of the 
CO2 intensities of the displaced electricity. Another reason was the relatively high ratio 
of CHP’s electrical capacity where significant fractions were exported and utilised off-site.    
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A key contribution of this study was to evaluate the historic and short-run CO2 intensities 
of the electricity displaced by the cogeneration systems. This study calculated the average 
short-run CO2 intensity of the electricity displaced by the cogeneration systems was 0.52 
kgCO2/kWh. This value is 29.8% less compared to its value back in 2009. Despite this 
reduction, the short-run assessment showed that the cogenerated electricity is 
significantly less CO2 intensive, in comparison to electricity delivered by the grid.  
Considering the likely decarbonisation of the grid, this study evaluated the CO2 intensities 
which would equate the emissions savings of the cogeneration systems to zero. The term 
CO2-neturalisation threshold was coined in to refer to this value. Considering the varying 
efficiencies of the cogeneration system, these values were subject to change where 
inefficient cogeneration resulted in high values CO2-neutralisation values. For the 
cogeneration systems in which the CHP unit operates for 3000 hours/year, the CO2-
neutralisation threshold was calculated to an average of 0.224 kgCO2/kWh.  
If the GB’s grid reaches the CO2-neutralisation threshold for a given cogeneration system, 
the conventional system will emit comparatively less CO2 emissions. Despite this, the 
cogeneration systems might save CO2 emissions on the long-run, despite cogenerating 
fractions of their outputs beyond the CO2-neutralisation threshold. 
One of the key contributions of this study was to estimate the long-run CO2 savings of the 
cogeneration systems. The long-run savings were evaluated for two decarbonisation 
scenarios, namely, CO2 taxed and CO2 constrained. These scenarios are based on the long-
run MEFs reported in [92]. In case of the taxed scenarios, only one case resulted in 
negative long-run CO2 savings (15 kWe with 157 hours/year). In case of the constrained 
scenario, the long-run CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems became positive for cases 
in which the CHP unit operate for nearly 670 hours/year. The required duration for 
positive long-run CO2 savings in the taxed scenario is lower as the grid decarbonise rather 
slowly in this scenario. Considering the stated thresholds for negative long-run CO2 
savings, this study’s finding is that the GB’s grid did not decarbonise quick enough to 
significantly impact the long-run CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems. 
On the long-run, this study found that cases with longer operating periods displace 
electricity with higher CO2 intensity. This is because the cogeneration system of these 
cases reach the end of their lifetimes earlier than cases with shorter operating period. On 
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the other hand, if the CHP unit is undersized for a site, its relative CO2 savings reduce. The 
overall long-run assessment of this study suggests that cases in which CHP units operate 
within the 4000-5000 hours/year interval achieve high relative savings. Future Work 
This work improved the existing knowledge about cost and CO2 savings of the 
cogeneration systems in the apartment applications. The developed demand and 
cogeneration simulation procedures lack thorough validation. Therefore, these models 
can be developed when new information becomes available. For instance, the Heat 
Network (Metering and Billing) Regulations SI 3120/2014 requires [103], all newly-
constructed communal heating schemes, to individually meter each customer (a heat 
sink); given taking such measures, is cost effective or technically feasible. Such data can 
be used to extend the CREST demand model to generate high-resolution demand profiles 
for communal heating schemes. 
In this study the long-run CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems were only evaluated 
for two decarbonisation scenarios. It would be interesting to assess the long-run CO2 
savings of the cogeneration systems across a wider range of decarbonisation scenarios. 
Additionally, all of these cogeneration systems were assumed to be commissioned by the 
beginning of 2016. It would be interesting to assess the long-run CO2 savings for systems 
which are commissioned on different years. 
Additionally, the economic and environmental impact of the cogeneration systems can be 
further investigated in the following areas: 
I. What types and sizes of non-residential buildings would complement the 
operation of cogeneration systems for apartment applications? 
The apartment blocks are suitable buildings for CHP applications. Despite the stated 
diversification, heat demand is still absent from long periods of the year. These periods 
are shown as blue areas in Figure 3.11c and Figure 3.11d. It would be an appropriate 
extension to this study to evaluate the impact of adding non-residential loads, such as 
offices, shops, or leisure facilities, to the apartment blocks for which the cogeneration 
systems are operating.  
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II. What are the cost and CO2 savings of the cogeneration systems which consist of 
multiple CHP units? 
The payback analysis of this study suggested that the smaller CHP units are required to 
operate for longer periods to achieve economic feasibility. Conversely, the larger CHP 
units have lower specific capital costs; therefore, they can operate for shorter periods and 
still be economically viable. The question then becomes ‘What are the added benefits of 
incorporating multiple CHP units in the cogeneration systems?’  
III. How does the export ability impact the savings from the cogeneration system? 
All of the cogeneration systems in this study were assumed to be able to export. This 
means that an operating CHP unit faced no limitation when its electrical output is greater 
than the electrical demand. Considering this, the inability to export would introduce 
constraints to the operation of the CHP units. It would be an interesting extension to this 
work to evaluate the savings of the cogeneration systems with and without the ability to 
export.   
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8. Appendix A: Correlating Operating Period with 
the Apartment Blocks 
In Chapter 5, the majority of this study’s findings are reported in the operating period of 
the CHP units. This appendix provides some extra figures where the correlations between 
the key parameters of the apartment blocks and the operating period of the CHP units are 
established. These are the number of dwellings in the apartment block, dwelling floor 
area, and the insulation levels. Figure 8.1a and Figure 8.1b plot the operating periods of 
the FTL- and FEL-operated cogeneration systems based on the number of dwellings in 
the apartment blocks, respectively. These values correspond to the apartment blocks 
with 35 m2 dwellings. Both of the figures suggest that the operating periods of the CHP 
units increase for larger dwellings. This is due to the diversification of heat over time. 
Additionally, the operating periods of the smaller CHP units increase faster than the 
larger units. This is due to lower heat outputs of the smaller units, in comparison to the 
larger units. 
  
(a) FTL (b)FEL 
Figure 8.1 Operating periods of the apartment blocks with 35 m2 dwellings 
The comparison of the above plots suggests that the FEL-operated CHP units operated for 
longer, for the apartment blocks with low number of dwellings. This is because for 
apartment blocks with low electrical demand, the FEL strategy consistently operates the 
CHP unit with minimum load factor. This results in less cogenerated, surplus heat. Less 
heat results in using a smaller fraction of the TES unit’s capacity. The TES’s state of charge 
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is used to determine the whether or not to activate/deactivate the CHP unit. The lesser 
use of the TES’s capacity results in extending the operating period of the FEL-operated 
CHP unit. The opposite trend occur when the electrical demand of the sites are is high. In 
this case, the FEL strategy modulates the outputs of the CHP unit to higher values.   
Figure 8.2a and Figure 8.2b shows the averaged increase in the operating period of the 
CHP units due to the +10 m2 increment in the dwelling floor area. This concept was 
introduced in section 5.3.2.1. 
  
(c) FTL (d) FEL 
Figure 8.2 Averaged increase in the operating period due to +10 m2 increment in 
dwelling floor area 
Figure 8.2a shows clear trends where the operating periods of the CHP units increase for 
apartment blocks with larger dwellings. In the case of 6 kWe and 9 kWe units, Figure 8.2a 
shows that the value of the averaged increment reduces for larger apartment blocks. This 
is because these units are operating for long period (>5000 hours/year) which means 
that the increasing heat demands tend to aggregate during the peak periods; rather than 
further diversification.  
Conversely, Figure 8.2b shows the inconsistent trend across the number of dwellings. The 
reason for these inconsistencies is the different values of the heat efficiencies across the 
part-load operation of the CHP units. If the load factor is less than one, the heat 
efficiencies of the CHP units are determined by the level of electrical demand.  
Figure 8.3a and Figure 8.3b correlate the operating periods of the FTL- and FEL-operated 
CHP units with the normalised floor area of the apartment blocks, respectively. The floor 
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area of the apartment block is the product of the dwelling floor area and the number of 
dwellings. The apartment blocks shown in these figures are those with the highest level 
of insulation. This study uses the term A1, A2, A3 to refer to the low, medium and high 
insulation levels which were described in section 2.5.7.3. 
  
(a) FTL (b)FEL 
Figure 8.3 Operating periods based on level of insulation 
Similar to the earlier figures, Figure 8.4a and Figure 8.4b plot the average increase in the 
operating periods of the FTL- and FEL-operated CHP units per decreasing level of 
insulation, respectively.  
  
(a) FTL (b)FEL 
Figure 8.4 Averaged increase in the operating period due one lower level of insulation  
 
 
